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Abstract
In this thesis I present the most relevant results obtained about the growth, structure, magne-
tization of Pd, Mg and Co thin films on Ru(0001), and the effects of hydrogen exposure on the
same films. The experimental techniques used were low energy electron microscopy (LEEM),
spin-polarized LEEM (SPLEEM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).
We studied the growth and the structure of Pd films by LEEM and LEED-IV fits in two differ-
ent regimes: thin films up to 6 ML on Ru(0001), and thicker films up to 20 ML on Ru(0001) and
W(110). The incorporation of hydrogen into the palladium films and the influence of CO in the
process was studied by LEEM. We determined that significant hydrogen population of the palla-
dium films sub-surface positions was only achieved in ultra-high vacuum under atomic hydrogen
in the presence of carbon monoxide.
We followed our study by giving a description of the growth and the structure of thin Mg films
(up to 10 ML) on Ru(0001), whose surface was characterized by LEEM and STM. The formation
of a Mg-hydride was studied by means of LEEM and thermal desorption spectroscopy.
Finally, we studied the growth and magnetic domain structure of Co on Ru(0001) by means of
LEEM, SPLEEM and STM. The magnetic structure of three-layers thick Co islands was found to
depend on the stacking sequence of the islands. Hydrogen induced an spin-reorientation transition
(SRT) on 2 ML thick Co films, studied by means of SPLEEM in real space. Finally the effect of a
Pd capping on the magnetic properties of Co films on Ru was studied.

vPrólogo
En esta tesis muestro los resultados más relevantes obtenidos en el estudio del crecimiento,
la estructura, la imanación (en su caso) de películas metálicas delgadas de Pd, Mg y Co crecidas
sobre Ru(0001), así como el efecto de exponer dichas películas a hidrógeno. Las técnicas usadas
fueron la microscopía de electrones lentos con y sin polarización de espín (SPLEEM y LEEM,
respectivamente) y la microscopía de efecto túnel (STM).
El primer lugar estudiamos el crecimiento y la estructura de películas de Pd en dos regíme-
nes diferentes: películas delgadas hasta 6 capas atómicas sobre Ru(0001), y películas de Pd más
gruesas de hasta 20 capas crecidas en Ru(0001) y W(110). Las películas fueron caracterizadas
por LEEM, y ajustes de LEED-IV. También estudiamos, mediante LEEM la incorporación de hi-
drógeno en dichas películas y las influencia de CO en este proceso. Sólo utilizando H atómico y
CO fue posible poblar las posiciones de la sub-superficie de las películas de Pd con hidrógeno en
condiciones de ultra alto vacío.
A continuación se llevó a cabo un estudio del crecimiento y la estructura de películas delgadas
de Mg (de hasta 10 capas atómicas) crecidas sobre Ru(0001). La superficie de las películas fue
caracterizada mediante LEEM y STM. Finalmente se observó a escala nanométrica la formación
de hidruro de Mg mediante la exposición de las películas anteriores a hidrógeno atómico.
Por último estudiamos Co/Ru(0001). Por medio de LEEM, SPLEEM y STM hemos estudiado
el crecimiento de películas delgadas de Co hasta 3 capas, nuestros resultados muestran que la
estructura magnética de las películas de 3 capas depende de la secuencia de apilamiento. Hemos
visto que la adsorción de hidrógeno induce una reorientación de espín en las películas de Co de 2
capas atómicas. Por medio de SPLEEM hemos podido seguir en espacio real dicho proceso.
Para terminar hemos estudiado los efectos que produce un recubrimiento de Pd en las propie-
dades magnéticas del Co.
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Chapter 1
Hydrogen adsorption on metal films and
magnetism
1.1 Hydrogen adsorption on metallic surfaces
Hydrogen is the simplest atom, and the most abundant element in the universe. In the world of the
interaction of gases and surfaces, hydrogen holds a prominent place [1]: due to its unique electron,
hydrogen is the simplest reacting adsorbate known in nature1. But more recently hydrogen has
also risen in popularity due to the technological need to find non-carbon based energy carriers.
Hydrogen has some useful properties as an energy vector: it has a large heat of combustion [2] and
it is obviously abundant. Several works have announced a future world that relies on hydrogen in
what has been termed the "hydrogen economy" [3]. However hydrogen as an energy carrier has
unsolved issues related to generation, storage, and transport.
Materials science has been called to solve the storage problem. For real industrial applications
a hydrogen storage material needs to satisfy the following requirements:
1Although the small size of hydrogen and the fact that is has only one electron sometimes makes its use as a model
gas adsorbate questionable.
1
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Figure 1.1 Hydrogen potential diagram in Ni. Figure adapted from [11].
• The storage material must be able to store hydrogen in excess of 6.5% in weight [4].
• The kinetics of absorption and desorption must be within a time scale of minutes.
• The hydrogen desorption temperature must be in the range of 240–400 K [4, 5].
Metallic hydrides [6–9] are good candidates, with densities of hydrogen larger than the density
of molecular hydrogen in its liquid phase [10].
In the reaction of hydrogen and a metal, several steps occur before a metal hydride is formed.
The potential energy landscape that the molecule sees when approaching a metal surface is shown
in figure 1.1. First, the hydrogen molecule is adsorbed on the metal surface. The hydrogen
molecule has a large dissociation energy of 4.52 eV/molecule [12–18]. If the hydrogen atoms that
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form the molecule are going to travel into the metal, the molecule has to dissociate into two hy-
drogen atoms. This sometimes involves crossing an energy barrier (in which case the dissociation
is said to be activated), and sometimes can happen without a kinetic barrier (non-activated disso-
ciation). The most energetically favorable position for hydrogen on a metal is often the adsorbed
position on the surface. In some metals, there are sites below the surface that have a similar energy
to the adsorbed positions (although in most metals those positions have a higher energy [19]). For
example, for Ni, the adsorbed hydrogen atom must overcome a 24 kcal/mol (1.03 eV/atom) poten-
tial barrier to diffuse inside the metal, much larger than the average energy of hydrogen at RT [11].
However, if hydrogen has enough energy to overcome that potential barrier, it can diffuse into the
metal. Once the atomic hydrogen is inside the metal, the equilibrium lattice position is determined
by the potential energy. Most metals can incorporate a given concentration of hydrogen as a solid
solution, due to the small size of the hydrogen atom. This is usually called the α phase of the
corresponding metal hydride. It produces a slight expansion of the lattice of the host metal. But
much larger hydrogen concentrations are possible, as often ordered compounds of the metal and
hydrogen exist, such as PdH or MgH2. The phase transformation from the diluted α phase to an
ordered hydride is a first order transformation in which the lattice spacing of of the hydride can
change abruptly by a large fraction. In a bulk material, this can fracture it.
The first problem encountered when planning research on hydrogen interacting with metal
surfaces is how to detect it. As hydrogen has one electron (in neutral form), its scattering power is
much smaller than metal atoms so a direct observation by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)
is often impossible [20]. Typical electron spectroscopies do not fare much better, as Auger electron
spectroscopy or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy are also blind to hydrogen. Even in scanning
tunneling microscopy, hydrogen detection is very difficult. The problem is complicated by the
fact that most surface science experiments take place in an ultra-high vacuum that is composed
mostly of hydrogen. A reactive surface at a pressure of 1×10−10 Torr, which is usually considered
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a “good” vacuum, will be covered with hydrogen in less than three hours.
However, hydrogen absorption on metals produces structural or electronic changes in the metal
atoms that might be simpler to detect than hydrogen itself. For example, as mentioned before, hy-
drogen absorption induces an expansion of the lattice parameter of the crystal, which is typically
proportional to the amount of hydrogen incorporated in the lattice. This suggests that crystallo-
graphic techniques capable of measuring the average lattice spacing of a film, such as low-energy
electron diffraction or surface X-ray diffraction [21] can be used to follow the fate of hydrogen in
a metal film.
Hydrogen also produces changes in the electronic structure and the magnetic properties of
metals. Hydrogen does not have core levels, but it changes the valence band of the metal. Greuter
et al. [22] showed that the metal d band shifted downwards in energy respect to the Fermi level
because of increased bonding with the hydrogen 1s band [23]. It was also shown in Fe films on
V [24] that hydrogen adsorption modifies the occupation of the d bands of the metal.
Finally, both the changes in the electronic structure of a ferromagnetic metal or its strain can
change drastically its magnetic properties, opening another method to follow the incorporation
of hydrogen in a metal film. For example, hydrogen induces an spin reorientation transition on
ultrathin Ni films [25]. Other work reported that the magnetic moment of magnetic surfaces is
reduced upon hydrogen adsorption [26].
In this thesis we have studied the response to hydrogen exposure by three different metallic
films, Pd, Co and Mg on the same substrate, Ru(0001). The substrate is chosen because hydrogen
does not go into the bulk of Ru nor it easily forms an hydride. Furthermore, it is easy to clean
by flashing and annealing cycles, and it is a substrate that does not alloy strongly with the metals
to be grown on top, at least at the temperature range where the metals show islands large enough
to be detected in low-energy electron microscopy. The three metal films selected span a range of
behavior with hydrogen: Pd is the prototypical metal that absorbs hydrogen, Mg forms an stable
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ordered hydride and Co films supposedly only adsorb hydrogen on the surface. All the experiments
described were performed under ultra-high vacuum conditions. The metal films were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy in the same chamber where their structure was characterized, and they
were later exposed to hydrogen. Hydrogen exposure was performed by filling the experimental
chambers with molecular hydrogen, or in some cases, by using an atomic hydrogen source.
The main technique used through this thesis is low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM). In its
standard form, LEEM is not a chemical characterization tool. Besides, we have already commented
that spectroscopies are not too useful with hydrogen. We resort to using some special capabilities of
LEEM to locate hydrogen: the LEEM ability to acquire low-energy electron reflectivity, and low-
energy electron diffraction data, or to image in real space magnetic domain patterns. But LEEM
has a limited laterial resolution. In some cases, we have used STM to further characterize the
metal films. The LEEM experiments have been performed through collaborations with Andreas K.
Schmid of Berkeley National Laboratory, and Kevin F. McCarty of Sandia National Laboratories.
The STM experiments have been performed in a home built system constructed during this thesis.
In the following chapters we first describe the experimental systems used. Then we devote two
chapters to discuss the structure of Pd films on Ru, and their interaction with hydrogen. A large
part of these two chapters relies on the LEEM measurement and subsequent fit of LEED intensity
vs energy data, in collaboration with Dr. J. Cerda from ICMM. The same plan is repeated with Mg,
where instead of LEED-IV, STM data has been acquired. Finally, magnetic domains in Co films
are characterized and the effect of hydrogen determined (the structure of Co films had already been
published by El Gabaly et al [27]). The thesis closes with a summary of the work.
In order to introduce the results presented in this thesis, some ideas of on the interaction of
hydrogen and metals, and thin film magnetism are presented. For a more detailed description the
reader is referred to different textbooks [28–33].
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1.1.1 Dissociative vs non dissociative adsorption on surfaces
The first step on the interaction of a hydrogen molecule and a metal surface is the adsorption of
the molecule, defined as the bonding to a surface called adsorbent. Depending on the nature of
the bonding we can distinguish between physisorption or chemisorption. In the first case the elec-
tronic structure of the adsorbate and that of the surface do not change significantly and there is
not a "chemical bond". In this case the adsorption occurs, for example, by van der Waals forces.
In chemisorption, the electronic structure of the adsorbate and the surface is significantly altered,
yielding a real chemical bond between them. In the case of a molecule like H2, it is also necessary
to differentiate between non-dissociative adsorption, when the molecule is adsorbed on surface
with no changes on its components, and dissociative adsorption, where the molecule breaks the
bond between its atoms and each component is adsorbed on the surface. At the temperatures con-
sidered in this work (usually room temperature, except the Pd experiments that were performed
at 100 K) hydrogen adsorption is dissociative. The rate of adsorption and dissociation varies as a
function of the surface termination and the nature of the metal in the periodic table. Hydrogen ad-
sorption is dissociative in the transition metals (in particular Pd and Co) while molecular hydrogen
is not adsorbed on metals (i.e. it does not dissociate) from the first two columns (Mg), or on the
coinage metals.
To understand the dissociative adsorption we just consider that the potential energy curve that
describes the physisorption process of the H2 molecule crosses at some point the energy curve of
the dissociated (chemisorbed) molecule. Each potential is considered to depend to a first approxi-
mation on the distance to the surface as shown in figure 1.2 (more realistic potentials need to take
into account many more degrees of freedom, from rotation to incidence angle [34]. At long dis-
tances from the surface, the dissociated hydrogen atoms have an energy higher than the molecular
hydrogen. At small distances from the surface ∼1–2 Å [20, 35, 36], both species interact with the
surface lowering their energy.
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Figure 1.2 Different types of adsorption on surfaces, depending on the relative energy
curves for molecular adsorption (red) and dissociated adsorption (blue): (a) molecular
adsorption (b) activated dissociative adsorption (c) pure dissociative adsorption. Adapted
from [31].
A hydrogen molecule approaches the surface following the red line. As it gets close to the
surface, the molecule can cross the activation barrier (the minimum difference between molec-
ular and dissociated energy curves) entering in this way the potential of the atomic hydrogen i.e.
becoming two dissociated atoms of hydrogen adsorbed on the surface. The difference between dis-
sociative and non dissociative adsorption will be given by the height of the energy barrier between
the molecular and dissociative states of the molecule. Depending on the height of the activation
barrier, the molecule will (a) be unable to dissociate on the surface, (b) will encounter a barrier so
the dissociation will depend strongly on the temperature or (c) the molecule will dissociate directly
upon adsorption (c).
1.1.2 Dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on transition metals
Hydrogen adsorption on transition metals is dissociative at 100 K [31, 37], in particular on Pd or
Co. However, dissociative hydrogen adsorption is not possible on 1s or 2s metals such as Mg
or Be [38–41]. Detailed calculations show that the activation barrier of hydrogen dissociation
is much lower in metals with the d-bands partially filled (for example the dissociation barrier
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Figure 1.3 Representation of the anti-bonding orbital of hydrogen with (a) a surface ter-
minated in a s-band metal and (b) a surface terminated in d-band metal. The dark/light
colors indicate the sign of each orbital part. Adapted from [31].
is 14 Kcal/mol (0.60 eV) lower on Pt than on Cu). The reason for the ability of half-full d-
bands to dissociate hydrogen is related to the presence of empty anti-bonding orbitals. Using
quantum mechanic arguments, to break a bond within a molecule, electrons have to be removed
from the bonding orbitals or the anti-bonding ones have to be filled. The first case is not possible
for hydrogen because transition metals are not electronegative enough to remove electrons from
the hydrogen. So to break the hydrogen molecule the anti-bonding orbitals have to be filled up,
and experimentally this is easier with surfaces made of elements with an unfilled d-band.
In figure 1.3 we present a schematic diagram of the bonding between the hydrogen molecule
and two different different surfaces, one surface terminated in s-orbitals, while the other is ter-
minated in d-orbitals. In figure 1.3 we represent the anti-bonding σ∗ orbital of H2, which has a
positive and a negative lobe. The interaction between the surface atoms and the adsorbed molecule
increases with the overlap of the wavefunctions. When H2 reaches the surface terminated with s
orbitals, no matter the orientation of the molecule the two lobes of the σ∗ orbital cannot overlap si-
multaneously with the surface s orbitals, inhibiting the dissociation of the molecule. The situation
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is different for adsorption on the half-filled d-metal. In this case the change of sign of the lobes of
the d-orbital makes it possible to provide the change in sign required for a proper overlap with the
H2 σ∗ orbital, favoring the breaking of the molecule.
1.2 Some aspects of magnetism
In this chapter we introduce some concepts of magnetism in thin films. We start explaining the
different contributions to the magnetic anisotropy and we finish with the magnetic structure ob-
served in ferromagnetic films. For a more complete description the reader is referred to different
textbooks [28–30].
1.2.1 Magnetic anisotropy
During the last decades the number of studies dealing with magnetic materials has increased due to
the versatility of these materials for technological applications such as actuators [42,43], magnetic
data storage [44] or nonvolatile random access memories [44, 45]. Independently of the particular
application, a important issue in magnetic materials is their magnetization easy-axis direction, and
the ability an tailor it. In absence of an external magnetic field (i.e. in remanence), the magnetiza-
tion of a ferromagnetic film tends to lie along one preferential axis. A certain energy is needed to
change the magnetization direction from the preferred axis. This energy needed to turn the easy-
axis of magnetization to a given orientation is defined as the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE).
There are several contributions to this MAE. It can be expressed as a sum of different contributions
to the free energy density of a magnetic system Eani:
Eani = ∑
i, j,k
Ki. j.kα iα jαk (1.1)
These contributions in Eani are often expanded into a series of components αi of the unit vec-
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tor pointing into the direction of magnetization. The parameters Ki. j.k are called the magnetic
anisotropy constants, and they can be measured experimentally with techniques such as magneto-
optical Kerr effect (MOKE), torsion oscillating magnetometry (TOM) or vibrating sample magne-
tometry (VSM).
In context of this thesis, we will introduce the three principal contributions to the anisotropy.
To put them in perspective, we comment first on the exchange interaction. This is the largest
magnetic interaction, with a typical energy of ∼1 eV/atom. It provides the alignment of a spin
system at finite temperature and is, thus, responsible for the existence of ferromagnetic order in
magnetic materials. The origin of this interaction is the repulsive interaction between electrons
(i.e. Coulomb interaction) together with the symmetrization postulate that makes the electron wave
function antisymmetric. In a system with only two spins, the exchange is defined as the energy
difference between the parallel and antiparallel spin alignment. In a simple model, the exchange
energy J provides the system energy by considering the relative orientation of each spin S in the
Heisenberg hamiltonian:
Hex =−2∑
i< j
Ji jSiS j (1.2)
The contributions to the magnetic anisotropy are:
• The magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA). This term describes the coupling between the
electron spin and its surroundings, giving a dependence of the magnetic energy and the crys-
tallographic directions of the material. Its origin is the spin-orbit coupling. This magnetic
anisotropy energy is typically ∼10–100 µeV/atom in the bulk.
• The shape anisotropy. The magnetization of a sample induces a magnetic stray field in its
surroundings. This field has associated a magnetostatic energy. It depends on the shape
of the sample and the relative orientation between the magnetization of the sample and the
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sample shape and arises from the dipolar interaction. In the case of a continuous flat film
with homogeneous magnetization, the total contribution to the dipolar interaction arises from
the demagnetizing field created by the uncompensated magnetic moments at the surface of
the film. This energy from the stray field is given by:
Ed =
1
2
µ0M2s cos
2θ (1.3)
where Ms is the value of the saturation magnetization and θ is the angle with the film normal.
The shape anisotropy energy is minimized for when the magnetization of the sample is in-
plane. In other words, the stray field is reduced when the magnetization of the sample Ms
keeps the magnetic flux lines in the film plane. The shape anisotropy is responsible for the
in-plane easy-axis in thin films. The shape anisotropy energy per atom is usually slightly
larger than the magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy.
Other contributions to the magnetic anisotropy that may play a role in thin films are:
• The surface (interface) anisotropy. This is a loose term which refers to the contributions
from atoms close to the surface (interface) of a film, where the reduced symmetry gives rise
to contributions which differ from the ones from bulk atoms. The relative importance of
the surface anisotropy (interface) decreases when compared with other volume contributions
when the film thickness increases.
As the contribution of the atoms close to the surface of the film to the total MAE of the thin
film can be substantial, it should not be surprising that depositing either non-magnetic metals
or other adsorbates such as hydrogen on the surface of a ferromagnetic film can modify not
only the absolute value of the MAE, but the magnetization easy-axis itself.
• The magnetoelastic anisotropy. It arises from the coupling between the magnetization of the
sample and its strain. It is often observed in thin films, as they can present large strains.
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Theoretical calculations [46] have predicted that the magnetoelastic anisotropy energy is in
the range of µeV/atom [42].
Taking into account all the contributions to the magnetic anisotropy energy, the magnetization
easy axis has been found to change as a function of temperature, thickness, or adsorbate coverage.
The most common magnetization easy-axis configuration for a thin film is in-plane, because it
minimizes the shape anisotropy contribution which often dominates the magneto-crystalline one.
But in particular cases, the surface and/or interface contributions to the magnetic anisotropy energy
can make the out-of-plane magnetization direction the preferred one (i.e. perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy, PMA [47]). Material science researchers are on the lookout for such systems with
PMA. In most cases, this orientation only occurs for a thickness range, as for larger thickness the
surface or interface contribution responsible for the PMA is overwhelmed by the shape anisotropy.
One standing problem in the field of magnetic anisotropy is that often the contributions are too
small to be reliable calculated. Even if they can be calculated at all (the increase in computer power
makes now feasible to do first-principles calculations of the MAE in films several layers thick as
long as the in-plane units cells are small), it is often very hard to interpret the results in terms of
a simple dependence on strain, or other parameters. However, this predictive problems mean that
there is still a large field for a pure experimental approach to studies of the magnetic anisotropy.
1.2.2 Magnetic domains and domain walls
The concept of magnetic domain was postulated by Weiss [48] at the beginning of the 20th century
to explain that ferromagnetic materials do not present a uniform magnetization. In the ground state,
a ferromagnet presents regions where the magnetic moments are aligned parallel to each other
i.e. different oriented magnetic domains, due to the exchange interaction. The magnetic domains
are created by the system to reduce the magnetic stray field generated outside the magnet. To
understand the origin of the magnetic domains it is instructive to start with a sample with uniform
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Figure 1.4 Domain wall creation from a uniform magnetized material.
magnetization like the one shown in figure 1.4 (a). Associated with the uniform magnetization
there is an external magnetic field created by the sample, with an associated magnetostatic energy.
To reduce the total energy of the system, the external field can be reduced by creating magnetic
domains with opposite magnetization directions [figure 1.4 (b)-(c)]. But this process cannot be
done indefinitely because boundary regions between two magnetic domains, i.e. domain walls,
have an energy cost. Magnetic domains will be created until an equilibrium is reached between
the external magnetostatic energy and the energy required to create the domain walls. Within the
domain wall, the magnetization rotates continuously from one domain to the other. Several types
of domain walls are possible with the more common being Bloch walls [figure 1.5 (a)] and Néel
walls [figure 1.5 (b)].
In a Bloch wall the magnetization rotates parallel to the plane of the wall i.e. the magnetization
rotates in the plane x–z. In a Néel wall the magnetization rotates within the plane defined by
the surface of the material, i.e. the magnetization rotates in the plane x–y. In ultra-thin films the
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Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of (a) a Bloch wall, and (b) a Néel wall. In both
cases the magnetization rotates 180◦ between adjacent magnetic domains.
surface stray field is minimized by rotating the magnetization within the surface plane [28]. In
consequence Néel walls are more common in very thin magnetic films.
A domain wall has a finite width given by the the competition between the exchange energy
(that tends to make the wall as wide as possible) and the anisotropy energy (that tends to make the
wall as thin as possible). The exchange contribution to the total surface energy density is given by
the relation:
σexch ∼ JS2 pi
2
Na
(1.4)
Where J is the exchange constant, S the spin number, N the number of atoms and a is the lattice
constant. The anisotropy energy density is given by:
σanis ∼ K2Na (1.5)
where K2 is the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. In equilibrium, the wall thickness is given by
the minimization of the sum σexch+σanis [49, 50]. Since in the domain wall the magnetization
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rotates in a continuous way from one magnetic domain to the adjacent domain, there is no unique
definition of the domain wall width. When electrons are used to image magnetic domains, the
projection of the magnetization within a domain wall is observed and the width of a domain wall
is defined as [51]:
w∼
√
A
K
(1.6)
where w is the domain wall width, A is the exchange constant and K is the anisotropy constant,
(which for Néel walls refers to the in-plane anisotropy constant). Not all ferromagnetic samples
present magnetic domains. If the domain wall width is larger than the lateral size of the particle, the
particle will be in a single domain state. This phenomenon very often occurs in thin ferromagnetic
islands [52, 53].
1.2.3 Stripe domain patterns
In two dimensional magnetic systems, near the spin reorientation transition (SRT) the competition
between the short-range exchange interaction and the long-range magnetic dipole interaction re-
sults in many interesting self-organized magnetic domain patterns [54, 55]. The dynamics and the
shape of this stripe pattern phase depends sensitively on both internal and external conditions such
as on the anisotropy constants or external magnetic field [54,56,57]. Different works reported that
the stripe domain width increases exponentially far from the SRT point [54, 57]. Recent studies
show that there are still unsolved critical issues regarding the stability of the stripe domain phase
and the formation mechanism of domain boundary [58, 59]. Theoretical calculations based on
Monte-Carlo simulations [55] shown that the stripe domain phase at the SRT point minimizes the
total energy by changing not only the stripe width but also the magnitude of the perpendicular
magnetization. In this region, the domain wall width becomes comparable to the domain width
itself becoming a static spin wave with a sinusoidal variance of the perpendicular magnetization.
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This stripe magnetic pattern will be discussed in more detail in chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Experimental details
2.1 General introduction
In the next sections of this chapter we will describe the experimental techniques used during the
thesis. We have used mostly two different instruments low-energy electron microscopes (LEEM):
the one at Sandia National Laboratories in California (USA), under the supervision of Dr. Kevin
F. McCarty, and the spin-polarized LEEM (SPLEEM) at Berkeley National Laboratory, also in
California (USA), under the supervision of Dr. Andreas K. Schmid. LEEM is a very powerful
technique to acquire images in real time of crystalline surfaces with a resolution of 10 nm. Addi-
tionally, SPLEEM provides information of the magnetic microstructure of the films.
As in some cases the lateral resolution achieved by LEEM-SPLEEM is not enough to char-
acterize the morphology of the films, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has also been used.
To such end, we have built an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) STM following the design described in
Ref. [60]. The STM head was mounted during my stay at the University of New Hampshire under
the supervision of Prof. Karsten Pohl.
We start by discussing the electron energy range that is most used in LEEM, the parts of a
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LEEM system, and some details of the Sandia and the Berkeley instruments. We then comment on
the use of LEEM for the adquisition of low energy electron diffraction (LEED) data. We finish by
describing the STM instrument in Madrid.
2.2 The low-energy electron microscope (LEEM)
The low-energy electron microscope relies on the interaction of low-energy electrons (0–500 eV)
with a crystalline surface. Electron beam energies in that range are often used to study surfaces.
To understand why low electron energies are used, the interaction of electrons with matter has to
be considered, as discussed in Ref. [61]. As the energy of an electron beam is decreased, forward
scattering processes are less relevant and inelastic scattering and elastic backscattering become
increasingly important. In the solid state, the periodic distribution of the atoms in a crystal gives
rise to an electronic band structure. In the band structure there are forbidden energy regions due
to discontinuities at Brillouin zone boundaries and due to the splitting of the energy bands at band
crossings [62,63]. An electron beam whose energy is in the forbidden region will not find allowed
states in the crystal and, thus, it will be reflected by the first few atomic layers.
The mean free path of the electrons at low energies is determined by their interaction with
the substrate. At low energies many inelastic processes which involve inner shell electrons do
not take place because the incoming electrons do not have sufficient energy to excite them. The
predominant interactions take place through inelastic processes involving outer shell electrons. At
high electron energies, the attenuation due to inelastic scattering is dominant over the one due to
elastic backscattering. The energy threshold between the two regimes is given by the plasmon
excitation energy Et . Consequently, for beam energies E > Et the sampling depth is determined
mostly by inelastic scattering, with a mean free path ranging from 0.3 nm to 1 nm. For beam
energies E < Et the inelastic mean free path increases rapidly. The resulting mean free path presents
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Figure 2.1 Universal mean free path curve for electrons in a crystal as a function of the
electron energy. The calculated curved and the experimental mean free path data for each
elements are plotted versus the energy. Imagen taken from Ref. [64].
small changes with the Fermi energy of the sample or with its electron density giving as a result
the universal inelastic mean free path curve that is widely used in surface analysis with electrons
[figure 2.1]. In LEEM, the most used energy range lies below the plasmon limit, typically 0–20 eV
.
The LEEM instrument is related to the transmission electron microscope TEM [65–67]. It
uses an low-energy electron beam to illuminate the sample but instead of using the transmitted
electrons, it uses the electrons reflected from the surface to create a real-space image. The first
LEEM prototype was built by E. Bauer in 1962. But it was only in the 80’s that the first successful
operating instruments were built. In the 90’s the first commercial company was founded (Elmitec,
the manufacturer of the Sandia LEEM which we have used in this PhD thesis), and the Berkeley
LEEM was designed and built [68] at IBM.
There are some technical issues that have delayed the development of LEEM instrumentation.
For example, as the incident and outgoing beam share the same path, a magnetic prism is placed af-
ter the objective to separate both beams into the illumination and the imaging columns. Sometimes
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overlooked detail is that the samples must be as flat as possible and must withstand an electric field
of ∼20 kV/mm.
LEEM components
There are several tens of LEEM instruments in the world. Most of them belong to a couple of
commercial designs, together with a few "custom" systems. The Sandia LEEM belongs to the first
group, while the Berkeley LEEM belongs to the second.
In LEEM, an electron beam is used to illuminate the sample, and the reflected electrons are
detected. While the electrons travel at 10–20 keV energies within the LEEM, they are decelerated
before interaction with the sample down to energies of a few eV. All the different LEEM instru-
ments contain the same components [illustrated in figure 2.2 for the Sandia LEEM]: an illumination
system that provides a parallel electron beam, a beam separator that separated the electrons going
from the sample from the electrons reflected from it, and an imaging system that provides the
amplified distribution of reflected electrons on a phosphor screen.
• Illumination system. It is composed of an electron gun which generates an electron beam.
The beam is demagnified and collimated by several magnetic or electrostatic lens.
• Beam separator. It is composed by a magnetic prism that separates the incident and the
reflected beams that share the same path through the objective. The prism works by applying
a magnetic field that bends the incident electron beam from the illumination system onto the
objective, and the reflected electrons coming from the sample through the objective onto the
imaging column.
• Objective. The objective lens is composed, starting from the sample, by the sample itself,
an electrode to accelerate the reflected electrons and at the same time deccelarate the illumi-
nating electrons, and either an electrostatic (Berkeley) or an magnetostic (Sandia) lens that
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forms the first amplified image of the reflected electrons.
• Imaging system. It is composed first of a lens that can either provide an amplified image of
the distribution of reflected electrons coming from the beam separator in real-space (normal
imaging mode), or in reciprocal-space (diffraction mode). Then a series of projection lenses
can to increase the magnification of the final image. The electrons impinge on a microchan-
nel plate with a high gain, and reach a phosphor screen. A CCD camera records the images
on the phosphor screen. These images are then processed by a computer.
Contrast modes in LEEM
Contrast in LEEM arises from differences in the electron reflectivity of different parts of the sam-
ple. The differences in electron reflectivity can have several origins:
• Composition contrast. Due to differences in the band structure, the electron reflectivity dif-
fers among different elements and compounds. In general, it is necessary to scan the electron
energy to select experimentally the energy were the largest composition contrast is obtained
for a given couple of materials.
• Step contrast: At low energies, the wavelength of the electrons is comparable with atomic
step heights (0.2–0.6 nm). Thus, electrons reflected from different terraces separated by
atomic steps will interfere giving a Fresnel diffraction pattern. Due to aberrations in the
system lens, only a single line is observed instead of an oscillatory pattern located at the step
edge. Figure 2.3 (a) shows a LEEM image acquired on clean Ru(0001). The black lines
corresponds to the position of the substrate atomic steps.
• Electron interference effects in thin films. This effect arises from the interference between
electron waves reflected from the surface of a thin film and from its interface with the sub-
strate. It gives a modulation of the reflected electron intensity as a function of the energy and
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation leem optics. Image adapted from [69].
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Figure 2.3 (a) Typical LEEM image of the clean surface of Ru(0001). A dark grey line
is observed in the atomic step position. The FOV is 7µm, beam energy is 5 eV. (b)
Reflectivity curve acquired on 5 ML of Pd on Ru(0001)
the thickness of the film. This contrast mode is very useful to detect film areas with different
thicknesses. Figure 2.3 (b) shows a low-energy electron reflectivity curve acquired on a thin
Pd films. The modulation in the reflectivity due to phase contrast can be observed.
Magnetic contrast
The local sample magnetization can be another source of contrast in special circumstances. The
usual method is to use a spin-polarized electron beam as illumination (spin-polarized LEEM, or
SPLEEM). When a spin-polarized beam reaches a magnetic surface, the number of elastically re-
flected electrons depends on three factors: the elastic scattering between the incoming polarized
electrons and the material electrons, the relative orientation of the spin incident beam and the sur-
face magnetization and the inelastic electron-electron collisions that make the mean free path spin
dependent [70]. Both the scattering potential and the differences in the spin mean free path make
the number of backscattered electrons decrease as the energy of the incident beam is increased.
In consequence, low-energy electrons (3–7 eV) are used for maximum contrast. To remove all
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Figure 2.4 To acquire a SPLEEM image, we first acquire two consecutive images with
opposite spin polarizations of the illumination electron beam, which are then substracted.
In the LEEM images, triangular islands of 3 ML of Co/Ru(0001) appear dark gray. The
beam energy is 7.2 eV. FOV is 8µm, and the spin-polarization was within the film plane.
non-magnetic contrast, two consecutive images are acquired with opposite spin-polarization direc-
tions. Then, the asymmetry image ISPLEEM (what we call a SPLEEM image) is computed by a
pixel-by-pixel image substation:
ISPLEEM =
I↑− I↓
I↑+ I↓
(2.1)
The difference in the numerator of equation 2.1 eliminates all the non-magnetic features ob-
tained in a conventional LEEM image, and the sum in the denominator of the equation 2.1 normal-
izes the result.
Figure 2.4 shows such a SPLEEM image computed from the two LEEM images acquired
with opposite spin-polarizations. The SPLEEM is a gray scale image where white (black) areas
correspond to areas of the surface were the local magnetization direction is along (opposite) the
spin-polarization direction of the illumination beam in the first LEEM image (I↑). If the component
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of the magnetization along the illuminating spin-polarization direction is 0, the image will present
a medium gray level. For example in figure 2.4 a film with 3 ML Co islands on a continuous 2 ML
Co film on Ru(0001) is shown. In the LEEM images, the dark areas correspond to 3 ML thick
Co islands. Only those areas show in-plane magnetic contrast, indicating that their magnetization
is within the film plane. In contrast, the rest of the film, 2 ML thick, has a medium gray level
in the SPLEEM image, indicating that its magnetization is 0 along the in-plane direction of the
spin-polarization of the LEEM images.
2.2.1 The LEEM at Sandia
In figure 2.5 we show pictures of the commercial Elmitec III LEEM [71] located at Sandia National
Laboratories. In this system the lateral resolution is close to 10 nm. In the Elmitec III design, the
prism is attached to the objective through a valve, and the illumination and imaging systems are
attached to the prism. Different dosers can be attached to the sample main chamber by 23/4" CF
flanges. The incidence angle to the dosers is 16◦ relative to the surface normal, and the dosers can
reach the sample thanks to holes in the objective electrode. The LEEM employs magnetostatic
lenses, and is well suited to perform low-energy electron diffraction (LEED).
The sample manipulator has two independent tilt angles, and when in LEEM observation the
sample is floating at 20 kV relative to system ground. The sample can be heated to 1500 K by
electron bombardment or cooled down to 200 K by cooling the manipulator with liquid nitrogen.
The sample holder is equipped with a type C thermocouple and a wolframium filament. The base
pressure in the main chamber during the experiments was ∼10−10 Torr.
By means of a transfer bar the sample can be moved from the LEEM chamber to a preparation
chamber. An Auger electron spectrometer (AES) and a parking system, where different samples
are stored under UHV conditions, complete the system.
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Figure 2.5 Photography of Elmitec III LEEM located at Sandia National Laboratories.
Top picture shows a lateral view of the system. Bottom picture presents a top view of the
LEEM and the optics, with the different elements marked.
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2.2.2 The SPLEEM at Berkeley
The design differences between the Sandia and the Berkeley LEEMs are due to the fact that the
later [68] is designed for magnetic studies [70]. In addition to the spin-polarized electron source,
it uses electrostatic lenses, as magnetic lenses change the spin-direction of an electron beam. The
beam separator also employs a system of magnetic prisms that is spin-neutral. Due to problems
to move the contrast aperture, it cannot be used at present to image the diffraction pattern of the
reflected electrons.
A standard method [72] to obtain a beam of spin-polarized electrons is to use a GaAs cathode
illuminated by a circular-polarized laser (in our case a 800 nm laser beam [73]). If the laser is tuned
to near the band-gap energy of GaAs, the electrons at the bottom of the conduction band are excited
with a polarization of near 50% (the limit is given by the degeneracy of two electronic levels at the
valence band edge and can increased by employing strained GaAs layers). The excited electrons
are 2.5 eV below the vacuum level. To lower the work function, Cs and oxygen are coadsorbed
on the surface of the cathode [74–76]. The adsorption of molecules on the surface of the cathode
changes the work function of the cathode decreasing the intensity of the beam. In order to have
a high current electron beam the layer of Cs oxide must be regenerated daily. To that end the
GaAs crystal is flashed up to 800 K and then a few layers of cesium oxide are grown again on the
surface. Typical beam currents obtained by this method are in the range of 5µA. The spin-direction
of extracted electrons is perpendicular to the surface of the GaAs cathode and can be rotated 180◦
very rapidly from up (↑) to down (↓) by changing the helicity of the laser beam.
The SPLEEM also includes a spin manipulator [77] that combines electric and magnetic fields
in order to adjust the spin direction of the electron beam. The spin manipulator is located between
the electron source and the illumination column.
Figure 2.6 illustrates how the spin manipulator works. The electrons extracted from the GaAs
cathode reach an electromagnetic deflector, where a radial electric (E=Er) field bends the beam
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Figure 2.6 Schematics of the spin manipulator and the final polarization of the beam
[77]. The electrons are extracted by illuminating the cathode with a laser. The electrons
are guided to an electromagnetic deflector where their spin direction is rotated in the
horizontal plane (x,y). Finally the beam is rotated in the vertical plane (z,x). Adapted
from [73]
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Figure 2.7 General view of the SPLEEM chamber at Berkeley
trajectory by 90◦. Within the deflector a perpendicular magnetic field B=(0,By,0) is also applied in
order to rotate the spin of the electron beam in the horizontal plane (z,x). This deflector enables to
turn the spin direction of the polarized electrons from perpendicular to the sample surface (Θ=0◦)
to parallel to the sample surface (Θ=90◦). Finally the beam passes through a magnetic lens where
a collinear magnetic field rotates the beam spin in the vertical plane (x,y).
Figure 2.7 shows a general view of the SPLEEM system at Berkeley. As all the lenses are
electrostatic, the full LEEM system is quite compact and is mounted on a 6” CF flange to the
main chamber together with several metal evaporators. The base pressure of the main chamber
is in the ∼10−11 Torr range. The sample holder and the sample design is the same as in the
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Sandia LEEM and it is held in a similar manipulator. Unlike the Sandia LEEM, the sample in the
Berkeley instrument is close to ground. The sample can also be heated up to 1500 K by electron
bombardment or cooled down to 150 K with liquid nitrogen. Attached to the main chamber there is
a preparation chamber where O2 can be dosed to clean the sample without contaminating the GaAs
cathode. Finally, attached to the preparation chamber there is a chamber that holds a conventional
LEED diffractometer and an Auger electron spectrometer.
2.3 Low-energy electron diffraction
Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) is the standard surface crystallographic tool [78,79]. By
examining the LEED diffraction pattern it is possible to determine both the absolute dimensions of
the surface unit cell and the unit cell symmetry. However the determination of the atoms that form
the unit cell and their positions is more involved. For such studies, LEED intensity versus energy
(LEED-IV) analysis has been developed. In LEED-IV analysis, the intensity of each diffracted
beam that forms the LEED pattern is acquired as a function of the incident beam energy, typically
in the range 50–400 eV. To perform a LEED-IV structural determination it is necessary to propose
a model of the surface unit cell. Obviously, to elaborate the starting model the more information
about the surface the better.
By means of a multiple scattering formalism, a set of theoretical LEED-IVs are calculated for
the starting model. In our case, the multiple-scattering LEED IV calculations were performed with
a modified version of the van Hove-Tong package [80–83] in collaboration with Dr. J. I. Cerda from
ICMM, using the renormalized forward scattering approach. Then, as shown in Figure 2.8, the
computed LEED-IVs are compared with the experimental ones. For quantifying the comparison,
a goodness-of-fit factor, i.e. a number that quantifies the similarity between the experimental and
the computed LEED IVs, is calculated. In LEED-IV the peak positions are more relevant to the
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structural determination of the unit cell. As a consequence, a comparison factor that disregards the
peak heights is usually employed, such as Pendry’s R-factor (Rp) [84]. In the case of the Pendry
factor Rp, the lower the value, the more similar the calculated and the experimental LEED IVs
are. Values below 0.2–0.1, depending on the complexity of the model, are considered to give an
acceptable agreement. If the agreement between the model and the measured LEED-IV is not
good, the model structure is modified and the LEED IVs are re-calculated and compared again
with the experimental ones. This process is repeated until a good agreement between experiment
and theory is reached. We note that the main problem of a LEED IV determination is to have a
model close enough to the real one that the latter can be reached from the starting one.
When properly applied, LEED-IV can provide the unit cell atomic positions of the 3–4 topmost
atomic layers in a crystal with an accuracy of 0.01 Åin the out-of-plane directions. In our case (see
chapters 3 and 4), the parameters we were more interested in were the interlayer spacings of our
metal films. In such case, they were explored by calculating the IV curves over 3D parameter
grid sweeping the interlayer spacings over wide ranges. The error bars were estimated for each
parameter from the variance of the Pendry factor. Correlations between the structural parameters
were taken into account for the estimation of the error limits. All the structural parameters derived
present well-defined minima in the their respective Rp factor plots.
2.3.1 LEED in LEEM
In all the presented LEED and LEED-IV data, the instrument that has been used to acquired the
data was a low-energy electron microscope instead of a traditional LEED diffractometer [85, 86].
LEEM is a very useful instrument for the exploration of electron diffraction patterns, an advantage
it shares with TEM. As illustrated in figure 2.9, a diffraction pattern of the reflected electrons is
formed at the back-focal plane of the objective. By changing the power of the lenses in the imaging
system, either a real-image of the distribution of the reflected electrons or a reciprocal-space image
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Figure 2.8 Flux diagram for optimal structure determination in LEED-IV
of the same electrons can be imaged in the LEEM phosphor screen.
There are several advantages when acquiring LEED data with a LEEM. First, the incident and
the reflected beam are separated by the beam separator so nothing blocks the specular beam. It is
possible to acquire LEED patterns at very low energies (only a few eV). In contrast with conven-
tional LEED diffractometers, the position of the LEED beams does not change when the energy of
the beam is changed, due to the accelerating field between the sample and the objective. And most
important, by using a small illumination aperture it is also possible to acquire a LEED pattern from
selected areas of the sample as small as 0.2 µm in diameter. This allows the acquisition of a LEED
pattern from a single terrace of a substrate or a single island of a film.
There are some disadvantages of using LEEM as a LEED diffractometer. One is that the LEED
pattern is distorted in far-off-axis regions. This means that, in practice, only up to the second order
beams can be acquired. Also, in non-energy filtered LEEMs, the inelastically scattered electrons
are not filtered so the diffraction pattern is superimposed with a bright broad spot formed by the
secondary electrons.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic representation of the formation of an image by an electron lens.
In addition to the real-space image, the electrons that leave the sample at a given angle
are focused into a single point at the backfocal plane of the lens, i.e. a LEED pattern is
formed for electrons a the backfocal plane of the objective. Image adapted from [69].
2.4 The scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
The STM was invented and developed by G. Binning and H. Rohrer at the IBM laboratories in
Zurich in 1981 [87–89]. Five years later this invention was awarded with the Nobel prize. In
figure 2.10 we present a simplified STM schematic. The STM works based on the principle of
the quantum mechanical tunnel effect. When a voltage difference is applied between a tip and a
surface and the distance between them is small enough, the electrons can tunnel between them. By
means of a piezoelectric scanner the surface is explored and the current is measured [90, 91]. The
tunnel current is proportional to:
I ∼ exp
(
−Az
√
Φs+Φt+V
2
)
(2.2)
whereΦs is the work function of the sample andΦt is the work function of the tip. The distance be-
tween sample and tip is z and the applied bias isV . The tunnel current is determined by the overlap
of the sample and tip wavefunctions. The current decays exponentially with the distance between
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Figure 2.10 Schematics of an STM. A piezoelectric tube is used to control the position
of a metallic tip close to a surface. The distance to the sample is changed in order to keep
the tunneling current constant. The topographic representation of the surface is obtained
plotting the voltage corrections applied to the piezoelectric scanner to keep the tunneling
current constant. Adapted from [92]
tip and sample due to the exponential decay of the wave functions inside a potential barrier.To
operate the STM a feedback loop is used to maintain a constant current by changing the distance
between sample and tip. The topographic images of the surface are obtained by representing the
corrections to the vertical position of the piezoelectric scanner.
STM has a lateral resolution of 0.02 nm and a vertical resolution that can be better than 0.001
nm. This implies that the distance between tip and sample has to be controlled in the range of a
tenth of an Å. To that end piezoelectric ceramics are used.
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2.4.1 The Madrid STM head
We describe now the STM that has been built during this thesis at the Instituto de Química-Física
“Rocasolano” (together with the full UHV chamber that houses it). It is based on the design
described in [60]. Figure 2.11 shows a cross section (a) and a photograph (b) of the assembled
head. The housing of the STM was made of tantalum or gold-coated invar® [93, 94] [like the
housing shown in figure 2.11 (b)]. The head has cylindrical symmetry in order to minimize lateral
thermal drifts. The STM head houses the piezoelectric scanner and the coarse-approach motor
stage. The STM head rests on a sample holder via three glass balls that decouple the head thermally
and electrically from the sample holder. The three glass balls fit in a kinematic mount machined
in the sample holder. Thanks to the kinematic mount, the position of the STM with respect to the
sample can be fixed with an accuracy of a few micrometers. As the azimuthal angle of the scanner
can be fixed, it is then possible to reach the same area of the sample after transferring the sample
out of the STM and back (this control of the azimuthal angle can be done by rotating the sapphire
tube that holds the scanner by means of the coarse-approach stack, as explained below). The access
to the sample holder is accomplished by raising the STM head by means of a manipulator.
The coarse approach motor stage
The approach motor consists of two parts: a sapphire tube that carries the piezoelectric scanner,
and the shear piezo stacks that are mounted in the STM housing and hold the sapphire tube that
comprise the coarse-approach stage. Figure 2.12 (a)-(b) shows a top and a lateral view of two of the
stacks of the same side of the STM housing. The sapphire tube is held in place with a spring that
pushes the sapphire tube against the piezo stacks. The contact between the spring and the sapphire
tube is made by alumina half-cylinders glued to the piezo stacks with Loctite® Hysol 1C epoxy
resin [95] and oriented with the cylinder axis perpendicular to the STM housing axis to minimize
the contact area with the sapphire tube. The piezo stacks in pairs and the spring are mounted
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Figure 2.11 (a) Cross section of the STM head (b) Top view of the housing with the motor
approach stage and the sapphire tube.
120◦ within the STM housing. Each of the four piezo stacks is composed of two piezo plates
glued together with epotek® H27D conductive-epoxy resin [96] at right angles to one another on
a flat-head screw. The piezo plates are made of EBL-4 PZT with nickel electrodes from Staveley
Sensors [97] with dimensions 0.200” x 0.100” x 0.020”. At room temperature these piezos move
by 0.50 nm/V [98].
The motor employs a stick-slip mechanism. When a voltage is applied slowly to the piezo
stacks, the sapphire tube moves along with them due to friction between them. Then a sudden
decrease of the applied voltage makes the piezo stacks go back to their original position while the
tube stays in the same place due to its inertia. A sequence of steps is generated by applying a
sawtooth voltage to the stacks. Depending on the electrical connections to the two piezo plates of
each stack the sapphire tube will move either up/down or will rotate. Figure 2.12 (c)-(d) shows
the wiring schematics to obtain the two different motions of the sapphire tube. In order to obtain
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Figure 2.12 (a)-(b) Top and lateral view of two piezo stacks. (c) Wiring connection to
move the tube up and down (d) Wiring diagram to obtain a net motion for rotation.
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an up-down motion of the sapphire the voltage is applied between the upper electrode of the top
piezo of the stack and the bottom electrode of the lower piezo i.e. there is an applied electric field
with the same sense across both shear piezo plates of the stack. As a result the two plates will
shear in the same direction and the vectorial sum of the two displacement vectors of each piezo
will yield a net motion of the top of the stack up or down [figure 2.12 (c)]. To obtain a rotation of
the tube, the electrical connections are changed: the voltage is applied between the lower electrode
of the top piezo plate (and also to the top electrode of the lower piezo plate, as the two piezos are
glued together with conductive epoxy) and the upper electrode of the upper piezo short-circuited
to the bottom of the lower piezo. In this case, the electric fields across the plates are the same in
magnitude but have opposite directions [figure 2.12 (d)]. The vectorial sum of the displacement
vectors yields a net motion perpendicular to the STM housing. The other stacks generate the same
net motion creating a torque that rotates the sapphire tube. With only three electrical connections,
the coarse approach motor can then move up/down or rotate the scanner tube.
The scanner tube
As mentioned at the beginning of the section, the STM requires a fine control of the distance
between sample and tip in the X, Y and Z axis. To such end we use a PZT hollow tube. Figure
2.13 (a) shows all the parts of the scanner just before the final assembly. The tube scanner (from
Staveley Sensors [97] with dimensions 0.125” outer diameter, 0.020” wall thickness and 0.750”
length) outer electrode is sectioned into 4 sectors. The assembly of the scanner tube is done in two
steps: first, the tube is glued to a stainless steel base and attached to the sapphire tube. Second
the tip holder is mounted at the lower end of the piezo tube. To isolate the PZT scanner tube from
its base, they are glued together with an alumina washer in between. To hold the tube, washer
and the base together while the resin cures, a screw is used and later removed. The tip holder is
a piece of stainless steel tube glued to a T-shaped alumina which is glued to the bottom end of
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Figure 2.13 (a) Final steps for the assembly of the scanner tube inside the sapphire tube.
(b) Closer view of the scanner and wiring schematics of the scanner tube. (c) Lateral view
of a finished head.
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the scanner tube. The current is carried by a shielded wire that is soldered to the tip holder (the
shield is grounded). Figure 2.13 (b) illustrates the electrical connections of the final assembly. The
scanner holder fits into the sapphire tube and is held in place with one screw and a holder cap.
STM test images
The tests of the STM gave good results, although it was deemed necessary to provide the UHV
chamber with pneumatic legs for low frequency vibration insulation. Three examples of STM
images from the STM built during the thesis is shown in figure2.14. (b)–(c) the images are raw
experimental data. Image (a) is smoothed to reduce the noise. During most of the thesis, an RHK
STM-100 electronics was used to control the STM together with the Omicron MSCU unit for
driving the coarse approach stage, all under the control of a modified Gxsm software [99, 100].
For analysis, we used the Gwyddion package [101]. Latter we have used the STM with an Specs
Nanonis control electronics [see figure 2.14(b)].
2.4.2 UHV STM chamber system
The STM is placed in a vibration isolation system and mounted into a custom built UHV chamber.
Figure 2.15 (a) shows a lateral view of the chamber and the STM head mounted on the vibration
isolation system [figure 2.15 (b)]. The sample holder and the STM rests on a copper disc attached
to an Al block. The copper disc holds the electrical connections to the sample holder. The copper
disc and the Al block are electrically isolated but thermally connected by a sapphire wafer. The
Al block hangs by 4 stainless-steel springs for vibrational isolation. The springs are damped by
an eddy current system made with 12 Sm-Co magnets protruding between fins machined in the
Al block. The sample can be flashed to 2000 K by electron bombardment without the STM head
or heated to moderate temperatures (up to 500 K) with the STM in operation. The Al block can
be cooled down to 100 K by pushing it against a cold finger refrigerated by LN2. The chamber is
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Figure 2.14 (a)13nm x 13nm STM acquired on graphene on Ru(0001). (b) 16nm x 16nm
STM image, acquired on 2x2 O/Ru(0001). (c) 300nm x 300nm STM image acquired on
4 ML Pd/Ru(0001).
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Figure 2.15 Lateral view of the chamber at Rocasolano-CSIC lab, Madrid. Image of the
STM head resting on the sample holder and details of the vibration isolation system.
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equipped with a linear motion manipulator that allows to move and rotate the sample within the
horizontal axis of the vacuum chamber. The chamber is also equipped with an Auger spectrometer,
a LEED diffractometer, an ion gun and a fast-entry system. Up to five different dosers can be
attached to the chamber. The chamber, dosers, an hydrogen cracker and and the fast-entry system
were designed by us and built at the SEGAINVEX workshop at the Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid.
2.5 Sample preparation, metal and atomic hydrogen dosers
Ru(0001) single crystal was cleaned by exposure to 1x10−8 Torr of O2 at 890 K in order to remove
carbon (graphene) segregated to the surface, followed by brief flashes to 1600 K to remove the
oxygen. The W(110) crystal was cleaned by exposure to O2 followed by repeated flashes to 2200
K. High-purity H2 and CO were dosed from lecture bottles through leak valves. The molecular
hydrogen and CO doses were estimated from the vacuum chamber’s ionization pressure gauge
corrected for the molecular sensitivities of 0.46 and 1.0, respectively [102]. The nominal atomic
hydrogen doses are indicated assuming a 100% dissociation efficiency and neglecting the line-of-
sight nature of the source.
Cobalt, Pd and Mg were deposited from pure-element rods (about 5mm in diameter and 25 mm
long with a purity of 99.99%) heated by electron bombardment. Figure 2.16 (a) shows a general
view of a Co rod and the filament before the final assembly into the water-cooling jacket. For the
electron bombardment, high voltage is applied to the metal rod. The electrons are extracted from a
W filament 0.125 mm in diameter (typical current 2–3 A) and accelerated towards the rod resulting
in the metal being heated. Typical conditions for Co deposition were a high voltage at the Co rod of
900 V, 2.5 A filament current and 25 mA emission, with a typical deposition rates of 0.3 ML/min.
For Pd , typical evaporation conditions were 1000 V at the Pd row, 2.5 A filament current and 35
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Figure 2.16 (a) General view of a pure Co rod and the filament used for metal deposition.
The electrical schematics are shown below. (b) Picture acquired while the W capillary
was heated to 2000 K, schematic and wiring connections are shown below.
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mA emission. In the case of Mg deposition, typical conditions were 200 V, a filament current of
4.3 A and 12 mA emission. During growth the pressure remained in the 10−10 Torr range in both
SPLEEM and LEEM chambers while it reached 2x10−9 Torr in the STM chamber.
Two atomic hydrogen sources were used:
• At Sandia, a commercial thermal hydrogen cracker was used from Createc [103]. This
hydrogen source consists of a hot tungsten filament in a water-cooled tube through which
molecular hydrogen was leaked. The manufacturer’s reported efficiency of the cracker is
∼70% at pressures in the 10−6 Torr range. The cracker was throughly degassed by running
the filament for several days until the chamber returned to its base pressure.
• During the last year a home-made atomic hydrogen source based on the cracker described
by Bischler et al. [104] was designed and built. The cracker consists of a W tube 50 mm in
length, 0.6 mm inside diameter, 1.6 mm outside diameter and with a purity of 99.95% from
Goodfellow [105]. One side of the W tube is connected to the molecular hydrogen lecture
bottle by through a leak valve and electrically isolated from the rest of the chamber by a
Macor tube. The other side of the W tube is heated up to 2000 K [104, 106]. Molecular
hydrogen is introduced into the W tube, which dissociates at the hot end. For the final
assembly the W tube is mounted inside a water-cooling jacket. The efficiency of the cracker
in the preliminary tests by means of quadrupole mass spectrometer was 40% at pressures in
the 10−8 Torr range. Figure 2.16 (b) shows a picture acquired while the cracker was tested,
together with an schematic of the design and the electrical connections is shown below.
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Chapter 3
Growth and Structure of Pd films
3.1 Introduction
Palladium is a component of many structural materials, electronic materials and commercial cata-
lysts [107]. The functionality of these materials is engineered in several ways, including the use of
nanocrystalline or nanoparticle forms and by combining Pd with other metals, either in an alloy or
in core-shell structures. In addition, the properties can be optimized by inducing strain and defects
such as stacking faults. Some such "modified" forms of Pd have been experimentally confirmed
to present ferromagnetic order [108, 109]. Ferromagnetism in Pd has been shown in theoretical
studies to be greatly affected by stacking faults and twin boundaries [110]. Given this background,
it is important to completely characterize the structure of Pd in various forms.
Here we explore the structural properties of Pd as ultra-thin films supported on metal Ru(0001).
Thin films offer several advantages in structural characterization, relative to, for example, core-
shell or alloy nanoparticles. Specifically, low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) can be used to
determine the surface structure.
The contest of this chapter has been published in B. Santos et al. [111], from where it has been
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reused with permission.
We present a detailed LEED and low-energy electron microscopy characterization of both thin
films, in the range of 2–6 monolayers Pd on Ru(0001), as well as of the surface of thicker films,
∼20 ML thick, grown on both Ru(0001) and W(110). The latter could be considered structurally
as a proxy for bulk Pd(111) surfaces.
Pd on Ru(0001) has been studied previously by several groups, focusing on the monolayer
limit. A Pd monolayer on Ru(0001) is pseudomorphic with the substrate. Alloying is not detected
if the growth is performed at room temperature (RT) or below [112]. At higher temperatures, alloy-
ing can occur. For example, at 870 K alloying at the edge of the growing Pd islands hinders further
growth, producing distinctive labyrinthine islands [113]. Further annealing to 1150 K produces a
uniform bidimensional alloy of PdRu [112]. Thicker films do not grow layer- by-layer [114] at RT
or below. In the same study using reflection high-energy electron diffraction, x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron diffraction, the three-dimensional growth of Pd/Ru presented
a twinned fcc structure with an unusual subsurface expansion of up to 7% in the second and third
Pd layers in a film of 5 ML average thickness.
The surface of Pd(111) single crystals has been the subject of several structural studies [115,
116]. Unlike most transition metals, LEED experimental determinations of the last-layer interlayer
spacing give a slight expansion instead of a contraction. This expansion could be caused by resid-
ual hydrogen adsorbed on the surface, as suggested for several transition metals [117]. We also
compare our thin-film interlayer separations with ab-initio calculations.
3.2 The growth of 2 to 6 ML of Pd on Ru
LEED IV has the fewest possible interpretations if the diffraction data is obtained from a uniformly
thick film on a single substrate terrace. The fcc structure of bulk Pd has an in-plane (111) spacing
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of 2.75 Å, which is 1.7% larger than the Ru(0001) in-plane spacing [118]. This lattice mismatch
should promote three dimensional (3D) growth, and prevent the formation of uniform-thickness,
smooth films. Such 3D growth has been reported at room or lower temperatures [114]. However,
the lattice mismatch might to able to be accommodated elastically in films up to several layers
thick on Ru(0001). There is agreement that monolayer Pd films on Ru(0001) are pseudomorphic
[112, 113]. Thicker films are expected to eventually relax towards the bulk in-plane value.
There are several strategies to obtain flat films in systems that prefer to grow 3D islands. One
is to tailor the growth parameters and use large terraces on the substrate, taking advantage of the
kinetic limitation to nucleate new layers on top of existing islands [119]. Another method is to dose
the film material at room or lower temperature, producing a rough and disordered but continuous
film. After the growth the film is annealed to improve the smoothness and crystallinity. With care,
the film can be smoothed before its dewets and forms three-dimensional islands [120].
Using the in-situ and real-time ability of LEEM allows us to explore the parameters that pro-
mote smooth films, including the flux and/or temperature for thin films or the time and temperature
during annealing of thicker RT-grown films. We first discuss thin-film growth, and then present the
results on the thicker, annealed films.
3.2.1 Growth
By growing Pd on Ru terraces a few micrometers in width, a layer-by-layer growth front can be
achieved using a substrate temperature of 750 K and a flux rate of 0.25 ML/min. Figure 3.1
shows frames from a continuous movie selected to show the nucleation of each new layer up to
7 ML thick. The initial substrate, figure3.1(a), presents a terrace of nearly 8 µm across (thicker
gray lines indicate step bunches around the central terrace, while thinner gray lines correspond to
monatomic steps).
The growth starts by Pd islands decorating the substrate steps and by the nucleation of roughly
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Figure 3.1 (a)-(l) LEEM images selected from a real-time movie acquired during the
growth of Pd on Ru(0001). The field of view is 9.3 µm.
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triangular islands in the middle of the terrace (figure 3.1(b)). Before the first layer is completed,
the second and third layer (black islands in figure 3.1(e)) start to nucleate on top of the first and
second layer, respectively (figure 3.1(d-f)). The dendritic shape of the edges of the 1st layer
islands probably result from some alloying at island edges [113]. Thicker islands have smoother
edges (figure 3.1(g-l)).
The contrast between film regions of different thickness is due to a quantum size effect on the
electron reflectivity [61]. To quantify those changes, we present in figure 3.2 the complete electron
reflectivity of areas between 2 and 6 ML thick, acquired in different films (as the films only expose
at most three different layers each). The reflectivity is dominated by a broad peak around 20 eV.
This peak is attributed to the forbidden gap of the (222) Bragg reflection [121]. The smaller peak
that appears in all the films close to 15.6 eV is probably due to a bulk-band crossing [121], although
it has also been assigned to a Tamm resonance [122] or an anisotropy effect in electron inelastic
scattering [123]. The other oscillations detected in the thinner regions correspond to quantum size
effects (QSE) due to interference between electron reflection at the film surface and at the Pd/Ru
interface. The sharpness of the oscillations suggests that the later interface is abrupt and free of
significant alloying.
3.2.2 LEED IV
In figure 3.3 we present the LEED pattern acquired from a uniformly thick region of 6 ML on a
single Ru terrace. The selected-area LEED patterns of all the thicknesses from 2 to 6 ML Pd show
only integer (first-order)(1×1) spots at the same positions as the original substrate spots within our
experimental resolution, which we estimate to be ±2%. Since the in-plane lattice spacings of bulk
Pd and bulk Ru differ by 1.7%, this resolution is insufficient to prove that the films have the same
exact lattice spacing as the substrate. Nevertheless, the 2–6 ML films do not have satellite beams,
which would be expected from multiple scattering between differently sized Pd and Ru lattices.
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Figure 3.2 Electron reflectivity curves acquired on areas of labeled Pd thickness of
Ru(0001).
A further proof of the in-plane matching of the films to the substrate comes from LEED IV, as
discussed below. Thus, the films are pseudomorphic with the substrate i.e., the palladium unit cell
is distorted in plane in order to obtain a one-by-one correspondence with the substrate atoms. This
implies that Pd films up to 6 ML on Ru are under 1.7% compressive strain. This compression
should expand the film’s interlayer spacing relative to the bulk value. A simple estimate of the
effect can be made by assuming that the Pd layers want to maintain the bulk nearest-neighbor
distance to the atoms in adjacent layers even though they are compressed in-plane. This model
predicts an interlayer separation of 2.26 Å for the strained films, slightly larger than the bulk value
of 2.25 Å.
Even if Pd is fcc in bulk, there is the possibility of having different stacking sequences or stack-
ing faults when in thin-film form. This possibility is more likely given that the Ru(0001) substrate
is hcp, and that the first Pd layer grows following the same sequence [112]. The symmetry of the
LEED pattern is three-fold for all thicknesses from 2–6 ML. However, this three-fold symmetry
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Figure 3.3 (a) LEEM image taken after the growth of Pd on Ru(0001). The field of view
is 14.5 µm. (b) At 141 eV the LEED pattern of a 6 ML Pd area on a single Ru(0001)
terrace, marked in (a) with a circle, has 3-fold symmetry. (c) At 132 eV the LEED pattern
from the same Pd region has roughly 6-fold symmetry.
alone does not allow distinguishing between fcc and hcp Pd. We next use the LEED-IV data to
determine the layer stacking sequence in the Pd films. We will use the common naming scheme of
a, b, c to indicate each of the three possible hexagonal layers for a close-packed structure. When
needed, we will denote the substrate layers with upper case labels ABAB, and the film layers with
lower case acba, with the rightmost letter always indicating the topmost layer. For example, we
will denote an fcc structure by acb and its twin (mirror fcc) as bca.
Since LEED IV curves (see figure 3.4) were obtained from regions of uniform thickness on a
single substrate terrace, we can directly determine how Pd is stacked on Ru. We start discussing
the bilayer of Pd, the film most likely to deviate in layer stacking from bulk Pd due to substrate
interactions. Considering both possible terminations for a Ru terrace: BABA or ABAB , together
with all possible sequences of Pd layers, the best fit found corresponds to ABAB/ac,with Rp=0.15
(all the other models result in a much worse Rp > 0.50). The fit shows a strong sensitivity to
the bulk Ru orientation, allowing us to establish unambiguously the ABAB termination of the Ru
terrace where the LEED pattern was acquired. The interlayer spacings for the 2 ML case are shown
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Figure 3.4 LEED IV data and best fit to: (a) 2 ML Pd/Ru(0001), (b) 6 ML Pd/Ru(0001).
the Table 3.1. It is noteworthy that the topmost two Ru layers are contracted by 4% relative to bulk
Ru, similar to bare Ru(0001) [124]. The distance between Pd layers is very close to the value for a
slightly compressed Pd layer that we estimated above. Thus, even just two layers of Pd behave as
expected for thicker films pseudomorphic with Ru.
For 3 ML the best fit is ABAB/acb , with Rp=0.16. In the same way, for films up to 6 ML Pd,
the best fit always corresponds to a fcc stacking sequence. The interlayer spacings are reported
in Table 3.2. For all the films, the interlayer spacings of the topmost two layer are not contracted
(or very slightly, and well within the error bar) relative to deeper layers. This lack of contraction
is similar to previous Pd(111) LEED results [115, 116] that indicated no significant contraction
of the last Pd layer, in contrast with other transition metals [117]. To check for possible hydro-
gen contamination that could potentially remove the last Pd layer contraction [125], we acquired
LEED-IV’s for a 6 ML Pd film at 480 K. Hydrogen is known to desorb from Pd at temperatures
far below 480 K [126]. The interlayer spacing for the first layer was still 2.27 Å.
As a further check on the in-plane lattice spacing of the Pd films, we performed a LEED-IV
fit to the data from the 6 ML Pd film varying the in-plane Pd spacing. (The previous fits were all
performed at the Ru in-plane spacing). This film is the best candidate for detecting any in-plane
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2 ML Pd/Ru
ABac
Pd1Pd2 2.26±0.02
Pd2Ru1 2.22±0.04
Ru1Ru2 2.04±0.05
Rp 0.15±0.03
Table 3.1 Structural parameters for the LEED I-V best-fit for 2 ML of Pd on Ru(0001).
Interlayer spacings are given in Ångstrom. The subscripts number the Pd layers starting
from the surface and the Ru layers starting from the film/substrate interface.
3 ML Pd/Ru 4 ML Pd/Ru 5 ML Pd/Ru 6 ML Pd/Ru
ABacb ABacba ABacbac ABacbacb
Pd1Pd2 2.29±0.02 2.26±0.03 2.28±0.03 2.27±0.02
Pd2Pd3 2.27±0.05 2.28±0.05 2.28±0.05 2.27±0.05
Pd3Pd4 2.24±0.06 2.26±0.06 2.28±0.06
Rp 0.16±0.04 0.14±0.03 0.18±0.05 0.17±0.04
Table 3.2 LEED IV best-fit structural results for the interlayer spacing for different Pd
areas. All distances are in Ångstrom.
relaxation 1. As figure 3.5 shows, the fit has a well-defined minimum at about 2.70 Å, close to
the in-plane spacing of bulk Ru (2.704 Å) but well-resolved from the spacing of bulk Pd (2.75 Å).
Using the LEED patterns and the LEED-IV fits to the experimental data we find that the films
grown layer-by-layer are pseudomorphic up to at least six atomic layers.
The ab-initio calculations predict geometries very similar to those determined from the exper-
imental LEED IV data. The lowest energy configuration for 2 to 4 ML Pd on Ru(0001), with the
1We have not considered an energy dependence of the real part of the inner potential [127]. In any case, we are not
approaching the 0.01 Å error level where such omission gives rise to systematic errors.
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Figure 3.5 Pendry Rp factor describing the fit quality for varying in-plane distance of a
6 ML Pd region on Ru(0001). The lines are a guide to the eye.
in-plane Ru lattice spacing, is a fcc stacking within the Pd layers, with a very small expansion of
the last Pd layer. The interlayer distances are presented in Table 3.3. Thus, both experiment and
theory lead us to conclude that the last-layer slight expansion of Pd films is not a contamination
effect but rather is an intrinsic property of the clean Pd surface.
Even if the layer stacking we detect by LEED-IV is a unique fcc sequence on a single terrace,
we next establish that the film has a twinned fcc microstructure due to the substrate. The Ru
substrate is hcp, i.e., ABAB, so the exposed basal plane alternates at adjacent terraces separated
by monatomic steps. That is, the Ru termination is either A or B. This causes the preferred fcc
stacking of the Pd to rotate by 180◦ across consecutive substrate terraces, giving a LEED pattern
that also rotates by 180◦ [124]. On a ABAB terrace, the Pd stacking sequence as determined by
LEED is ABAB/acb . On the adjacent ABABA terraces, the stacking sequence is ABABA/bca (so
the Pd first layer is always in a “hcp” sequence relative to the substrate, . The acb and the bca Pd
sequences are a mirror image of one another, i.e., twins. Thus, a twin boundary extends from each
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2 ML Pd/Ru 3 ML Pd/Ru 4 ML Pd/Ru
ABac ABacb ABacba
Pd1Pd2 2.27 2.29 2.28
Pd2Pd3 2.20 2.27 2.27
Pd3Pd4 2.21 2.27
Pd4Pd5 2.21
PdRu 2.09 2.09 2.09
Table 3.3 Interlayer spacing from DFT calculations for different thickness; distances are
in Ångstroms. “PdRu” refers to the the layer separation at the film/substrate interface.
substrate step, through the film, up to its surface.
3.2.3 Stacking faults
A way to directly image the twin microstructure of a Pd film in LEEM is to combine dark-field and
bright-field imaging of the same area. Figure 3.6(a) presents a LEEM image from a film with Pd
regions that are 6, 7 and 8 ML thick. Each different thickness has a different gray level due to the
quantum size effect on the electron reflectivity mentioned before (figure 3.2). Dark-field imaging
is sensitive to fcc twins. An bca sequence gives the same diffraction pattern as a acb sequence,
but rotated by 180◦. So the (01) and (10) beams will be exchanged by going from one twin to the
other. If an energy is selected where a three-fold symmetric pattern is observed, as in figure 3.3,
then only one set of twins will be observed if the (01) beam is used for dark-field imaging while
the other set of twins on the surface will be imaged if the (10) beam is used. This effect can be
observed in figure 3.6(c-d).
In contrast, bright-field imaging is not sensitive to the two types of fcc stacking. Figure 3.6(b)
provides an example. To reduce the QSE contrast, the image was acquired very close to the for-
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bidden gap corresponding to the (222) Bragg reflection, at an energy of 18.5 eV. With the contrast
from film thickness minimized, it is easy to see that the twin fcc structures on the different Ru
terraces have the same contrast. However, bright-field imaging can be sensitive to stacking mis-
takes in the Pd film on a given Ru terrace. Figure 3.6(b) shows an example. The only area with
a markedly different contrast is the small region of 8 ML Pd marked with an arrow. Such regions
occur with very low density. The schematic of figure 3.6(e) presents a model of the stacking fault
that makes the region special 2. As it has a non-fcc structure, its vertical periodicity is different
from the fcc areas, and the forbidden gap corresponding to the (0002) hcp structure appears at a
different energy than the rest of the fcc film. A similar effect has been observed in Co islands
on Ru(0001) [128]. The stacking-fault region also has contrast in the dark-field images. In fig-
ure 3.6(c), for example, the region has roughly the same contrast (bright) as the 7 ML Pd on the
higher terrace to the immediate left. The similar contrast is explained by the same stacking se-
quence of the last two layers of the stacking-fault region and of the Pd on the upper terrace with a
twin fcc structure [see figure 3.6(e)]. One effect observed in the thicker pseudomorphic films is the
presence of linear defects, as best seen in the bright-field images in figure 3.6(a-b). These defects
are likely the precursor of a dislocated interface layer, or they might even be small film regions
with a dislocated interface layer.
In summary, thin films of up to 6 ML Pd on Ru(0001) grown at elevated temperature have
the in-plane lattice spacing of Ru(0001). They present a twinned fcc microstructure, where each
substrate terrace has a single twin, except for rare stacking faults. The substrate steps are then repli-
cated into twin boundaries, which run through the film. The film’s vertical lattice spacing is slightly
expanded, as expected due to the in-plane compressive strain. No significant last-layer contraction
is detected, in agreement with ab-initio calculations and with previous reports on single-crystal
2The stacking-fault schematic shows only the topmost Pd layer being faulted compared to the Pd on the same Ru
terrace. The fault can possibly lie deeper into the film.
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Figure 3.6 Same region imaged for different microscope parameters. Field of view is 10
µm. (a) Bright-field LEEM image of a Pd film with 6, 7 and 8 ML exposed at an electron
energy of 6.5 eV. Representative thicknesses are labeled. (b) Bright-field LEEM image at
an electron energy of 18.5 eV. (c) Dark-field view image formed from a (10) beam at an
electron energy of 39 eV. (d) Dark-field image from a (01) beam at 39 eV. (e) Schematic
of the film stacking that gives rise to the observed dark- and bright-field contrast. For
discussion see text.
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Figure 3.7 LEEM image acquired during initial stage of depositing ∼20 ML Pd on a RT
Ru(0001) substrate at a rate of 0.60 ML/min. The image size is 2.25 µm. The same image
contrast is used for all the images.
Pd(111) surfaces [115, 116].
3.3 Relaxed Pd films on Ru(0001)
To obtain a surface more akin to a Pd(111) single crystal, ∼20 ML Pd layers were deposited at
RT on Ru(0001). The initial stages of the growth are followed in figure 3.7. During dosing up
to half a monolayer a granular texture was observed in the LEEM images, which probably results
from islands smaller than the in-plane resolution of LEEM (10 nm). With further deposition, the
reflected electron intensity gradually decreases due to increased film roughness. This is the same
effect observed when Co was deposited on Ru(0001) at RT.
After the growth the film was annealed to 880 K and cooled back to RT while imaging (fig-
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Figure 3.8 LEEM images of the same area: (a) before Pd growth at RT, (b) after∼20 ML
Pd growth at RT and, (c) after annealing to 890 K. The image size is 14.5 µm.
ure 3.8). At the end of the procedure the surface of the film is quite flat, having monatomic Pd
steps separated by nearly a micrometer.
3.3.1 LEED IV
As the film is continuous, the diffracting electrons do not see the Ru substrate. Thus, the LEED
patterns only provide information for the topmost Pd layers. If acquired on a single substrate
terrace, the pattern is still three-fold symmetric, as shown in figure 3.9(a). In the LEED IV fits, all
the models with the three different possible stacking of hexagonal layers of Pd where first explored,
initially with a Pd-bulk in-plane lattice spacing. The best fit is an acb termination, with a R-factor
Rp =0.12. (The other models yielded Rp > 0.60). The structural parameters are shown in the
Table 3.4. The first interlayer spacing shows again a very small expansion, with 2.26 Å (within the
error bars of the bulk value of 2.24 Å). This is the same result that was previously reported by Van
Hove et. al [115, 116] for a Pd(111) single-crystal surface.
The in-plane lattice spacing of the thick, annealed Pd film was determined by finding the value
in the multiple-scattering calculations that best fit the experimental LEED-IV curves. Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.9 (a) LEED pattern of thick ∼20 ML Pd film on Ru(0001) at 53 eV, acquired
from a single Ru terrace. Note the three-fold symmetry. (b) Experimental LEED-IV
curves and best fits
shows that the Pendry Rp factor is optimized at about 2.75 Å i.e. the value for bulk Pd within the
error limits of the fits. Thus, the thick film is relaxed in-plane, unlike the thinner films grown at
elevated temperature, which had the Ru in-plane spacing (about 2.704 Å).
3.3.2 Stacking faults
After the annealing some of the surface film steps are located at positions close to the substrate
steps. This observation is revealed by comparing the location of the bare Ru steps [the thin, dark
lines in figure 3.11(a)] and the Pd steps [the thin, dark lines in figure 3.11(b)]. In addition, new Pd
steps are located at other locations of the surface. It was interesting to see the conformal nature of
the film, with many of its steps nearly over substrate steps through 20 film layers.
Twin structures are still expected in the thick film since the two twin-related fcc stacking se-
quences of Pd layers have the same energy. To check for their presence dark-field LEEM im-
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Figure 3.10 Pendry Rp factor describing the fit quality of a thick ∼20 ML annealed Pd
film on Ru(0001) for varying in-plane distance.
ages were acquired at the same location as the bright-field images of figure 3.11(a) and (b).
Figure 3.11(d) shows dark-field LEEM images acquired with two different energies. Inspection
shows that the regions of bright/dark contrast uniquely correspond to Ru terraces separated by
monoatomic Ru steps. Thus, like the thinner films, the thick film also has a single unique stacking
of Pd layers on each Ru terrace. Substrate steps are replicated into the film as twin boundaries.
While the substrate steps were smooth, the twin boundaries are more jagged, probably because
they have lower energy for selected orientations. The observation that the underlying substrate
terraces still dictates the twin distribution is surprising for two reasons. First, small twins within
a single Ru terrace might be expected to form when growing the film at low temperature. Sec-
ond, as the films relax to the in-plane lattice spacing, a network of lattice dislocations near the
film/substrate interface should develop. This network adapts the lattice spacing of the substrate
to the lattice spacing of the film. A misfit dislocation network would be expected to decouple the
stacking sequence of the Ru substrate and the Pd film. Yet, after annealing, each Ru terrace has a
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Figure 3.11 (a) LEEM image of the Ru(0001) substrate before Pd deposition. The image
size is 8.9 µm. (b) LEEM image after depositing∼20 ML of Pd and annealing. (c) LEED
pattern of a single substrate terrace. (d) Dark-field LEEM images of the same area taken
with the (10) spot using two different energies that reverse the contrast (upper, 29.3 eV
and lower, 42.5 eV).
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∼20 ML Pd/Ru
acb
Pd1Pd2 2.26±0.02
Pd2Pd3 2.22±0.04
Pd3Pd4 2.26±0.05
Rp 0.12±0.02
Table 3.4 Interlayer spacing and stacking sequence of a uniform thickness region of a
∼20 ML Pd film on Ru(0001), as determined from the best LEED-IV fit. Distances are
in Angstroms.
single, unique stacking of Pd layers.
The film is too thick to show in LEED any sign of such a dislocation network. This in turn
leaves open the question of whether the dislocation network adapts the lattice spacing abruptly
at the Pd/Ru interface, as has been observed for Cu/Ru(0001) [129] and Co/Ru(0001) [128], or
through a layer of intermediate density, like in Ag/Ru(0001) [130]. The latter is more probable
given that Pd/Ru is under compressive stress like Ag/Ru(0001) [130]. Further work, likely with
information provided by scanning tunneling microscopy, is needed to address the structure of the
relaxed Pd/Ru(0001) interface.
In a summary, thick films grown at RT and annealed present an in-plane lattice spacing very
close to bulk-Pd. The behavior of the last layer expansion agrees well with the results for Pd(111)
single crystals [115, 116], which have few fcc twins. In contrast, Pd films on Ru have very high
densities of fcc twins: each substrate step has a twin boundary above it, which separates fcc twins
on adjacent substrate terraces. The abundance of twins merits further study regarding their possible
influence on Pd ferromagnetism [110], especially given the relaxed in-plane spacing of these films.
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3.4 Relaxed Pd films on W(110)
W(110), the most compact surface of bcc tungsten that consequently usually presents the largest
terraces [131], has often been used for Pd growth [132–134]. The growth is known to proceed
through an interface layer with a complex arrangement [132] that acts as buffer between the (110)
bcc and the (111) fcc structures of W and Pd, respectively. Attempting to grow thicker films layer-
by-layer will produce 3D islands on top of the interface layer. In order to obtain continuous films,
we follow the same recipe as for thick Pd films on Ru(0001): depositing Pd at RT, followed by a
brief annealing to 880 K.
Figure 6.5(a) shows the LEED pattern acquired from the area of a 20 ML film circled in fig-
ure 6.5(b). The LEED pattern is six-fold symmetric. The LEEM images are dominated by wide,
diffuse dark lines that form closed loops. They do not show any clear relationship with the pre-
existing substrate steps. They also look thicker than the Pd steps observed on Ru(0001) [see
figure 3.11(b)] and present a high curvature. We used dark-field imaging to identify the origin of
these lines. A dark-field image from the same area, figure 6.5(c), exhibits bright and dark regions,
which result from fcc twins. The contrast is reversed at a different electron energy [figure 6.5(d)].
Inspection of figure 6.5 shows that the wide lines of the bright-field image are the boundaries be-
tween fcc twins in the dark-field images. Higher temperature annealing led to larger twin domains.
Thus, Pd films on both W(110) and Ru(0001) contain high twin densities.
The twins also explain the six-fold symmetry of the LEED pattern in figure 6.5(a) – the selected
area contains both twin types. To perform a multiple-scattering calculation fit, the LEED IV curves
were acquired from the full area of figure 6.5(b). The (10) and (01) beams, shown in figure 3.13, are
very similar, indicating that the two twin structures have similar abundance. The fit was performed
by averaging incoherently the two twin-fcc stacking sequences, with their ratio as a free parameter.
The best fit (Rp =0.13) yields a relative twin population of 40±20% in the film. For comparison,
the ratio observed in dark-field LEEM images is ≈55%, in good agreement with the estimate from
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Figure 3.12 Characterization of thick (∼20 ML) Pd film on W(110). (a) LEED pattern.
(b) 7µm LEEM image. (c-d) Dark field images of the same region formed from the (1,0)
beam at 58.5 eV and 67.3 eV.
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Figure 3.13 (a) LEED pattern of thick Pd film on W(110) at 53 eV. Note the six-fold
symmetry. (b) LEED IV data and best fits.
the LEED-IV data. The structural parameters for the fit are shown in Table 3.5. The interlayer
spacing of the two topmost layers, 2.25±0.03 Å, presents a slight expansion (+0.5% compared
with bulk Pd interlayer spacing, and within the error limits of no expansion), in line with single-
crystal Pd(111) [115, 116] or the films on Ru(0001) presented previously (see tables 3.2 and 3.4).
The distribution of twins, as shown in the schematic of figure 3.14(c), can be explained by
considering the nucleation of Pd islands on top of the Pd interface layer. The difference in structure
between the interface layer and the subsequent hexagonal layers is so large that the nucleation of
the two types of twins is essentially random (a similar behavior has been reported for other close-
packed metals on W(110), such as Dy or Er [135]). During the initial RT growth, there is a
50% probability of growing one twin or the other. When the film is later annealed there is a fine
distribution of small twins all over the film. The annealing makes the twins coarsen, driven by
minimizing the length of twin boundary. (The twins themselves have the same energy.) This is
in contrast with the case of the Pd films on Ru(0001), where the two types of substrate terraces
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20 ML Pd/W
acb+abc
Pd1Pd2 2.25±0.03
Pd2Pd3 2.20±0.06
Pd3Pd4 2.24±0.07
Rp 0.13±0.03
Table 3.5 Structural parameters for the best LEED IV fit to the ∼20 ML Pd film on
W(110).
provides a preference for one type of twin. In Pd/W(110) the twin distribution evolves very slowly
giving rise to the observed microstructure.
Figure 3.14 Schematics of the film microstructures. (a) Pseudomorphic Pd films on
Ru(0001). The red line represents a planar twin boundary that starts at the substrate
step and runs through the film. (b) Relaxed Pd films on Ru(0001). (c) Relaxed Pd films
on W(110).
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3.5 Conclusions
We have grown and characterized ultra-thin films of Pd on Ru(0001) and W(110). The structure of
the different films is summarized in figure 3.14. By depositing Pd on Ru(0001) at elevated temper-
atures, pseudomorphic films can be grown to thicknesses of at least 6 ML. The Pd microstructure
replicates the Ru substrate, with an fcc twin on each substrate terrace. Twin boundaries extend
from the substrate steps to the film surface. The separation of the topmost Pd layers of each pseu-
domorphic film is essentially the bulk value. This lack of interlayer contraction is different than the
behavior of other transition metal surfaces and does not result from hydrogen adsorption. Thicker
films (∼20 ML) were grown at RT and post annealed, both on Ru(0001) and W(110). This pro-
cedure provides films with their in-plane spacing relaxed to the bulk Pd value. The microstructure
of thick films on Ru is similar to the thin, pseudomorphic films: a single twin is detected on each
substrate terrace, despite the presumed presence of a misfit dislocation network at the Pd/Ru in-
terface. Again the twin boundaries of the film replicate the step distribution of the substrate. On
the other hand, films grown on W(110) present interlocked twins that are difficult to coarsen, and
whose distribution has little relation to the substrate steps.
These results indicate that Pd(111) films on Ru(0001) and W(110) are a rich system where the
number and location of twin boundaries can be modified or even selected by a proper substrate
nanostructuring. We look forward to further studies of the magnetic and chemical properties of
these films, specially given the predicted influence of twin boundaries on the magnetic properties
of Pd(111) surfaces [110].
Chapter 4
Hydrogen on Pd films
4.1 Introduction
The interaction of hydrogen and the Pd(111) surface has been a model system of gas-solid interac-
tions since the start of modern surface science [136,137]. Hydrogen readily adsorbs dissociatively
on Pd(111) [1] at temperatures as low as 65 K [138]. But the system’s true importance comes from
how readily H incorporates into the Pd bulk [116, 139, 140]. At low concentrations, H occupies
bulk octahedral sites as a solid solution, the α phase [141]. The hydride PdH, the β phase with
a rock-salt structure, forms by a first-order phase transition at high concentrations [142]. These
attributes enable important applications for the storage and purification of hydrogen and catalysis.
One incompletely answered question is the precise location of sub-surface H in Pd. This H is
believed to participate directly in catalytic reactions [143,144]. The distribution of the absorbed H
between the near surface and the bulk is known to depend strongly on the absorption temperature
[139, 145]. H binds more strongly to the Pd(111) surface than to the bulk, where theory indicates
that H is most strongly bonded between the topmost two Pd layers and is less strongly bonded
between the second and third layers [146–148]. Indeed, some experimental evidence suggests that
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the absorbed H preferentially resides between the topmost two Pd layers [116, 140, 149]. Getting
the direct structural characterization needed to answer the location question has challenged surface
science for several reasons. First, as we have mentioned before, hydrogen is difficult to detect by
the usual surface probes. Second, the pressure limitations of traditional ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
systems hinder achieving significant H concentrations in macroscopic Pd specimens, particularly
since the sticking coefficient of hydrogen on Pd(111) decreases many orders of magnitude when
the coverage approaches saturation [138,150]. One way to overcome this problem is using atomic
hydrogen, as the energy of an incident H atom is higher than any expected barrier to absorption
[11, 149].
Another approach to increase H concentration is to limit the sample volume using ultra-thin Pd
films. But this approach is not necessarily straightforward because the literature suggests that re-
duced dimensionality can significantly affect H absorption. As Pd grains are reduced to nanoscale
dimensions, the hydrogen miscibility gap decreases [151]. In thin films, the temperature at which
the α and β phases become indistinguishable, the critical temperature, has been reported to de-
crease dramatically with decreasing film thickness [152]. However, in other cases no significant
effect has been observed [150]. As in bulk specimens, there is also much debate about reduced-
size effects on the sub-surface H populations in ultra-thin films [21]. Reducing Pd consumption or
engineering chemical/mechanical properties by replacing bulk Pd with thin films or nanoparticles
also requires understanding reduced dimensionality.
The final aim of this chapter is to understand how carbon monoxide affects the interaction of H
with Pd(111). The combination of H plus CO is relevant to gas sensors, superconductivity [153],
energy storage and heterogeneous catalysis [144, 154–156]. In fact, CO can block H sorption and
desorption [126, 157] and also changes the barrier to H2 dissociation [158, 159]. Furthermore,
CO has been convincingly demonstrated to displace adsorbed H on Pd(111), driving the H below
the surface [159–162]. Here we address the question of the location of the displaced, sub-surface
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hydrogen.
As explained in the previous sections we have used the techniques available in a low-energy
electron microscope (LEEM) [61, 163] to study the incorporation of molecular and atomic H into
thin Pd films with and without CO co-adsorption. From the quantitative analysis of low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) data, we have measured the expansion of the near-surface Pd layers
caused by H sorption [21, 116, 136]. Even though the giving the difficulty to locate H directly
by diffraction methods [164], we have used the measured interlayer Pd spacings, as validated
by first-principles calculations, to infer the location of sorbed H. Exposing Pd films at 170 K to
large doses of molecular and atomic hydrogen yields adsorbed H but no detectable sub-surface
H. Co-dosing with CO and atomic H leads to a CO-covered surface. Based on the expansion of
the topmost two Pd layers, we have concluded that the H displaced into the sub-surface by the
CO is concentrated between the topmost two Pd layers. We have used the strong dependence of
low-energy electron reflectivity on adsorbate identity and concentration to image adsorbed H being
displaced by adsorbing CO.
4.2 Effects of molecular hydrogen
Figure 4.1 (a) shows a typical LEEM image of a 6 ML Pd film on Ru(0001) after growth and
before H dosing. The dark curved lines result from steps and step bunches in the substrate. The
three different film thicknesses present, 5, 6 and 7 ML, each have a different contrast due to the
dependence of the reflected electron intensity on film thickness [165, 166]. At 10 eV, figure 4.1
(b), the different thicknesses have less contrast. Figure 4.1 (c) shows the film for this imaging
condition after exposure at 170 K to 10−6 Torr of molecular hydrogen for 20 minutes, a total dose
of 9 KLH2 . Being one Langmuir (1L) the dose exposure of a surface to a gas pressure of 10
−6
torr for one second. Outside of an overall intensity change described below, dosing H2 did not
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Figure 4.1 (a)–(c) LEEM images of a pseudomorphic 6 ML Pd/Ru(0001) film, with a
field of view (FOV) of 9.3 µm. (a) Clean film at 5.3 eV with Pd thicknesses marked. The
area whose reflected intensity is marked with a green box. (b) & (c) LEEM images at
10 eV before and after dosing 9 KLH2 , respectively. (d) Low-energy electron reflectivity
(I) clean film at room temperature, (II) clean films at 170 K, (III), after hydrogen dosing,
(IV) and after heating the sample to 464 K. The curves have been offset for clarity.
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Figure 4.2 Intensity of 10 eV electrons reflected from a single substrate terrace of a 6 ML
Pd film (see figure 4.1). (a) Reflectivity change while dosing H2. (b) Reflectivity change
while desorbing H.
noticeably change the images.
Figure 4.1 (d) shows how the intensity of electrons reflected from the area marked by the
green box in figure 4.1 (a) changes with electron energy. The lowest curve corresponds to the
reflectivity of the bare (clean) Pd film. When their electron energy is below the vacuum level of the
sample, electrons are reflected before reaching the surface, giving the maximum reflected intensity.
Images acquired in this energy range correspond to so-called mirror-mode microscopy [61]. At
slightly over 2.5 eV, the intensity decreases and then oscillates several times due to the formation
of quantum well states in the unoccupied band structure of the film [165, 166]. There is a sharp
feature at 15.4 eV and a broad peak at 21 eV. The latter is attributed to the band gap formed by
the (222) Bragg reflection of Pd [167]. The former is characteristic not only of Pd(111) but also of
other fcc (111) metals [167]. It has been attributed to a band-crossing gap in the unoccupied bulk
band structure although other explanations have been proposed [122, 123].
The reflected intensity increases between 8–11 eV after dosing molecular H, (see curve III in
figure 4.1 (d)). Figure 4.2 (a) plots the intensity at 10 eV as a function of H2 exposure. The feature
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clearly saturates, although the time resolution was inadequate to determine if the saturation occurs
at the exposure expected to saturate the Pd(111) with H, a few Langmuir [168]. The electron
reflectivity increase around 8–11 eV is consistent with the results of Pfnür et al. [169, 170] for H
on Ru(0001). Their theoretical calculations suggested that the increased reflectivity resulted from
H adsorption removing a surface state.
Heating removes the 8–11 eV spectral feature, returning the reflectivity spectrum to its pre-
dosing state (see top spectra in figure 4.1(d)). As a further check on the origin of the spectral
feature, we have monitored the intensity during heating. Figure 4.2 (b) shows that the spectral
feature vanishes at about ∼270 K. Given our slow heating rate, this temperature agrees reasonably
well with the literature value of 295 K [116, 140] for the temperature needed to desorb adsorbed
H.
In a separate experiment we have monitored the LEED pattern while dosing H2. The LEED
pattern remained unchanged, with no changes in spot positions and no new spots after 9 KLH2 .
We have evaluated whether H penetrated into the sub-surface using LEED-IV. The best-fits of the
data indicate no change in the stacking of the Pd layers and only a 1% expansion between the
topmost two Pd layers, to 2.30±0.03 Å (with a Rp=0.17) for the case of 6 ML of Pd on Ru(0001),
no expansion was detected in deeper layers in this case the interlayer spacing for second and third
layer was d23=2.28±0.06 Å. for the third and fourth layers was d34=2.27±0.02 Å. comparing this
result with the bare 6 ML Pd film value where the interlayer spacing for the first layer is 2.27±0.02
Å. figure 4.3 shows the best LEED-IV fit and a schematic of the model used. We have observed the
same relative results for films up to 20 ML. These changes are much smaller than the expansion
expected for PdH formation, which has been predicted and measured experimentally to be close
to 3% [150]. Thus, the observed expansion is unlikely the result of significant sub-surface H or
hydride formation.
To explore the origin of the observed last-layer expansion of Pd, first-principles calculations
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2 ML 3 ML 4 ML
Stacking BA/bcα BA/bcaβ BA/bcabγ
Pd1Pd2 2.32 2.31 2.30
Pd2Pd3 2.24 2.29 2.29
Pd3Pd4 2.22 2.28
Pd4Pd5 2.22
Ru1Ru2 2.09 2.09 2.09
Table 4.1 Interlayer spacing in angstroms from DFT calculations with a complete hydro-
gen layer adsorbed on Pd films 2, 3 and 4 ML thick on Ru(0001). The symbols give the
lowest-energy stacking sequence of the layers. The a,b,c labels indicate the three possi-
ble stackings of the close-packed layers, with uppercase for the Ru layers and lowercase
for the Pd layers [166].The Greek letters indicate the H positions, being α position a,β
position b and γ position c.
evaluated adsorbed H on Pd films on Ru. The calculations predict that a complete layer (1x1) of
hydrogen in fcc hollow sites expands the last interlayer palladium distance by ≈1%, the same as
in experiment. Table 4.1 shows the results for 2, 3 and 4 ML of Pd on Ru. This consistency gives
us confidence that the small surface expansions observed result from adsorbed H.
In summary, exposing 2–20 ML Pd films on Ru(0001) at 170 K to 10 KLH2 of H2 increases
the electron reflectivity between 8–11 eV and causes the separation between the topmost two Pd
layers to increase by a small amount,∼1%. Deeper layers exhibit no measurable expansion. These
results, together with first-principles calculations, are consistently interpreted as H adsorption with-
out significantly populating sub-surface hydrogen or forming near-surface PdH. Indeed, extrapo-
lating the bulk phase diagram to 10−6 Torr and 200 K gives a H concentration of∼1% [157], below
our LEED-IV detection limit. We note that the change in reflected intensity around 8–11 eV can
be used as a fingerprint of adsorbed hydrogen, as initially proposed by Schmid et al. [171]. Af-
ter a straightforward calibration, the approach would yield spatial maps of the adsorbed hydrogen
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Figure 4.3 (a) Schematic of the slab employed for the ab-initio calculation of the Pd
interlayer separations with adsorbed hydrogen. (b) LEED-IV experimental data and best-
fits to multiple-scattering calculations of a 6 ML Pd film exposed to 9 kLH2 .
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concentration, as recently done for carbon adatoms on Ru(0001) [172]. Here we found no spa-
tial variations in the adsorbed H, confirming the 2-dimensional gas behaviour expected for ready
dissociation [1, 138] and high surface mobility.
4.3 Effects of atomic hydrogen
Using atomic H is an approach to overcoming the limits of dosing molecular H in UHV conditions.
Atomic H has been used successfully to produce interstitial H in metals such as Ni that have
significant barriers to absorption [11]. Here we explore whether atomic H can introduce significant
H concentrations into ultra-thin Pd films.
Figure 4.4 (a) shows a LEEM image acquired after the growth of 6 ML Pd film on Ru(0001).
At 6.6 eV we observe zones with different contrast due to the the presence of three different film
thicknesses, light-grey areas correspond to Pd film 5 ML thick, the majority dark-grey areas cor-
responds to Pd film 6 ML thick, finally, areas that show a black contrast correspond to islands 7
ML thick. Figure 4.4 (b) shows a LEEM image of the sample acquired at 10 eV before atomic
hydrogen exposure. At this energy, the areas of the film with different thicknesses present less
contrast however it is still possible to distinguish between them. Figure 4.4 (c) shows a LEEM
image after dosing 5x10−6 Torr HH for 5 minutes, for a total dose of 3.2 KLH at 170 K. After
atomic hydrogen dose, LEEM images again show only a uniform change in electron reflectivity at
selected energies. Figure 4.4 (d) shows the low energy electron reflectivity (acquired on the area
marked in (a)) acquired on the bare Pd surface (curve I) and the low energy electron reflectivity
acquired on the same area after 3.2 KLH . Comparing both curves I and II, we observe the same
effect that was obtained when dosing molecular hydrogen i.e. 3.2 LH atomic hydrogen only gives
an intensity increase around 8–11 eV.
To check for H incorporation into the film, LEED-IV data was acquired after the atomic H
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Figure 4.4 (a)–(c) LEEM images of a 6 ML Pd film. The field of view is 9.3 µm. (a)
Bare film at an electron energy of 6.6 eV. The green box marks the area used to measure
the reflected electron intensity in (d). (b), (c) Images at 10 eV acquired before and after
the dose, respectively, of 3.2 kLH at 170 K. d) Low-energy electron reflectivity (I, black)
before and (II, red) after atomic H exposure.
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Figure 4.5 (a) LEED pattern of a 6 ML Pd film on Ru(0001). (b) LEED-IV and best-fit
multiple scattering calculation for the 6 ML film of Pd/Ru after exposure to 3kL of atomic
hydrogen. (c)4Rp vs. variation of the interlayer spacing for each Pd layer d12, d23, d34,
for a fixed in-plane lattice parameter, where d=0 is the minimum interlayer spacing found
in the LEED-IV fit. (d) Schematic of the slab used for the multiple scattering calculations.
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dose. A representative LEED pattern, the IV curves and their fits are shown in figure 4.5. The
best-fit of the multiple-scattering calculations to the experimental data yields an expansion of the
last layer to 2.30± 0.03 Å (Rp=0.20), the same value as for molecular hydrogen. This result shows
that does not result in a measurable concentration of sub-surface H.
That sub-surface H cannot be detected at all after substantial exposure to atomic H is unex-
pected. It might be related to either substrate or clamping effects in our thin films. We find no
change in the morphology of the films after H dosing. A similar lack of evidence of H incorpora-
tion (studied by structural techniques) has been reported for a Pd bilayer on Pt when H was loaded
by electrochemical methods [21].
4.4 Effects of atomic hydrogen and CO
Our study of the influence of the simultaneous presence of CO on the adsorption of hydrogen on Pd
was motivated by the results obtained when Pd films were exposed to very large hydrogen doses.
Even after rigorous cleaning methods, we found that these large doses led to CO adsorption, a
well-known problem with H crackers1. As we show below, co-dosing atomic H and CO leads to
significant concentrations of sub-surface H. Before reporting this finding, we show how CO alone
affects Pd interlayer separations and electron reflectivity. We then show how we can use the latter
to image CO displacing adsorbed H.
4.4.1 Effects of CO
CO on Pd(111) presents many ordered structures as a function of coverage and temperature [174].
For coverages between 0.5 and 0.66 ML, a c(4x2) diffraction pattern is observed. For coverages
1We made large efforts to minimize the CO contamination, including thoroughly degassing the hydrogen cracker
and filtering the H2 through a Pd foil acting as a semi-permeable membrane [173]
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Figure 4.6 LEED patterns acquired at 32 eV while dosing CO on a 6 ML Pd film on
Ru(0001) at 170 K. (a) Bare Pd film, (b) after 2.8 LCO, (c) after 5 LCO, and (d) 14 minutes
after the CO dose. The first-order Pd spots are marked with red circles. Green circles in
c) mark c(4x2) spots.
above ≥0.66 a (2x2) pattern [174] is observed. Figure 4.6 shows how LEED from a 6 ML Pd/Ru
film evolved while CO was dosed at 170 K. Figure 4.6(a) shows the 1x1 pattern of the clean film.
Dosing first gives a faint superstructure arc, as seen in figure 4.6(b). Dosing to 5 LCO gives the
distinctive c(4x2) pattern shown in figure 4.6(c), indicating a CO coverage between 0.5 and 0.55
ML [174]. The CO valve was then closed, as the CO is slowly pumped from the chamber, the
CO adsoprtion continued for a few minutes. The c(4x2) LEED pattern transformed into a blurry
arc pattern shown in figure 4.6(d). Our interpretation is that the new pattern obtained is coverage
intermediate to the next ordered overlayer. Dosing more CO after the arc pattern forms does not
restore the c(4x2) LEED pattern [126].
Low-energy reflectivity data extracted from real-space images acquired from the same film are
shown in figure 4.7. The lowest curve corresponds to the bare Pd film. The reflectivity changes
markedly with CO dose. First, the broad feature at 22 eV is gradually removed while a new
feature appeared at lower energy (∼16 eV). A similar effect has been reported on Pt(100) [171].
Comparing the doses needed for each LEED pattern shows that the initial decrease in the Bragg
peak at 22 eV is associated with the initial diffraction arc, figure 4.6 (b), while the c(4x2) LEED
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Figure 4.7 Effect of CO on low-energy electron reflectivity from. (I) a 6 ML Pd film on
Ru(0001) at room temperature, (II) after 3 L of CO, (III) after 5.5 L of CO, (IV) 6 ML Pd
film after heating to 500K. The curves are offset for clarity.
pattern, figure 4.6 (c), is related to the appearance of the 16 eV peak. Given its rich dependence
on CO dose, the low-energy electron reflectivity could be used to determine the local CO coverage
after a simple calibration.
We also measured the electron reflectivity while the film was heated. Around 400 K, the new
peak at 16 eV disappears and the peak at 22 eV is restored to its original intensity, as shown in the
top curve of figure 4.7. This temperature dependence agrees with the desorption temperature of CO
from Pd [175], confirming the interpretation of the reflectivity changes as signatures of adsorbed
CO.
LEED-IV data were also acquired after CO exposure. A multiple-scattering calculation of a
Pd/Ru slab was fitted to the intensities of the 1x1 diffraction spots to estimate how adsorbed CO
affects the Pd interlayer distances. The best-fit yields a slight expansion of the topmost Pd layer to
a separation of 2.31±0.03Å, with Rp=0.19. DFT calculations confirm that the expansion obtained
in the LEED-IV fits is due to the adsorption of CO on the surface. In the calculations, considering
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Figure 4.8 Low-energy electron reflectivity of a 6 ML Pd film acquired from a sequence
of LEEM images. (I) Bare Pd film at 170 K. (II) After exposing to 22 LH2). (III), (IV),
(V), (VI) and (VII) after exposure to 6, 9, 58, 60 and 63 LCO respectively subsequently to
the hydrogen dose. Curves are offset for clarity.
1/3 of ML of CO in hcp position is enough to expand the last layers to 2.31Å. This result also
agrees well with previous work of how CO adsorption affects the Pd spacing [115, 176, 177]. As
a summary CO adsorption expands the last two Pd layers by the same amount as adsorbed H.
Low-energy reflectivity, however, can distinguish between the two adsorbates and measure their
concentration, as we next show.
4.4.2 Imaging CO displacing adsorbed hydrogen
We next use electron reflectivity to image CO displacing adsorbed H. We first saturated a 6 Pd
film with H by exposure to 22 LH2 at 170 K, giving the broad reflectivity peak between 8–11 eV
shown in figure 4.8. We then dosed CO while imaging and scanning the incident electron energy.
As seen in figure 4.8, dosing CO results in a decrease of the intensiity of the Bragg peak at 22
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eV. When this peak reached minimum intensity, the reflectivity at 16 eV started increasing. As
this new CO-derived feature grew (curve VII), the shoulder at 8–11 eV vanished, indicating the
removal of surface H.
In addition to the spatially averaged results presented in figure 4.8, we can also follow the local
reflectivity changes. The LEEM image in figure 4.9(a) shows a large substrate terrace covered
by patches of 5, 6 and 7 ML Pd. In figure 4.9(b) we measure the reflectivity from the 6 ML
region marked "zone B" and the 5 ML region marked "zone A" as the H-covered surface was
exposed to CO. We separately plot the H and CO concentrations from the reflectivities at 10 eV
and 16 eV, respectively. In both zones the reflectivity was more or less constant until the 8–
11 eV component decreased and the 16 eV component increased. Thus, the local concentration
of adsorbed H decreased and, at the same time, the concentration of adsorbed CO increased. The
change occurred earlier in zone A, which is closer to the edge of the substrate terrace. We interpret
these changes as CO displacing the adsorbed H.
To illustrate more directly this displacement in real space, we present in figure 4.10 a sequence
of composite images made by merging two images obtained using different electron energies. The
red channel corresponds to the image intensity at 10 eV, i.e., H-covered areas. The green channel
corresponds to the image intensity at 16 eV, i.e., CO-covered areas. The time sequence reveals
some detailed behaviour. The changes in the CO and H coverages do not occur uniformly across
the surface. Rather, CO-rich areas nucleate and grow from the edges of film steps, in particular at
the boundary of the large Ru terrace. Zone A is closest to this boundary and H is displaced earlier
there than in Zone B, accounting for the different dose dependencies in figure 4.9. Likely the sharp
spatial boundaries in the 16 eV channel corresponds to transitions between dense CO phases, such
as the c(4x2) phases. Our findings are consistent with the literature reports of CO displacing H
above 150 K [159–161].
LEED-IV data was acquired at the end of the CO exposure figure 4.11 shows the LEED pattern
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Figure 4.9 (a) LEEM image of a 6 ML Pd film on Ru(0001). The field of view is 9.3
µm. The circle and square mark the regions where the reflected intensities in (b) were
measured. (b) Reflectivity at 10 eV (empty symbols) and 16 eV (filled symbols) during
CO dosing. Circles are from "zone A", and squares are from "zone B".
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Figure 4.10 Snapshots from the sequence of images acquired while scanning electron
energy and dosing CO. Each frame is a composite image from combining the LEEM
images acquired at 10 eV (red, H) and 16 eV (green, CO). CO dose is indicated in each
frame
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after 63 L of CO. The spots of the Pd are indicated in red circles and the green circles show a
c(4x2) pattern. This is the same pattern obtained when CO was dosed on clean Pd (see figure 4.6)
indicating the presence of CO on the surface. The best-fits to the multiple-scattering simulations
give an interlayer spacing for the last two Pd layers of 2.31±0.05 Å essentially the same result as
directly dosing CO on clean Pd.
Figure 4.11 Composite image from the hydrogen and CO energy. LEED pattern at 32 eV
after the CO dose
4.4.3 Co-dosing atomic hydrogen and CO
Our final approach at incorporating H into the Pd films at 170 K used larger doses of atomic H,
49 KLH . After the dose, a weak arc-like is observed in LEED pattern, as shown in figure 4.12 (c)
for the Pd films. The arc-pattern is the same as detected when having a CO coverage in the range
0.55–0.66 ML, see figure 4.6(d). Thus, the dose of 49 kLH of atomic hydrogen is accompanied by
a simultaneous dose of 0.6–0.7 LCO. To quantify the amount of CO deposited, the atomic hydrogen
cracker was used on the clean Ru substrate at high temperature. After 9 minutes, graphene islands
[172] appeared and grew. We estimate the CO dose from the fractional coverage of graphene
islands. For 104 LH of atomic hydrogen, our estimation is that the hydrogen cracker gives a dose
of 0.5 LCO. In good agreement with the amount of graphene formed on a hot Ru surface.
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The low-energy electron reflectivity data confirmed that the large atomic H doses led to CO
adsorption. As in the case of CO dosed onto the Pd films, the Bragg peak at 22 eV first decreases,
and eventually the feature at 16 eV appears as shown in figure 4.12, following the same evolution
in the surface exposed to CO (figures 4.7 and 4.8). The intensity in the 8–11 eV range increases at
first, but after the appearance of the 16 eV peak, it is removed.
At the end of the atomic H dose, LEED-IV data was acquired. The multiple-scattering best-fit
of the Pd slab (i.e., without adsorbed CO or H) found much larger expansions between the top
two Pd layers than in the case of adsorbed H or CO. For all but the thinnest film, 2 ML, the layer
separations were at least 2.35 ± 0.03 Å. In contrast, the separations are 2.27 Å for the clean films
and 2.30 Å after H- or CO-adsorption. In figure4.13(b) we show the best LEED-IV fit for the
case of 6 ML of Pd, and the model used for the theoretical calculations.Table 4.2 summarizes
the structural results for pseudomorphic films 2 to 6 ML thick. A similar relative expansion was
detected in the 20 ML thick films. The Pendry factors are slightly higher than before, although
they still show well-defined minima as a function of the structural parameters and the errors in
the distances are similar to the previous experiments. Although the error bars in the interlayer
spacings are, as expected, larger for deeper layers, all the multiple-scattering best-fits rule out
similar expansions deeper in the Pd films. Also, no additional LEED spots or changes in the
spatially resolved electron reflectivity are detected, suggesting no changes in the in-plane lattice
spacing of the films. For example, a crumpling of the film relative to the substrate would be easily
detected by the formation of a moiré pattern with a periodicity corresponding to the difference in
lattice spacings between films and substrate. These results suggest the incorporation of sub-surface
H into the films but only between the last two Pd layers.
To confirm that the last layer Pd expansion can be attributed to hydrogen in sub-surface po-
sitions, we have performed ab-initio calculations (performed with the ab-initio code SIESTA
[178, 178], which is based on density, functional theory (DFT)) of a slab of the proper number
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Figure 4.12 (a)Low-energy reflectivity data from a 6 ML Pd/Ru(0001) film at 6.1 eV the
field of view is 9.3 µm, (b) same area after 6 KLH at 6.1 eV. (I) Bare film at 170 K.
(II) reflectivity after dose of 5.8 KLH of atomic hydrogen, (III) after 5.8 KLH of atomic
hydrogen and 7.8 KLH of molecular hydrogen, (IV) and (V) after doses of 47.6, 49.5
kLH , respectively. The data sets are offset for clarity.
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2 ML 3 ML 4 ML 5 ML 6 ML
ABac ABacb ABacba ABacbac ABacbacb
Pd1Pd2 2.32±0.06 2.38±0.08 2.35±0.06 2.35±0.07 2.35±0.03
Pd2Pd3 2.21±0.06 2.28±0.08 2.27±0.06 2.25±0.08 2.24±0.05
Pd3Pd4 2.20±0.09 2.29±0.04 2.27±0.09 2.28±0.07
Rp 0.18±0.05 0.35±0.09 0.25±0.06 0.35±0.07 0.27±0.06
Table 4.2 LEED-IV results for Interlayer spacing after the hydrogen dose for different
thickness cases. Distances are in Ångstroms.
4 ML Pd/Ru
Stacking BA/bcaγbγ
Pd1Pd2 2.36
Pd2Pd3 2.29
Pd3Pd4 2.27
Pd4Pd5 2.19
Ru1Ru2 2.09
Table 4.3 Interlayer spacing from DFT calculations for 4 ML of Pd.
of Pd layers pseudomorphic with the Ru substrate with a 1/3 ML of hydrogen between the two last
Pd layers and 1/3 of ML of CO on the surface. All the first-principle calculations give an expansion
only in the topmost Pd layer. The calculated expansion is in all cases close to 2.36 Å, in agreement
with the expansions experimentally detected by LEED-IV fits showed in table4.2. Table4.3 shows
the result for the case of 4 ML of Pd. Ab-initio calculations confirmed that the expansion is due to
the population of sub-surface position with hydrogen.
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Figure 4.13 (a) Schematic of the system employed for the LDA calculations of last Pd
layers separation. (b)LEED-IV fit for 6 ML of Pd on Ru(0001) after large atomic H dose
at 170 K.
4.5 Discussion
Dosing ultrathin Pd films with molecular hydrogen at 170 K causes a small expansion, below 1.4%,
in the separation of the topmost two Pd layers (d12=∼2.30 Å) [166], [116], [164]. Deeper layers
are not expanded. The expansion is consistent with DFT simulations of adsorbed hydrogen without
significant concentrations of subsurface hydrogen, in agreement with the literature of bulk Pd. We
found no evidence for subsurface H in the structural data for doses of molecular hydrogen of up
to 10 KLH2 at pressures of 10
−6 Torr. To exclude the possibility that subsurface H was only stable
when a background of H2 was present, we collected LEED-IV data at 170 K in 5x10−6 Torr of
molecular hydrogen and again found the same small expansion between the topmost two layers.
Adsorbed hydrogen causes a large increase in electron reflectivity between 8–11 eV, giving LEEM
the ability to quantitatively image the local hydrogen concentration [179]. We observe no spatial
dependence on the adsorption process, consistent with a non-activated process and high surface
mobility.
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Our thinnest films, 2-6 ML thick, are pseudomorphic with the Ru(0001) substrate [166]. That
is, they are strained to the Ru(0001) lattice parameter in plane. In contrast, thicker (20 ML) films
on Ru(0001) and W(110) are relaxed in-plane to the bulk Pd lattice parameter [166]. Exposure of
all these films to molecular hydrogen at 170 K only leads to adsorbed hydrogen, as evidenced by
the same, small increased separation between the top two Pd layers (d12=∼2.30 Å). The 20 ML
films are effectively decoupled from the substrate by a network of interfacial dislocations [166].
Since atomic hydrogen has been used to increase hydrogen absorption into bulk Pd(111) [180],
we also examined the effect of atomic hydrogen on the structure of the ultrathin films. Doses of
over 3 kLH at 170 K revealed adsorbed H in the electron reflectivity (fig. 4) but only the same small
expansion between the topmost two layers. The lack of subsurface H at 170 K is consistent with its
instability at this temperature, as measured by temperature programmed desorption [180], [139].
We only find evidence for subsurface hydrogen for conditions that led to CO adsorption. That
is, large doses of atomic hydrogen led to the characteristic LEED patterns in figure 4.12 and the
electron reflectivity "fingerprints" figure 4.7 of adsorbed CO. The structural data from LEED-IV of
films co-dosed with CO and atomic hydrogen show significant expansion (3.1%) of the outer two
Pd layers but not of the deeper layers. Previous LEED-IV work in the literature [115,176,177] and
our own structural analysis and DFT calculations show CO adsorption alone cannot induce this
amount of top-layer expansion. Instead, our DFT calculations are consistent with a CO-covered
surface and a significant concentration of hydrogen between the topmost two Pd layers as shown
in figure 4.13.
We next discuss how CO adsorption leads to H between the topmost two Pd layers. At our
exposure temperature, CO is known to compress and ultimately displace adsorbed H from the
surface. Figure 4.10 shows the displacement in real space. The literature also claims that some of
hydrogen is displaced into the Pd interior [159, 160, 181]. In addition, the CO prevents desorption
of sorbed hydrogen to above room temperature. These effects lead to two ways that CO may cause
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the subsurface population with hydrogen. First, CO drives the hydrogen in. Second, CO prevents
subsurface hydrogen from desorbing.
Insight into the first scenario comes from the experiment used to image CO displacing hydro-
gen, where a H-saturated surface was converted to a CO-covered surface after 63 L CO. After
the hydrogen displacement, the LEED-IV data gives a top-layer separation identical (2.31 Å) to a
CO-covered surface (see section 1. Effects of CO). Thus, the displacement of a saturated surface
does not introduce sufficient subsurface H to be measured structurally. This observation suggests
that additional hydrogen from the gas-phase must be injected into the subsurface.
Another experiment was performed to test this proposal. A 6 ML Pd film on Ru(0001) was
saturated with 5 L CO at 170 K and then exposed to about 3 kL atomic hydrogen. CO remained
on the surface giving the same diffuse arcs obtained in figure 4.6 (d). After this treatment, which
produced a d12=2.33 Å. consistent with significant H between the topmost two Pd layers. These
observations show that atomic H does not displace CO, like molecular hydrogen, and some of the
atomic hydrogen enters the subsurface.
A consistent interpretation is that CO adsorption prevents the loss of subsurface H, allowing
its accumulation between the first and second Pd layers. The question then is why does hydrogen
not build up between the deeper layers, as hydrogen should ready diffuse through the entire film
thickness at 170 K [145]. An explanation is that hydrogen between the first two Pd layers is more
stable than deeper hydrogen, as theory and experiment suggest. Support for this interpretation
comes from an additional experiment. Starting from a 3 ML film on Ru(0001), we deposited about
three additional Pd layers at 170 K during exposure to atomic H at 5x10−6 Torr. This lead to a CO-
covered surface and significant expansion of the topmost Pd layers to 2.35Å. without any expansion
of the deeper layers. That is, hydrogen resides between the first two Pd layers but not deeper. In
the procedure, new Pd layers overgrew Pd layers that already had hydrogen between them. This
could have given a pathway to build-up a hydride layer-by-layer. Instead, we only find significant
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concentrations of hydrogen between the top two Pd layers. These results are consistent with the
deeper hydrogen being unstable at significant concentrations at 170 K, even in the presence of
adsorbed CO.
Such expansion is in agreement with the expansion predicted by first-principle calculations
with a occupation of sub-surface positions by hydrogen and CO on the surface.
4.6 Conclusions
We have studied the location of hydrogen on ultrathin films of Pd on Ru(0001) by LEEM. Figure
4.14 summarizes all the experiments performed. Changes in the low-energy electron reflectiv-
ity provide a local determination of the presence of hydrogen and carbon monoxide on the films
surface. Measurement of the topmost Pd layers interlayer distances by selected-area LEED-IVs
allows for the determination of sub-surface hydrogen.
Hydrogen is adsorbed on the surface of the films at 170 K, using either molecular or atomic
hydrogen. When removing the incoming flux of hydrogen, the adsorbed hydrogen remains on
the films up to a temperature of 270 K. There is no significant sub-surface or near surface hydro-
gen as determined by LEED-IVs, albeit this method is unlike to determine concentrations below
10%. The lack of sub-surface hydrogen occurs also when a molecular hydrogen background is
maintained in the system.
If carbon monoxide at coverages above 0.3 ML is deposited on the surface -generated by the hy-
drogen cracker or purposefully leaked- then an expansion of the last two palladium layers, accord-
ing with ab-initio calculations, signals sub-surface hydrogen. Hydrogen is located only between
the last two layers. In particular, in bilayer films the Ru-Pd interface is not expanded, indicating
the lack of hydrogen incorporation at the film-substrate interface.
Dosing CO on hydrogen-precovered films allows for the real-space observation of the displace-
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Figure 4.14 Summary of the experiments performed, with the changed observed in each
case
ment of hydrogen by CO. This starts at the step edges of the film, and proceeds in layer-by-layer
steps.
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Chapter 5
Growth and Structure of Mg films
5.1 Introduction
Magnesium is a commonly available non-toxic metal. From a technology point of view, its hydride
MgH2 has been proposed as a lightweight hydrogen carrier, despite its if kinetic and thermody-
namic limitations. From a fundamental point of view, Mg, together with Be and Al, have been
studied as part of the so-called free-electron-like metals with quite ideal metallic bonding. In par-
ticular, Mg has an ideal hexagonal close-packed lattice with a simple electronic structure. Its low
sublimation temperature limits the preparation of high quality single crystals in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV). Mg is known to grow as highly perfect thin films on many substrates. On some of them,
the interface with the substrate is very sharp. With the appropriate substrate, quantization of the
Mg sp-bands has been observed up to a thickness of several nanometers [182].
There are only a limited number of studies on the growth of Mg on refractory metals, most of
them on W(110) [182, 183]. On W(110), a real-space study by low-energy electron microscopy
[183] found a very high quality layer-by-layer growth. The quality of such thin films is so good that
is has been used to study how the bulk electronic structure develops as a function of thickness [182]
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and influences chemical reactivity [184].
Over et al. [185] characterized the epitaxial growth of Mg over Ru(0001) using LEED, work
function changes and temperature programmed desorption (TPD). They reported that magnesium
grows over Ru(0001) in an incommensurate manner, i.e., keeping its own in-plane spacing. This
was understood to be due to the large mismatch between the respective in-plane lattice spacings
(around 18%). The result is an overlayer film without significant strain. A moiré was observed
in the LEED pattern, starting at coverages as low as 0.05 magnesium monolayers. From θ=0.05-
0.65 ML Mg the LEED indicated a (5x5) periodicity with a Mg-Mg distance of 3.35 Å (4% ex-
pansion with respect to the Mg bulk value). When the coverage was increased to 0.65-0.75 ML
Mg, a compression of the Mg overlayer was observed, with the LEED pattern changing gradually
to a (7x7) periodicity with a final Mg-Mg distance of 3.13 Å (slightly compressed with respect to
the bulk distance of 3.21 Å). When θ=0.75 ML Mg there were no further changes in the LEED
patterns and the authors considered that the first layer of Mg/Ru completely covered the substrate.
From TPD measurements, the authors described several peaks that shifted to higher temperatures
when the coverage increased. On Mg multilayers, there were three main TPD peaks: α at 750 K
corresponding with the first Mg layer; β at 580 K, corresponding with the second and γ at 500 K
for the third and subsequent layers. From these results it can be deduced that the first Mg layer
interacts more strongly with the support than the second and subsequent layers. The same group
published later [186] a LEED-IV fit providing a crystallographic structure of the first 3 MLRu of
Mg over Ru(0001). They used the (5x5) symmetry for the analysis of the first Mg overlayer. The
second and third overlayers were treated within a mirror approximation, giving the films a 7/6x7/6
structure.
A few works have described STM imaging of epitaxial Mg grown (up to 2 ML) at room tem-
perature. Pezzegara et al. [187] described recently the growth of continuous Mg films over a
semiconductor, GaN(0001), using STM and RHEED. The in-plane lattice mismatch with Mg is
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only 0.3%. In agreement with this small mismatch, they did not observe a moiré pattern on the
Mg surface. They reported hexagonal-shaped Mg islands with a height of 2.80 Å (slightly larger
than the interlayer spacing of close-packed planes in bulk Mg, 2.60 Å). When the coverage was
lower than 0.4 ML, the islands displayed atoll-like shapes. Increasing the Mg coverage changed
the shape of the islands, making them more compact. The appearance of the islands depended also
on the STM imaging bias. With 4 V the islands looked flat. However, if the bias was lowered to
0.5 V there was a detectable corrugation at their surface of 0.06 Å. The submonolayer grow of
Mg over Si(001) was characterized by Hutchinson et al. [188] at room temperatures using STM.
Deposited magnesium formed rows that are roughly perpendicular to the substrate dimer rows.
In this chapter1 we present a real-space STM and LEEM study of the growth of Mg on
Ru(0001).
5.2 Growth in LEEM
The low-energy electron microscopy view of the first stages of Mg growth on Ru(0001) is shown in
figure 5.1 (a)–(f). The LEEM snapshots are selected from a sequence acquired while continuously
imaging the surface during magnesium deposition. Growth of first-layer islands cannot be imaged
directly by LEEM [figure 5.1 (a)]. At first, only a uniform decrease of the electron reflected
intensity is detected and the substrate steps become less visible. At the same time, in the real-space
images, the substrate steps are suddenly visible again [figure 5.1 (b)]. Nevertheless the Mg-covered
substrate terraces are not imaged like the bare Ru substrate. The fine-scale contrast in figure 5.1 (b)
suggests that there are structures in the monolayer whose size is close to the resolution limit of the
LEEM, which for our instrument is about 10 nm. The same observation (lack of first monolayer
LEEM island contrast, with the substrate steps clearly visible at close to the compact monolayer)
1Most of the information of this chapter has been published in T. Herranz, B. Santos, K.F. McCarty and J. de la
Figuera, Surf. Sci. 605 (2011) 903, from where it has been reused with permission.
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(a) (b) (c)
(f)(e)(d)
Figure 5.1 (a)–(f) LEEM snapshots from a sequence acquired while growing Mg on
Ru(0001) at 373 K. The FOV is 7 µm, and the electron energy is 5 eV. (a) shows the
bare substrate. (b) corresponds with the substrate just before the appearance of the 2 ML
islands. (c)–(e) and (f) show islands 2, 3, 4, 5 ML thick respectively. The first ML islands
cannot be distinguished in LEEM [b)], but the surface looks rough when compared with
the Ru substrate [a)].
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has been reported for Mg/W(110) [183] and ascribed to the formation of small islands.
The nucleation of the second layer, by contrast, is clearly observed, and proceeds through
well-defined island growth[figure 5.1 (c)–(f)]. The nucleation density increases slightly for the
next layers. At the electron energy of 5 eV, no clear oscillations of the reflected intensity are
detected beyond the monolayer. The islands are roughly round in shape, as expected for a three
fold structure on the three fold symmetric Ru(0001) substrate (in contrast, there is a strong uniaxial
island growth in Mg/W(110) due to the anisotropy induced by the W(110) substrate [183]).
In figure 5.2, a sequence is shown up to a thickness close to 10 ML. The electron energy was
varied to achieve optimum interlayer contrast for the different thickness. The growth is completely
layer by layer, with no more than 3 different thicknesses exposed at a given time except at step
bunches, where a more three-dimensional growth is observed. All together, the quality of the
growth is very high, improving with thickness.
In figure 5.3 (a)-(c), the growth of the second layer is followed at a slightly higher temperature
of 408 K. The islands have now a dendritic shape, very different from the compact shapes ob-
served at lower temperatures. Dendritic islands have been observed for many metal/metal growth
systems. In particular, wide-arm dendritic islands have been explained as resulting either from
alloy formation changing surface diffusion [113], or to instabilities in the diffusion field around
growing islands, as, for example, diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) of Au/Ru(0001) [189,190].
In our case, it is striking that the islands are compact at a lower temperature, and dendritic at a
higher temperature. This might indicate alloy formation. But the temperature is still extremely
low for ruthenium to alloy with Mg [191], and the observed islands correspond to the nucleation
of the second layer over a single continuous monolayer film. If alloying would happen, it would
be expected to occur at the monolayer islands. Furthermore if the deposition is stopped, the den-
dritic islands slowly disappear, as show in the figure 5.3 (d)-(f) and summarized in the island size
evolution plotted in figure 5.3 (g) (similar observation was reported for Mg on W(110) [183]). The
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2 ML 3 ML 4 ML
6 ML5 ML 7 ML
9 ML8 ML 10 ML
(b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g)
(h) (i) (j)
(a)
Clean Ru(0001)
Figure 5.2 (a)-(j) Sequence of LEEM images showing the growth of Mg on Ru(0001)
up to a thickness of 10 ML. The field of view is 7 µm. The electron energy has been
varied between 3–7 eV to maximize contrast between consecutive layers. The growth
temperature is 383 K. Thicknesses of newly nucleated Mg islands are labeled.
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Figure 5.3 Growth and sublimation of Mg at a sample temperature of 408 K. Images (a)-
(c) correspond to the deposition of Mg at a rate of 1 ML/minute. After frame (c), the Mg
flux was stopped. Frames (d), (e) and (f) were acquired 99, 172 and 233 sec after frame
(c). The field of view is 7µm, and the electron energy is 5 eV. (g) Plot of the area of the
island marked in (d) with a white circle as a function time.
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2 ML islands disappearance is due to alloying is also highly unlike. Reported work by TDS of
multilayer Mg films on Ru [185] indicates that the third Mg layer is bound less strongly than the
second. In agreement with this observation, we have been unable to nucleate any third layer island
at the conditions of the experiment shown in figure 5.3 (a).
We thus propose that the observed dendritic island growth is due to a combination of energetics
that includes significant sublimation. Actually, even while the islands are disappearing at the
measurement temperature, there is hardly any change in the islands shape, suggesting a larger edge-
diffusion energy barrier, compared to the desorption energy barrier. That is, the edge adatoms of
the second monolayer islands desorb from the surface before they have a chance of moving around
the island, in marked contrast with most metal/metal system.
5.2.1 LEED
In figure 5.4, the LEED pattern acquired from a 2 µm diameter-area of the sample is presented
for the Ru(0001) substrate (figure 5.4 (a)), the initial pattern observed when there is a coverage
below 0.65 (figure 5.4 (b)), and the pattern observed when the 2 layer starts to nucleate (figure
5.4 (c)). The images are snapshots from a sequence of LEED patterns acquired while growing
Mg at a slower rate than the previous films, with the substrate kept at 357 K. The LEED patterns
present six-fold symmetry because they were acquired from several substrate terraces. As the
LEED pattern from adjacent terraces present rotated three-fold symmetric patterns, they average
to the observed six-fold pattern [124]. Initially only the Ru LEED is detected, with the unrecon-
structed 1x1 periodicity of the hcp(0001) bare surface. At a coverage of 0.6 ML, additional spots
start to appear, forming a superstructure of a periodicity close to (5x5) where only the first super-
structure order spots are detected. The most straightforward interpretation of the LEED pattern is
a coincidence pattern between the Mg film and the underlying Ru substrate [185]. By calibrating
the Mg spot separations using the Ru spots, we estimate the initial Mg in-plane lattice spacing
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Figure 5.4 (a)–(c) LEED snapshots at an electron energy of 42 eV from a sequence ac-
quired while growing 2 ML of Mg on Ru(0001). The substrate temperature is 357 K. (a)
Bare Ru. (b) Initial pattern showing a periodicity close to 5x5 (coverage between 0.50 and
0.65). (c) Final pattern with a periodicity of 7x7. Thicker coverages show the same pat-
tern with weaker Ru spots until only the Mg spots can be seen. (d) Evolution, measured
from the sequence of LEED patterns of the real-space in-plane lattice spacing of the Mg
beams (empty circles) and the distance in real space between the Mg and Ru beams (filled
circles), i.e., the distance corresponding to the moiré periodicity. (e) Evolution of the spot
width of the Mg (filled circles) and the Ru (empty circles) first order beams, normalized
by the distance of each spot (Mg or Ru respectively) to the specular beam.
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to be 3.45±0.07 Å. The 2% error arises from distortions in the imaging lenses of our LEEM, as
estimated from comparing the distances measured using different, equivalent spots. The lattice
spacing initially stays roughly constant before gradually decreasing to 3.10±0.06 Å, as show in
figure 5.4 (d). This periodicity is close to a 7x7 pattern. With more Mg deposition, the intensities
of the Ru spots decrease until only a 1x1 pattern of Mg first-order beams remains. The lattice
spacing decrease shown in figure 5.4 (d) occurs when the surface is already covered with a layer of
magnesium. Further magnesium deposition densifies the already complete monolayer. Only when
the first layer is completely dense do second-layer islands nucleate. Our LEED/LEEM in-plane
distance measurements are in agreement with the LEED results obtained with the standard LEED
diffractometer used in Ref. [185]. In addition, in figure 4 (e),the evolution of the spot width with
coverage in the same coverage range is presented. The spot width of a LEED beam can be related
to the average domain or island size of the surface. In our case, the spot width of the Ru beams
is quite constant (close to 1% of the spot distance to the specular beam). This width can be con-
sidered the error limit of our measurements (the LEED data was acquired on a single Ru substrate
terrace, so there is no influence of substrate steps). On the other hand, the Mg spot starts with
a larger size, and decreases with coverage from 3.5% to 1.7% even before the change in lattice
spacing starts. This implies that the domain size increases during the transition. Using the estimate
hs/a* ∼a/d (where hs/a* is the half- width of the Mg spot with respect to the Mg spot separation
with the specular beam, a is the atomic spacing f the Mg film, and d is the domain size) the domain
size increases from close to 100 Å before the compression begins to about 180 Å when the 7x7
pattern is reached. It is clear from the spot evolution that there is no coexistence of 7x7 and 5x5,
but rather a continuous compression of the Mg layer.
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Figure 5.5 Electron reflectivity of Mg/Ru(0001), shown as a function of energy and cov-
erage. Lower graph: reflectivity for Ru, 1 ML Mg and 2 ML of Mg/Ru(0001). Upper
graph: reflectivity for 3–7 ML Mg/Ru(0001). The inset is a bidimensional image show-
ing the change of reflected intensity as a function of both coverage and energy. The data
has been differentiated to enhance the contrast. The substrate temperature was 358 K.
The dotted lines show the maxima of the reflected intensities as a guide to the eye.
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5.2.2 Reflectivity
In figure 5.5 we show how the energy-dependent electron reflectivity evolves with Mg thickness.
A sequence of LEEM images was acquired at a low deposition rate of 0.12 ML/min while, at the
same time, scanning the electron energy between 3 and 30 eV at a rate of 68 seconds per energy
scan. The reflected intensity is extracted by averaging the image intensity within a box several
micrometers in size. Both reflectivity curves of uniformly thick layers (see individual plots in
figure5.5) as well as the intermediate thicknesses (see inset of figure 5.5).
In the plots of figure 5.5 we have separated the reflectivity of the thinner films (bottom panel)
and the thicker one (top panel). The first scan shown corresponds to the bare Ru substrate, with
a broad peak at the (0002) bulk Bragg reflection near 20 eV. As Mg is deposited, the electron
reflectivity changes, and eventually reaches the reflectivity of a Mg bulk-like surface. Although
from a structural point of view even the first compact Mg layer is very close to a bulk-Mg surface,
the electron reflectivity is very different from bulk Mg due to the interaction with the Ru substrate.
Only from the third layer onwards, the reflectivity lacks features that might be attributed to the Ru
substrate. For the thicker films (upper panel of figure 5.5) the largest peaks in the reflectivity (peaks
marked III and IV, at 10 and 16 eV respectively) do not change their energy with coverage anymore.
On the other hand, other smaller peaks clearly change energy when changing the coverage. These
latter peaks actually shift in energy in different ways depending on their energy range. Peaks below
10 eV (I and II) shift to higher energy with increasing coverage. The peak above 16 eV (peak V)
shifts instead to lower energy. Although maxima (minima) of the reflectivity are related to a low
(high) unoccupied density of states, to properly interpret the electron reflectivity data requires not
only knowledge of the unoccupied band structure but a multiple scattering calculation. Regular
LEED codes are not generally appropriate for the energy range discussed here [169], although
in some cases they have been successfully applied [192]. We thus refrain from discussing in
more detail the initial stages of the Mg reflectivity. For thicker films, the band structure should
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correspond closely to the bulk-Mg band structure. We suggest that the broad peaks (III and IV) that
do not shift in energy with coverage correspond to gaps in the Mg band structure. The additional
oscillations in the reflectivity (I, II, and V) are attributed to quantum interference peaks [163]
arising from a Fabry-Perot interference effect between electron reflection at the substrate/film and
at the film/vacuum interfaces [193]. The presence of the vacuum barrier and the interface with the
substrate in a thin film of Mg collapse the unoccupied energy bands of bulk Mg into a discrete set
of allowed energy values. Unlike for occupied states where quantum well states might appear, for
unoccupied states we have quantum well resonances: they form a discrete set of energies at which
electrons can be injected into the Mg film which forms the resonator [194] giving rise to quantum
interference peaks. When the number of layers of the film is increased, more allowed quantum
well resonances appear. To accommodate more energy states in a given bulk band as the thickness
is increased, the allowed energy levels shift towards the nearest band edge [194]. The shift in
energy in the quantum interference peaks as the coverage is increased marked in the top graph of
figure 5.5 is then naturally explained: for the quantum interference peaks marked I and II, the bulk
band approaches the nearest band edge at 10 eV. For the quantum interference peaks marked with
IV, the corresponding bulk band presumably approaches the band edge at 16 eV. We note that the
presence of these quantum interference peaks indicate that the Mg/Ru interface is sharp and devoid
of alloying.
5.2.3 Stacking faults
The stacking sequence of Mg/Ru has been reported as an ...ABAB hexagonal close packed se-
quence since the beginning of the film growth [186]. (This naming scheme describes the stacking
sequence by labelling each possible hexagonal layer in a close packed sequence as A, B or C, with
the topmost layer as the rightmost letter.) Nevertheless, there is the possibility of a significant frac-
tion of stacking faults within the films which might arise from the interface or appear later during
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Figure 5.6 (a) Selected-area diffraction pattern of a 6 ML thick Mg film on Ru(0001)
acquired from a region of uniform stacking and thickness. (b) Schematic showing how the
diffraction patterns should change because consecutive thicknesses have different surface
terminations (top) or because layers of the same thickness have different initial stacking
(bottom). (c) LEEM images of a mostly 5 ML film with 6 ML thick islands. The field of
view is 7 µm. Top: bright field image, bottom: dark field image, reflecting the stacking
termination, right: composite image showing the Mg step edges from the bright field
image (in red) superimposed on the dark-field image. Electron energies for the bright and
dark field images are 3 and 30 eV respectively. (d) Same combination of images acquired
on a different film (albeit grown on the same substrate terrace) with a nearly complete
6 ML layer. Electron energies for the bright and dark field images are 4.3 and 30 eV
respectively.
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the film growth. To check for the presence of different surface terminations, dark-field images were
acquired in addition to the regular bright-field images. While the latter are created from the spec-
ular beam, the dark-field images were formed from one of the first-order diffraction beams (i.e., a
(01)-type beam) of the Mg film. As discussed elsewhere [111, 124, 128], the three-fold symmetry
of the LEED pattern [see in figure 5.6 (a) the pattern acquired in a film area of uniform thickness
and stacking] reflects the symmetry of a given hcp stacking-sequence termination. When changing
the stacking termination from ...ABAB to ...BABA, the diffraction pattern rotates by 180◦ [124].
This can happen when moving across monoatomic steps of the film (we note that the unit cell of an
hcp crystal is composed of two hexagonal layers, so consecutive terraces are not crystallographi-
cally equivalent), as shown in the top schematic of figure 5.6 (b). Thus, the dark-field image should
shown reversed contrast on different surface terminations [124]. This effect is easily observed in
a film with intermediate coverage between full layers, such as the film shown in figure 5.6 (c).
An image from the film using the specular beam, i.e., a bright field image, is shown as the first
image of figure 5.6 (c) (marked BF), showing the topography of the film surface, with the different
thicknesses presenting different contrast due to the quantum size effect on the reflectivity, as seen
in figures 5.1 and 5.2. Selecting one of the first-order diffracted beams by means of an aperture, a
dark-field image is shown in figure 5.6 (c) (marked with DF). As can be seen more clearly in the
composite image (with the island outlines marked in red) at most island boundaries, where the film
changes by one layer in thickness, there is a bright-dark contrast change in the dark-field image
indicating the change in surface termination. Nevertheless, there are some islands that do not show
the expected change. The simplest explanation is that the stacking sequence is changed in those
islands. In order to check this effect more clearly, a nearly complete-layer film was grown in the
same substrate terrace in figure 5.6 (d). Again the bright field image (marked BF) shows the film
topography. The dark field image, as before, reflects the different surface terminations. It is clear
from the composite image that even at the same level there are bright and dark areas, which we
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interpret along the bottom schematic of figure 5.6 (b). Thus, we find substantial areas with stacking
faults in the film. The stacking faults might be present from the Mg/Ru interlayer, or they might
arise later in the film growth. Further work will be required to determine their location.
5.3 Growth in STM
In addition to using LEEM to study the Mg/Ru growth, we have also employed STM to characterize
the growth at room temperature (RT).
5.3.1 Initial stages
A first goal was to determine any possible special features of the growth for the first monolayer,
where LEEM shows a continuous decrease in reflected intensity up to 0.3 ML, with no clear mono-
layer island growth detected. This effect was attributed to the growth of Mg islands smaller than
the LEEM spatial resolution (see figure 5.7). The STM image in figure 5.7 (a), 4000 Å wide,
shows a Mg coverage of less than a complete monolayer, where approximately half of the surface
is covered by ramified islands. The gray inset shows an image with the same size from the LEEM
(i.e.,4000 Å wide, where the two wide stripes correspond to the substrate terraces). As expected,
the ramified monolayer islands are below the resolution of our LEEM instrument, and could well
be the origin of the "rough" LEEM images of the Mg monolayer.The height of the monolayer is-
lands changes strongly with the tunneling bias. Such effect is clearly seen in the comparison of
the STM image acquired with positive and negative bias in figure 5.7(a) (we note that in the STM
image the substrate has double steps, 4.2 Å high).
A more detailed image of the Mg film is shown in figure 5.7(b). The Mg islands have an
arrangement of hexagonal protrusions on top of them, up to 0.7 Å high. We interpret these protru-
sions as reflecting the coincidence pattern between the Mg and the underlying Ru substrate, giving
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Figure 5.7 (a) STM image of the first Mg ML evaporated at room temperature over
Ru(0001). The image is 4000 Å wide, and the tunneling parameters are I=1.27 nA and
U=-1.06 V. The gray inset shows a section of a LEEM image of the same width (400 nm),
with two diagonal substrate steps after growing nearly one complete Mg layer. On the
upper top-left corner the same surface is imaged with the opposite bias (U=+1.06 V). (b)
Image 500 Å wide of the same area showing both the hexagonal pattern on the flat islands
as well as the features on the uncovered Ru substrate. A double-height substrate step runs
diagonally across the image. (c) Profile along the line marked in image (b). The ordered
protrusions on the film are highlighted in yellow.
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rise to a moiré in real space and to the observed satellites in the LEED pattern. If so, one question
is why the pattern is detected only in some parts of the islands (see figure 5.7 (c)). Actually, the
pattern can be detected also in the areas of the islands that at first appear flat, albeit with a much
smaller corrugation, at the resolution limit of our STM electronics. We propose that they actually
correspond to molecules on the surface adsorbed at specific positions of the moiré pattern. In any
case, the moiré spacing itself is 14 Å . This in-plane periodicity is close to 6 Ru atoms and would
correspond to slightly over 5 Mg atoms if their lattice spacing was 3.10 Å . Presumably, this is the
origin of the pseudo(5x5) periodicity measured in LEED when the deposited magnesium did not
cover the entire Ru surface (see figure 5.4).
There seems to be material deposited on the Ru in between the flat Mg islands. An image
of these islands with higher resolution shows grain-like structure with a mean size of the grains
of around 12 Å (see figure 5.7(b)), albeit with a different orientation than the protrusions on the
extended Mg islands. While we do not have an unambiguous explanation, we suggest that these
grains are small islands of magnesium surrounded by adsorbed molecules of CO that inhibit further
growth. To try to avoid preadsorbed molecules on the surface, the substrate was flashed just before
dosing magnesium. Still, the time delay between flashing and dosing would allow the adsorption of
a fraction of a monolayer of CO or H2O (a few minutes at 5x10−10 mbar), which would be enough
to decorate the observed islands. The first islands would then trap the impurities on the surface,
and eventually, new magnesium islands would encounter a clean surface and would grow to give
rise to the large flat areas. The observed effect is also probably at work in the LEEM images, where
the first layers appear more "rough" than later ones.
Dosing more Mg eventually nucleates the second Mg layer. Figure 5.8 shows a typical image
of the substrate totally covered by a monolayer of magnesium and several islands on a second
level. In the underlying first layer there are several holes extending down to the substrate. These
holes are more frequent in the terrace edges and display an irregular shape. The 2nd ML islands
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Figure 5.8 (a) Film with 2 ML islands and a nearly complete first layer. The image is
4000 Å wide. (b) Detail of the islands (the image is 500 Å wide). (c) Profile along the
line marked in image (b). The ordered protrusions on the film are highlighted in yellow.
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nucleate preferentially at the lower edge of the substrate steps, as detected also in LEEM images
(see figures 5.1 and 5.2). The islands show compact edges along the compact directions of the
substrate. The LEEM images also detected the preferential nucleation at the step edges (see figures
5.1 and figure 5.2). But this technique does not directly distinguish which side of the step has the
lower or higher terrace, unlike STM.
The height of bulk-Ru and bulk-Mg steps are, respectively, 2.11 and 2.60 Å. The values exper-
imentally determined by LEED are, for 9 ML thick film 2.64±0.02 Å [185], while for the mono-
layer and second layer they are 2.33±0.04 Å and 2.73±0.03 Å respectively [186]. The height we
obtain relative to the Ru substrate for the submonolayer islands depends strongly on the tunneling
bias, with a ×2 difference (from 2Å to 4Å), indicating that is it dominated by electronic effects.
On the other hand, the step height for the second monolayer is not strongly bias dependent, and is
close to the reported value, 2.6 Å, as show in the profile of figure 5.8 (c). Furthermore, the same
profile shows that the step difference between a 2 ML Mg island and a 1 ML Mg region sitting
on the adjacent (lower) substrate terrace is 0.5 Å. This corresponds to the difference in step height
between Ru and Mg.
As in the submonolayer islands, there are protrusions arranged in an hexagonal pattern on
the Mg islands. Their height is 0.4 Å. Their in-plane spacing is 2.2 nm (shown in the profile
presented in figure 5.8 (c), nearly double the spacing of the protrusions for the sub-monolayer Mg
islands. The same periodicity is observed on top of the 1 ML and the 2 ML Mg areas. Again, in
addition to the clearly defined protrusions we detect a weak corrugation with the same periodicity
in otherwise empty areas. We thus assume that the protrusions arise from molecules adsorbed on
a moiré pattern. The periodicity of the pattern, 2.2 nm, agrees with the LEED measurements of
the 7x7 compact layer, 21.2±0.5 Å(see figure 5.4 (d). After the Ru surface is completely covered
with magnesium, additional Mg densifies the layer, and the in-plane spacing contracts from 3.45 Å
to 3.10 Å and the moiré increases smoothly from 1.2 to 2.2 nm. The second Mg layer islands
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Figure 5.9 STM image of 2 ML of Mg with 3 ML islands over Ru(0001). The image is
1500 Å wide.
start to nucleate only when the latter value is reached. Mg is a system where the moiré periodicity
can be continuously tuned between 10 and 20 Å , similar to a few metal/metal systems such as
Pd/W(100). This behavior might be used to produce ordered arrays of molecules with a tunable
separation. The next layers grow in the same way as the second layer, as shown in figure 5.8: the
islands nucleate again preferentially at the terrace edges, adjacent to ascending Ru steps. Smaller
islands (width of around 200 Å ) display sharp edges and hexagonal shapes. We observed no signs
of a moiré pattern on Mg thicker than two layers.
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Figure 5.10 (a) STM image of 5 ML of Mg over Ru(0001). The image size is 2070 Å
wide. (b) Schematic of a suggested origin of the screw dislocations in the film. On the
left, two islands with the same stacking connect across a substrate double step. On the
right, the two islands across the Ru double step have different stacking. When the two
different connected islands coalesce, they originate a screw dislocation. (c) Line profile
along the red and black lines in image (a).
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5.3.2 Thicker films
Thicker films contain a high density of points where one or more Mg steps originate, as shown
in figure 5.10 (a). These points are where dislocations, with a component of their Burgers vector
perpendicular to the surface, emerge at the film’s surface. At the origin of the dislocations we
find the same type of sharp steps observed in thinner films and also smooth steps where the height
change takes place along a much larger in-plane distance, up to 10 nm (see the profile presented
in figure 5.10 (c).Since such screw dislocations can grow new layers without having to nucleate
additional layers [195], regions with dislocations grow faster. As we do not observe spiral growth
in large flat terraces of the substrate, like those followed by LEEM in figure 5.2, substrate steps
seem to be required to generate the dislocations,together with a minimum film thickness.
Similar observations have been reported in other hcp epitaxial systems, such as Dy films
on W(110) [196] or ice on Pt(111) [197]. The same behavior is also described in misoriented
nanocrystals [198]. While in the latter case the meeting point of three nanocrystals is the proposed
origin of the screw dislocations, in thin films the presumed explanation lies in the coalescence of
a minimum of three islands. Two islands are on the same substrate terrace. One of them has a
stacking fault. The third island is on an adjacent substrate terrace. We propose, following [197]
that a crucial point in the ultra-thin film case is the presence of stacking faults in the film and
substrate steps that differ in height from film steps. (Both can be understood to provide the small
misorientation of the nanocrystal case). This kind of interface defect has been much discussed un-
der the general name of a "disconnection" [199]. In the ruthenium substrate, double steps are often
observed (see figure 5.7 (a)). A Ru double step has a height of 4.2 Å . On the other hand, two Mg
(bulk-like) steps are 5.2 Å high. That implies that to connect between them, the Mg layers on both
sides of such substrate step are offset by 1.0 Å if they connect islands with the same stacking (see
left side islands of the schematics of figure 5.10 (b)), or by 2.6–1.0 = 1.6 Å for islands of different
stacking where the first island is one layer thicker (see right side islands of the same schematic).
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If both types of regions then coalesce, the meeting point will have a screw dislocation, with an
abrupt step on one side and a smooth step on the other side of the screw dislocation. These steps
initially follow the location of the substrate step. (The order in which the islands connect in figure
5.10 has been chosen for clarity.) We believe that this mechanism, or related ones, can explain the
presence of screw dislocations in Mg films grown on stepped areas of the Ru substrate as well as
their absence in large flat terraces.
5.4 Conclusions
By means of low energy electron microscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy we have char-
acterized in real-space the growth of Mg films on Ru(0001), from less than one layer to 10 ML.
The multilayer films, grown at temperatures between room temperature and 390 K, present a strict
layer-by-layer growth mode with at most three different levels exposed. The submonolayer islands
of Mg on Ru present a moiré pattern with a periodicity of 1.2 nm corresponding to a pseudo-5x5
LEED pattern and consistent with a Mg in-plane lattice spacing of 3.45±0.07 Å. When the mono-
layer is completed at the start of second layer growth, the layer is compacted reaching a lattice
spacing of 3.10±0.06 Å reflected in a real-space moiré pattern of 2.2 nm and a 7x7 LEED pattern.
The moiré pattern is only detected by STM up to the second monolayer of Mg. Thicker films have
stacking faults as detected by dark-field LEEM and, on stepped areas, present screw dislocations.
The latter arise due to the mismatch in Mg and Ru step heights on stepped areas. Electron reflec-
tivity shows quantum size effects in the unoccupied bands, indicating an abrupt Mg-Ru interface
for the thicker films.
Chapter 6
Hydrogen on Mg films
6.1 Introduction
Among the potential hydrides for H storage [200], magnesium hydride (MgH2) has been singled
out due to magnesium’s low cost, availability and lack of toxicity. Furthermore, large amounts of
H, up to 7.6 Wt %, can be stored as MgH2 [201]. Well-known limitations are the thermodynamics
requirements (up to 600 K for H release) and slow kinetics. Possible solutions to address these
problems are the use of small nanoparticles [202], the alloying with transition metals [83] or a
combination of both approaches [203]. Surface-science studies, under ultra-high-vacuum (UHV)
conditions, of well-controlled Mg surfaces interacting with H hold the promise to understand the
limiting steps in magnesium hydridring/dehydriding. But such studies are scarce [204]. To avoid
the problems involved in the use of Mg single crystals, thin films can be grown on several substrates
with high perfection [134, 205]. By this method, Chorkendorff et al. have performed hydriding
studies of Mg(0001) films on Mo(111) [206]. The characterization techniques employed were
thermal desorption (TD) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The main findings confirm
several ideas that had been put forward in less-controlled experiments, such as the lack of reactivity
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to molecular hydrogen [206], the deleterious effect of magnesium oxide on the hydride formation
[207] and the possibility of using transition metals such as Pd [208] to dissociate H2 and provide
a source of atomic H. But to the best of our knowledge, no study has resolved the formation and
decomposition of MgH2 in real space.
In this chapter1, we study the growth and decomposition of thin layers of Mg and magnesium
hydride on Ru(0001) using LEEM.
6.2 Mg layers upon hydrogen exposure
The growth and structure of Mg films has been described in the previous chapter. Exposure to
molecular hydrogen with a total dose of over 200 L produces no detectable changes in the Mg
films (as reported before [206]). Figure 6.1 shows selected frames during molecular hydrogen
exposure. In contrast, figure 6.2 shows selected frames during exposure to the same dose of atomic
hydrogen. Just after turning on the H2 cracker (figure 6.2), black islands start to nucleate and grow,
the signature of a first-order phase transition.
With increased exposure time, there is little further nucleation. Instead, the initially nucleated
islands grow. This implies that nucleation is a rare event that requires a large supersaturation of
H atoms on the Mg film, a supersaturation that is removed by the nucleation and growth of the
hydride. The lateral growth of the islands is initially fast but slows down markedly with time.
Eventually they cover most of the field of view. The growth of black islands does not modify
the distribution of the Mg islands (the brightest regions in figure 6.2), indicating that there is not
significant Mg diffusion under atomic hydrogen exposure. The dark islands are stable in UHV at
temperatures below 460 K.
1Most of the information of this chapter has been published in T. Herranz, K. F. McCarty, B. Santos, M. Monti,
and J. de la Figuera, Chem. Mat. 22 (2010) 1291, from where it has been reused with permission.
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Figure 6.1 LEEM images of a 10 ML Mg/Ru film exposed to molecular hydrogen at 305
K. The FOV is 7 µm and the electron beam energy 3.14 eV. Hydrogen dose is: a) 0.0 L
b) 90 L c) 180 L d) 270 L
Figure 6.2 LEEM images of a 10 monolayers Mg/Ru film exposed to atomic H at 305 K.
The FOV is 15 µm and the electron beam energy 1.25 eV. H dose: a) 90 L b) 250 L c)
850 L d) 1200 L
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Figure 6.3 (a) LEED pattern from a 4 layers Mg film acquired at 150 eV (b) LEED pattern
obtained from a black island attributed to MgH2 acquired at 15 eV
6.2.1 LEED
The LEED patterns of the 4 ML thick Mg films in Figure 6.3 (a) shows two sets of 6-fold diffraction
spots, one set from the film and the other from the substrate. Attempts to obtain diffraction patterns
from the black islands were frustrated because of the strong beam damage caused by electrons with
kinetic energy higher than a few eV. So the LEED pattern of Figure 6.3 (b) was taken at 15 eV and
exposing the area to the electron beam for less than 1 second. The LEED patterns from black
islands have sharp diffraction spots distinct from those of Ru(0001) and Mg(0001), showing that
the black islands are crystalline. Different patterns were obtained from different islands, suggesting
that they can have different orientations. LEEM images of the black islands during growth and
decomposition were acquired using electrons of sufficiently low energy (0.6-1.3 eV) that they only
interact weakly with the surface (so-called mirror-mode microscopy) [61].
6.2.2 Thermal desorption spectroscopy
After exposing to hydrogen (either molecular or atomic), the films were heated in UHV and the
surface was simultaneously imaged by LEEM and gas generation monitored by TD. The desorption
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of Mg exposed to molecular hydrogen is observed to take place layer by layer from 450 K. At 460
K, only the first layer of Mg remains on the Ru(0001) surface. This layer is more strongly bound to
the substrate than to the Mg layers above and it desorbs at much higher temperatures, as reported
by Over et al. [205]. The evolution of the m/e=2 signal after molecular hydrogen exposure is a
smooth function of temperature (see bottom curve in Figure 3). The very broad peaks are attributed
to H desorption from the manipulator due to the non-ideal TD setup, and correlate well with the
m/e=28 signal (CO). The behavior of the films exposed to atomic hydrogen, where the growth of
black islands was observed, is markedly different. In the LEEM images, there is no change up
to temperatures around 450 K, where desorption of the Mg layers starts. At the heating speed
used, the Mg islands do not exhibit Ostwald ripening [209] prior to desorption. Only when the
temperature reaches 463 K in a film originally composed of 8 Mg ML with some 9 ML islands, do
the dark islands start to disappear. By 479 K the islands are gone, leaving only a shadow of where
they were.
Correlated with the disappearance of the black islands, there is a sudden spike in the m/e=2
TD signal, as seen in the upper curve in Figure 6.4. No spikes were detected in any other signal
(m/e of 18, 24, 28 and 32 amu were monitored). This implies that the hydrogen release and the
decomposition of the black islands produced during exposure to H are linked. Consequently we
identify the black islands as magnesium hydride. The temperature at which the spike in the m/e=2
signal appears is in agreement with the one observed by Chorkendorff et al. for the decomposition
of Mg hydride thin films (less than 10 ML) [206]. In agreement with the relative stability of
magnesium and its hydride, the decomposition temperature of the hydride is by about 10 K higher
than the sublimation temperature of Mg itself [206].
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Figure 6.4 Upper: LEEM images during thermal decomposition of hydride. The FOV
is 15 µm. Plot: TD signal of m/e=2. The lower curve corresponds a 9 ML Mg/Ru film
exposed to H2; the upper curve to a similar film exposed to H. Labeled temp.correspond
to the images a-d.
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6.3 Discussion
We have explored the dependence of the magnesium hydride islands as a function of initial Mg
thickness and H dose. As shown in figure 6.5, the decomposition temperature is reduced by∼10 K
when the Mg film decreases from 9 to 4 ML thick layers. An obvious question is why the starting
thickness of the Mg layers should have any influence on the MgH2 stability. This is specially
puzzling because by the time the hydride starts to decompose there is hardly any magnesium left
on the Ru(0001) substrate, except for the initial Mg layer. A likely explanation is that the film
thickness influences the thickness of the hydride grown on top: thicker films can accommodate
thicker hydride islands. The depth of the hydride islands cannot be determined from the LEEM
images. However, the slowdown of the lateral growth under atomic H exposure could imply that
the growth of the hydride continues into the Mg film forming 3D islands. The decomposition
temperature of hydride islands grown for a film with the same thickness, but with a dose of 100 L
(∼1/10 of the dose employed in Figure 6.5) is strongly reduced by 20 K, as detected by LEEM.
This result can be reconciled with the data shown in Figure 6.5 if we assume that the hydride
islands grew during the initial stages mostly in-plane (bi-dimensional shape), and only later (if the
film is thick enough) three-dimensionally.
6.4 Conclusions
In summary, we have followed by means of simultaneous LEEM and TP the growth and thermal
desorption of Mg and magnesium hydride on Ru(0001). The disappearance of the hydride is
simultaneous with a spike in the m/e=2 amu signal in the background pressure of the experimental
system. We have studied the effect of temperature, hydrogen dose and Mg film thickness on
the growth kinetics and on the thermal desorption of the hydride. Magnesium sublimates at lower
temperatures than the thicker hydride formed. An increase in the decomposition temperature of the
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Figure 6.5 Dependence of the peak of the 2 amu signal as a function of the Mg film
thickness before exposing to H. Horizontal error bars: presence of islands with±1 AL
in the film. Vertical error bars: ±2 K (variance in the temp of the spike in H2 evolution
observed in control experiments).
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hydride is observed the thicker the original film used to growth the hydride. This is attributed to the
more three-dimensional character of the hydride grown. This real-space nanometric study provides
a way to explore the kinetic limitations on magnesium hydride formation and decomposition.
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Chapter 7
Growth and Magnetic Domains on Co films
7.1 Introduction
Magnetic thin films often present different properties that bulk materials [210]. For example thin
films can present larger magnetic anisotropies (up to one order of magnitude larger [42, 211])
than the bulk. These differences arise from the increasing importance of the surface contribution
to the magnetic anisotropy when the thickness of a film is reduced. This surface term does not
depend of the number of layers, but only on the topological and crystallographic structure of the
interface between the substrate and the ferromagnetic film grown on it. This fact implies that a
good characterization for a proper understanding of the magnetic properties of the films is very
important. For example, the discrepancies regarding the magnetization easy-axis in Co/Au(111)
reported by Allenspach [212] and Pommier [213] were attributed to differences in the growth mode
of the films. Other example is the Curie temperature of Co monolayers, reported to be the same as
for bulk, while later work attributed the result to a coverage determination problem [214].
In this chapter we study the micromagnetic structure of large, 3 ML thick, Co islands grown on
Ru(0001) at 550 K and the relationship existing between their structure and magnetization patterns.
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For completion, we also have studied the growth and the magnetization easy-axis orientation of thin
Co films grown on Ru(0001) at RT. Although the structure and orientation of the magnetization
easy-axis of Co/Ru films have been already studied in our group [73, 128], we have considered
necessary to repeat some of those experiments in order to favor the understanding of the new
results on this system that we will be presenting along chapter 7 and 8 of this thesis.
7.2 Large Co islands on Ru
We first grew Co films up to 3 ML at elevated temperature, typically 550 K. We selected this
temperature because:
• We wanted 3 ML Co islands with lateral dimensions as large as possible and
• it is not enough as to produce alloying of Co with the substrate.
As it will be presented later in this chapter, Co islands grown at RT have a typical size of
9 nm, and they are too small to be observed by LEEM. To increase the island size, the growth
parameters can be changed. Decreasing the flux of incoming Co atoms during dosing, or increasing
the temperature of the substrate during growth decreases the density of nucleated islands, as the
Co atoms being deposited on the surface have a higher chance of reaching preexisting Co islands
before encountering another atom. As temperature has an exponential effect on islands size, it
has a much more pronounced effect than the change in flux. But a higher temperature means
also a higher probability of interdiffusion with the substrate atoms. We have found that a growth
temperature of ∼550 K together with an atom flux of ∼ 0.3 ML/min provide islands as large as a
micrometer and does not give place to Co-Ru alloying.
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7.2.1 Growth
The growth of thin Co films up to 3 ML at 550 K was followed in real time by LEEM. Figure
7.1 shows selected frames from a LEEM image sequence acquired during growth. We can see
that Co grows at 550 K in a layer-by-layer mode on large terraces of Ru(0001) despite the 8%
misfit between the Co and Ru bulk in-plane lattice parameters [27]. Figure 7.1 (a)-(f) shows the
nucleation and growth of the first and second layers of Co. The Co islands present a triangular
shape1, and all the islands have the same orientation in the same substrate terrace. In adjacent
terraces, the islands change their orientation by 180◦. The nucleation of the second layer is not
detected until the first layer is completed. The second layer nucleates also as triangular islands,
with the islands rotated by 180◦ respect to the first layer islands. The third layer of cobalt grows as
triangular islands too [figure 7.1 (g)-(h)]. But in this case the islands present two orientations on
the same substrate terrace.
El Gabaly et al. [27] discussed the triangular shape of the islands, a finding which had already
been reported previously [215, 216]. They suggested that the triangular shape of Co islands was
given by kinematic limitations. To explain the triangular shape of the islands, we consider a bi-
dimensional hexagonal-shaped island on a hexagonal substrate [figure 7.1 (i)]. An hexagonal island
would present two types of step edges [figure 7.1 (i)]. The first type of step would present square
facets (with the local geometry of a (100) facet, named type A), while the other type of step would
present triangular facets (with the local geometry of a (111) facet, named type B) [190]. When
an adatom reaches the surface of the substrate, it will diffuse on the surface until it is trapped by
an island (or a substrate step). At the growth temperature, the energy of the adatom is not enough
to overcome the trapping barrier, making the attachment to the islands irreversible. However, the
1This is more easily observed on the 2 ML islands because they are larger (and less dense) than the first layer. This
trend continues in the 3 ML islands which are also larger and less dense than 2 ML islands. The measured island
density for films grown at 550 K is shown in table 7.2.
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Figure 7.1 LEEM images acquired during the growth of Co on Ru(0001) at 550 K. (a)-(b)
The growth of the first layer. (c)-(f) Completion of the first layer and nucleation of the
second layer. (g)-(h) Nucleation and growth of the third Co layer. The field of view is
8µm and the energy of the beam is 7.2 eV. (i) Bi-dimensional island with an fcc stacking
sequence on a hexagonal substrate. The island presents two different types of steps. (j)
Starting from a hexagonal island, if the growth of one step edge is faster than the other
the island will adopt a triangular shape.
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Co coverage a‖ d1 d2
1 ML Co hcp 2.70 2.05±0.05 2.10±0.02
2 ML Co hcp 2.56±0.08 1.94±0.06 2.14±0.08
3 ML Co hcp 2.52±0.06 1.97±0.04 1.99±0.06
3 ML Co fcc 2.54±0.08 1.94±0.06 2.06±0.08
Table 7.1 Structural parameters obtained by El Gabaly et al. from the fits of LEED-IV
curves recorder from different Co/Ru thick films. a‖ is the in-plane lattice parameter, d1
and d2 are the interlayer spacing, for the first and the second layer, respectively.
adatom is able to overcome the smaller edge diffusion barrier and diffuse around the step edge of
the island [190, 217]. An adatom trapped in a type-A step edge has a different environment than a
adatom trapped in a step edge type-B so the diffusivity of the adatom will be different depending
of the step edge. Thus the step edge where the diffusion is slower will grow faster than the other
one [figure 7.1 (j)], giving rise to the observed triangular shape.
Islands with a different stacking present the same type of step edges but with different orien-
tation, which by the same argument leads to a triangular shape with a different orientation. The
conclusion is that if triangular islands with two orientations are found on the same substrate terrace,
like in 3 ML Co/Ru, they should have a different stacking sequence. Islands with two orientations
have been reported in several systems [217–220]. In Co/Ru, El Gabaly et al. [27, 73] confirmed
by LEED-IV data the correspondence between the island orientation and the fcc/hcp stacking se-
quence in the 3 ML thick Co islands.
The change in island orientation between consecutive levels on the same substrate terraces is
due to the film having an hcp stacking sequence. Labelling the two possible hexagonal planes of
an hcp structure as A and B gives the sequence ABABABA for a substrate terrace. If Co grows
keeping the same hcp stacking sequence, then the first Co layer will be b, having a sequence
BABAb and the second will have BABAba. Both terminations Ab and Aba are rotated by 180 ◦,
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and, in consequence, the triangular islands will also rotate by 180 ◦ to expose the same type of step
edge. The same mechanism explains that the islands change orientation between one substrate
terrace and the next one.
El Gabaly et al. also noted that films 2 ML, and thicker, present a moiré pattern [73] arising
from a difference between the in-plane lattice parameter of the Co film and the substrate. In the
2 ML case they determined the lateral spacing to be a‖=2.56 Å consistent with a unit cell of 14x14
Co atoms. The optimized structural parameters from the LEED-IV fit by El Gabaly et al. are
shown in table 7.1.
Summarizing, the first and the second layer of Co on Ru(0001) grow keeping an hcp stacking
sequence. The third layer presents islands with hcp and fcc stacking sequence on the same terrace.
7.2.2 Magnetization of 2 and 3 ML thick Co islands
The appearance and changes of magnetic domains while the Co film is growing were observed
in real-space by SPLEEM for several films. We show a typical one in figure 7.2, where both
selected LEEM (left) and SPLEEM (right) images (the electron-beam spin-polarization direction
is in-plane) are presented. The LEEM images reflect the same sequence that was presented in the
previous section: the growth of mostly triangular islands whose orientation reflects their stacking
sequence. Unlike the previous sequence shown, the substrate terraces are smaller, and there is a
substantial growth at the substrate steps. There are two multilevel pits on the substrate surface
shown (that they are pits and not mesas is easily detected because the Co decoration grows only
on the lower side of the substrate steps). In fact, the bottom of both pits is a round terrace. These
features of the surface can be used to grow circular islands by filling them with the deposited
material [221]. During the growth of islands one and two layers thick, no magnetic contrast (in the
in-plane direction) was observed [figure 7.2 (e,f)]. Although the first layer of Co/Ru(0001) should
present an in-plane easy axis of magnetization [222], its Curie temperature is below the growth
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Figure 7.2 (a)-(d) LEEM and (e)-(f) SPLEEM images acquired during the growth of over
2 ML of Co on Ru(0001) at 550 K. The electron-beam spin-polarization direction was
in-plane. Only the third layer presents magnetic contrast at 550K. The FOV is 8 µm and
the beam energy is 7 eV.
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temperature so the lack of contrast is to be expected. The 2 ML thick islands [figure 7.2(b,f)]
also lack in-plane magnetic contrast. This is consistent with their previously reported out-of-plane
magnetization. When the third layer appears, it shows in-plane magnetic domains [figure 7.2 (c)-
(g)]. In some of the islands the magnetization direction changes during growth, as can be detected
comparing figures 7.2 (g) and (h).
After the growth was stopped, the Co films were cooled to RT for further SPLEEM character-
ization. Figure 7.3 shows a LEEM image with SPLEEM images for three orthogonal directions
of the electron beam spin polarization. The LEEM image [figure 7.3 (a)] shows 3 ML thick is-
lands, which appear dark at the electron beam energy used (7.2 eV) on a continuous film 2 ML
thick. The islands in the middle of the substrate terraces are triangular with two orientations. The
triangular shape is less defined in the 3 ML thick Co areas adjacent to the substrate steps, although
triangular edges are also detected. As discussed in the growth section, the triangular orientation
of the islands reflects their stacking sequence. Figure 7.3 (b) presents the SPLEEM image with
out-of-plane magnetization contrast. The 2 ML thick areas are the only ones than present black or
white domains, that correspond to domains where the magnetization locally points out of the film
(black) or into the film (white). The areas of the film which correspond to 3 ML appear gray in
the same image, indicating that their out-of-plane magnetization component is zero. The domain
walls of the 2 ML areas seem to be locked at the 3 ML thick islands, and they appear quite abrupt,
with a domain wall size of 0.20 µm. The domains have an irregular shape, and can be as large as
6 µm. The last two SPLEEM images show the local magnetization along two in-plane orthogonal
directions. Now the 2 ML areas present zero magnetization component in-plane, while the 3 ML
areas present non-zero magnetization in both in-plane directions (their total magnetization is the
vectorial sum of the magnetization along the two directions of the SPLEEM images [figure 7.3
(c,d)]. Most of the 3 ML thick islands do not present a uniform magnetization, showing changes
in either in-plane component or both.
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Figure 7.3 (a) LEEM image acquired after cooling down the sample to RT. (b) SPLEEM
with the electron-beam spin-polarization direction out-of-the plane. Magnetic contrast is
observed only from the 2 ML thick areas. (c)-(d) Magnetic signal with the beam polar-
ization along two orthogonal in-plane directions. The FOV is 8 µm and the beam energy
is 7.2 eV.
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Figure 7.4 (a) LEEM image of 2.3 ML of Co/Ru(0001) acquired at 450 K (b)-(c)
SPLEEM images acquired at 450 K. (d)-(e) SPLEEM images acquired at 500 K. The
electron-beam spin-polarization is out-of-plane in (c)-(e). The electron-beam spin-
polarization out-of-plane in (b)-(d). The FOV is 8 µm and the beam energy is 6.2 eV.
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The Curie temperature is strongly thickness dependent. The SPLEEM images shown in [fig-
ure 7.4] were recorded from a Co film in consecutive temperature scans between the growth tem-
perature of 550 K and RT, first with the electron-beam spin-polarization direction in-plane, and
then out-of-the plane. While the 3 ML islands are always magnetized (although the magnetization
of individual islands changed direction within the plane), the 2 ML areas only shown domain pat-
terns below 450 K, and at first, with small sized domains. In consequence, we consider the Curie
temperature of 2 ML Co to be 450 K.
The non-uniform magnetization of 3 ML islands can be observed in more detail in a film with
larger islands, shown in figure 7.5. As before, 3 ML thick Co islands in the LEEM image the
appear darker than the 2 ML areas. The two orientations of the 3 ML islands are marked in figure
7.5 (a), and as discussed previously, they correspond to islands that have an hcp stacking sequence
(red triangle, islands pointing up) and an fcc stacking sequence (green triangle, islands pointing
down), respectively. The identification of each sequence is done by comparing their orientation
with the orientation of the islands of the previous layers during the film growth (not shown). In
figure 7.5 (b) the SPLEEM image with in-plane magnetic contrast shows that the magnetic domain
pattern present on each island seems to be related to the island stacking. In the figure, islands with
an hcp stacking sequence (red triangle) present either single domains or two different domains
separated by wide domains walls. In contrast, fcc islands (green triangle) present a more complex
multidomain magnetic pattern. In these type of islands we can distinguish at least 3 different
magnetic domains separated by sharp domain walls (sharp when compared with the wide domains
of the hcp islands). In figure 7.5 (c) we present contrast profiles (which are related to the local
magnetization) acquired across the two type of islands in the SPLEEM image. The average domain
wall width in the hcp islands is 0.70±0.05µm. In the case of fcc islands the domain wall width is
0.35±0.05µm.
At RT the 2 ML thick areas surrounding the 3 ML thick Co islands are magnetized out-of-plane.
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Figure 7.5 (a) LEEM image from 2.4 ML of Co on Ru(0001). (b) SPLEEM image of
the same area. Islands with different orientation present different domain patterns. The
electron beam spin polarization direction is in-plane. The FOV is 10 µm and the beam
energy is 7.2 eV. c) Profiles acquired on both fcc (green) and hcp (red) 3 ML thick Co
islands. The height on each profiles represents the local magnetization in each magnetic
domain.
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One open question is the possible influence of the 2 ML areas on the 3 ML magnetization. The
2 ML areas might couple the magnetization between different 3 ML islands, and the magnetization
of the 3 ML islands might be some kind of closure domain from the 2 ML areas. To check for
this possible effect, the temperature of the film was raised above the Curie temperature of the
2 ML film, and the patterns on the 3 ML thick islands were compared in figure 7.6. The first two
images show a film with in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic contrast at 500 K. In the in-plane
image, the 3 ML thick islands present either three domains in the typical pattern present on fcc
islands, while the hcp islands are nearly single domain. There are also two circular pits of the
substrate filled with 3 ML islands. Although the stacking of these islands cannot be detected from
their shape (they are circular), they are probably hcp (at higher temperatures most of the growth
from substrate step edges is hcp, and they present wide domain walls). As a consequence of the
film temperature being above the Curie temperature of the second layer, no magnetic contrast is
detected out-of-plane [figure 7.6 (b)]. When the film is cooled down below the Curie temperature
of the second layer, the exposed 2 ML thick Co areas show magnetization with an magnetization
easy-axis perpendicular to the film. Meanwhile, 3 ML thick Co islands mostly keep their magnetic
domain patterns. Although there are some changes, the fcc islands retain their black-white-gray
clockwise magnetization patterns2. This result indicate that the magnetic domain patterns observed
in the 3 ML thick islands is not directly due to the coupling with the surrounding 2 ML areas.
In summary, 2 ML thick areas have an out-of-plane magnetization easy axis. The domains are
quite large at RT, and the Curie temperature is estimated to be 445±10 K. The 3 ML thick Co
areas are magnetized in-plane. The stacking sequence of the 3 ML islands influences their (in-
plane) magnetic domain pattern. While fcc islands have sharper domain walls, and they present
a peculiar three-domain pattern. The hcp islands show larger domain wall widths, and are often
2The difference in the morphology of the islands in figure 7.6 (c) and figure 7.6 (a) is due to a dewetting process
that takes place slowly at temperatures above at 500 K.
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Figure 7.6 SPLEEM images acquired from 2.5 ML Co/Ru(0001) at two different tem-
peratures. (a),(c) The electron beam spin polarization direction is in-plane. (b),(d) The
electron beam spin polarization direction is out-of-plane. Beam energy was 7.2 eV and
the FOV is 8 µm in both cases
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single domain. The latter islands domain patterns are similar in triangular and round islands. The
Curie temperature of the 3 ML islands is higher than 550 K.
7.2.3 Discussion
The origin of the magnetization easy-axis reorientation when going from 2 to 3 ML in thickness
has been addressed theoretically in Ref. [222]. We focuss here in the magnetic domain patterns
observed in 3 ML thick Co islands. The relationship between domain wall width and stacking
sequence is intriguing. The observed domain wall widths are not very far from those found in
other Co systems such as Co/Ru/Co trilayers [223] where the domains wall width is ∼0.2 µm or
the 0.1–0.5 µm found in fcc Co disks [224]. However, they are much larger than than the 0.01 µm
domain wall width found in ultrathin Fe/W(110) [225, 226], or in bulk Fe (0.02 µm [227]).
The domain wall in an ultra-thin film with in-plane magnetization is expected to be a Néel
wall: due to the magnetic anisotropy energy, the magnetization rotates in-plane from one domain
to another. This agrees with the lack of out-of-plane contrast along the domain wall that would
be expected for a Bloch wall. The Néel wall width w is determined by the competition between
the exchange energy (via the exchange stiffness3) and the in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy
Kinplane. A larger exchange energy favors wider domain walls while a larger anisotropy energy
favors thin walls. Clearly there is some difference in either the exchange stiffness or the in-plane
magnetic anisotropy between fcc and hcp islands:
whcp ∼
√
Ahcp
Khcp
w f cc ∼
√
A f cc
K f cc
whcp ≈ 2×w f cc
(7.1)
Changes in domain wall widths due to changes in the film structure have been reported for
3The exchange stiffness is defined as JS2/a where a is the lattice parameter, J is the is the exchange integral, and
S is the spin moment [52, 228]
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Fe [225, 226] and FeCo alloys [229]. In the case of Fe/W(001), Bodea et al. [226] suggested that
the reduction of the domain wall width was due to a reduction in the exchange stiffness, caused
by the strain of the pseudomorphic Fe films as the exchange stiffness A varies approximately with
the interatomic distance d as d−5. In their case, the strain found in pseudomorphic Fe films on
W(110) could reduce the exchange stiffness by ∼40%. The fcc and hcp islands might be strained
by different amounts. In fact, Co in hcp islands have been reported [27] to be more relaxed (less
strain) towards the Co bulk in-plane lattice parameter [27] than hcp ones. But this difference in
the lattice parameter between hcp and fcc Co is very small, so it would only reduce the exchange
stiffness by∼4%. The exchange energy might be somewhat different due to the stacking sequence,
but it is not expected to differ widely. There are no obvious indications that fcc and hcp islands
present large differences in the exchange stiffness. For example, their Curie temperatures are at
least not widely different [figure 7.6]4. First principle theoretical calculations [231] confirm similar
values for the exchange constant for Co f cc (0.16 meV) and Cohcp(0.13 meV).
The other source of different wall widths might be the magnetic anisotropy energy. Higher
values in the anisotropy of fcc vs hcp Co would explain the differences found between them. The
problem is that we have not found in-plane anisotropy values for different stacking sequences. But
the total magnetic anisotropy energy between in-plane and out-of-plane actually depends on the
stacking sequence. The main contribution to the volume contribution Kv is the shape anisotropy,
which does not depend on the stacking (in the case of bulk Co it has a value of -1.27 MJ/m3
(9.3x10−5 eV/atom). The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, however, is negligible for buk
fcc Co, but it is equal to -0.54 MJ/m3 (3.9x10−5eV/atom) for bulk hcp Co [211]. So in principle,
large differences in the magnetic anisotropy are possible. Although this numbers are for bulk
Co, also ab-initio calculations [232] have found that for films 3 ML thick of Co, the magnetic
4In mean-field theory the Curie temperature Tc depends linearly on the exchange energy J, Tc = 2J/kB, where kB
is the Boltzmann constant [230]. No changes of the Curie temperature in both fcc and hcp 3 ML thick Co films were
observed heating the sample up to 650 K.
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anisotropy energy depends on the stacking sequence even to the point of changing its sign5 . So
it is expected that the observed changes arise from the magnetic anisotropy energy dependence on
the stacking sequence of the 3 ML islands. Further theoretical studies will be required to confirm
this hypothesis.
Another interesting result is the observation of particular magnetic patterns frequently observed
on the fcc islands [figure 7.5 (b)]. The patterns consist of a periodic sequence of dark-gray-white
domains when moving clockwise6. In figure 7.7 (a) we present one of the experimental images.
Taking into account that the experimental image shows only the magnetization component along
one in-plane direction, we can interpret the sequence of gray-levels as corresponding to the mag-
netization presented in figure 7.7 (b): the magnetization of each domain is aligned to each island
side, curling around the central point.
The lowest energy magnetic configuration of a flat island has been calculated theoretically by
micromagnetic calculations. For very small islands, smaller than the domain wall width, the lowest
energy configuration is a single-domain state. Larger islands break up into a multidomain pattern.
Before the multidomain pattern, a vortex state is found, where the magnetization curls continuously
around a central point, but at the central core it either points up or down. The vortex core size is
typically 10 nm wide [234, 235]. The presence of a vortex core depends on the aspect ratio of
the nanostructure and the magnetic hardness of the material7. For a fixed magnetic hardness the
presence of a vortex is given by the thickness of the magnetic material. Goll et al. [236] calculated
that the critical thickness to obtain a vortex configuration in a Co platelet of similar dimensions
to our triangles (1µmx1µm) is 20 nm. Similar results were found by different groups [237, 238],
5the calculated vales of the anisotropy (excluding the shape anisotropy energy) for 3 ML thick Co films on Ru(0001)
are KhcpCo =0.184 meV, K
f cc
Co =-0.087 meV [232]
6The same patterns were observed in fcc Co islands on Ru by Mascaraque et al. [233] by x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism with photoemision microscopy (XMCD-PEEM).
7The magnetic hardness is defined as Q=2µ0K/J2, where K is the magnetic anisotropy and J is the exchange energy
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reporting that no out-of-plane magnetic signal is obtained in thin Co films or Co nanostructures
with thicknesses below∼22 nm. Experimentally, Oepen et al. [239,240] reported that as-grown Co
films on Cu(100) present a single domain state. A similar result was found in other ferromagnetic
thin films such as Fe/Ag(100) [241], but that state could be broken into multiple in-plane domains
by applying a magnetic field. Similar effects have been reported in Co films after applying short
magnetic pulses [242].
We suggest that as the Co islands grow, they are initially single domain. We note that during
growth the heating filament used to keep the sample at the growth temperature generates an applied
magnetic field of a few Gauss8. For the hcp islands, the domain walls are so wide that the islands
remain mostly single domain while they grow until their final size. On the other hand, the fcc
islands reach the limit size for the single domain state at smaller sizes, and they form several
domains when reaching a micrometer size. The fact that the multidomain pattern has a definite
chirality (the sequence is black-white-gray clockwise) is related to the shape of the island and the
externally applied field during growth.
To understand the interplay of applied field direction and island orientation some tests were
performed with the micromagnetic simulation package OOMMF [244]. We remark that the pa-
rameters for the OOMMF simulation do not correspond to the correct aspect ratio of our islands
(0.6 nm thick and 1 µm wide) and that they are only intended as a first check on the origin of the
domain pattern. More realistic simulations are being performed by Dr. Lucas Pérez at the UCM
and the preliminary results seem to confirm the results presented here. To generate the simulated
pattern, a magnetic field was applied until the Co island was uniformly magnetized. The field was
then removed by small steps and the configuration energy minimized for each step. The grey con-
trast on the simulation corresponds to the component of the magnetization along the upper-right
8This heating filament is made of a W wire with a spiral shape and placed behind the sample. To keep the sample
temperature at 550 K, a 2.5 A current is applied through the wire that creates a magnetic field estimated to be 1–2
Gauss [243] within the film plane.
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Figure 7.7 (a) SPLEEM image acquired of a 3 ML fcc Co islands. (b) Micromagnetic
simulation of a configuration that reproduces the experimental picture. The grey level
corresponds to the component of the magnetization along the upper-right islands edge.
The arrows indicate the magnetization vector. (c) Single state triangular islands with two
orientations. (d) Relaxed configuration after removing the field where the chirality of the
pattern depends on the relative orientation of the island and the applied magnetic field.
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side of the triangular island [figure 7.7(a)-(b)]. The simulation reproduces nicely the experimen-
tally observed pattern. Following the micromagnetic simulations for different orientations of the
islands relative to the applied magnetic field clarifies the origin of the domain pattern. The local
magnetization on the island tends to align with the edges of the triangular island as the external
field is removed. This effect is the two-dimensional equivalent to the demagnetizing effect that
gives rise to the shape anisotropy in a thin film [28]: the magnetization aligns itself with the long
edges of the island to reduce the total magnetostatic energy. If the island is misaligned with the ex-
ternal magnetic field by less than 30◦, we obtain the same final pattern. When the island is rotated
by a larger angle, the pattern changes to the opposite chirality, as shown in figure 7.7(c)-(d).
Similar in-plane magnetic domain patterns were observed in Ni and Fe nanostructures [235,
245–248] with different shapes such as triangles [245, 247] (were the magnetic domain structure
found is very similar to the magnetic pattern observed in 3 ML Co thick islands), squares [246,249]
or parallelepipeds [234]. In these structures, the magnetic domain structure and the number of
magnetic domains were determined by the geometry of the system: the shape of magnetic domains
was explained by the decrease of the magnetostatic energy of the system by aligning the local
magnetization along the nearest edges of the structure, creating a flux closure configuration. One
difference between the Co triangles and the mentioned works is the presence of an out-of-plane
vortex core in the center of the structure. In our case a vortex state is unlike to be stable due to the
thickness of the islands, but in any case it is probably beyond the resolution limit of the SPLEEM.
In summary, the stacking sequence in 3 ML thick Co islands influence their magnetic proper-
ties: the domain wall width is different in the two types of islands. In the hcp islands, the domain
patterns are often single domain, while most of the fcc islands have a distinctive three-domain
pattern with a given chirality. The pattern is explained by the lowering of the magnetostatic energy
by alinging the magnetization with each side of the triangle. The chirality can be explained by the
relative orientation of an external magnetic field and the island shape. The differences in domain
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Figure 7.8 LEEM images acquired during the growth of Co on Ru(0001) at room temper-
ature. (a) LEEM image of the clean Ru(0001) where the atomic steps of the substrate can
be observed. (b) LEEM image acquired on 0.5 ML Co/Ru(0001). (c) LEEM image at the
completion of the first layer of cobalt. (d) Image corresponding at 2 ML of Co/Ru(0001).
The FOV is 8µm, beam energy was 6.2eV
patterns and domain wall widths between fcc and hcp islands are probably due to differences in
their in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy.
7.3 Small Co islands on Ru
The study of Co/Ru(0001) was completed by characterizing the growth and magnetic easy-axis
of Co films grown at RT. A sequence of LEEM images acquired during RT-growth is shown in
figure 7.8(a)-(d). The amount of material deposited was calibrated by growing the films at higher
temperature where the completion of each layer is easily followed. As it can be seen in the images,
the deposition of Co at RT produces a uniform change in the reflected intensity, with no islands
being detected. This can be explained if the size of the growing islands is smaller than the 10 nm
resolution attainable by LEEM. To characterize the growth we then resort to STM.
7.3.1 Growth
STM images acquired from Co RT-grown films, 0.65, 1.6 and 3 ML thick respectively, are shown
in figure 7.9. In the first film, Co islands have nucleated on the terraces of the Ru substrate, and
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also decorate the atomic steps of the substrate. The Co islands present a triangular shape, similar
to that shown by Co islands grown at 550 K but much smaller in size (9 nm) before they coalesce.
Islands in the same terrace present the same orientation. Between islands on adjacent substrate
terraces, the Co islands are rotated 180◦, as for Co films grown at 550 K reflecting the hcp stacking
sequence of Ru(0001). The height of the islands relative to the Ru surface is 0.21 nm. This result
agrees well with the values obtained in Co islands grown at 550 K (0.20±0.05 nm [27]). The
few 2nd layer islands are 0.20 nm high, again in good agreement with the distance 0.19±0.06 nm
obtained by LEED-IV in large Co islands. Some second layer islands do not have a well defined
shape, but others present a nice triangular shape. The latter suggest that the 2 ML islands grow at
RT following the hcp stacking sequence. The same behavior is observed on the next film, 1.65 ML
thick [figure 7.9 (b)]. Second level Co islands decorate the substrate steps and nucleate on the
terraces. The Co islands present a triangular shape. All the islands in the same terrace are oriented
in the same direction and are rotated by 180◦ in consecutive substrate terraces.
A film with 3 ML thick islands is presented in figure 7.9 (c). The 3 ML Co islands present a
triangular shape. Unlike the first and the second layers islands, three layers-thick islands showed
two opposite orientations on the same substrate terrace, although the number of triangles pointing
in the minority direction (downwards) was only 10%. As for larger islands grown at 550 K we
can conclude that the third layer islands have two possible stacking sequences, hcp and fcc. Co
growth cannot be followed layer-by-layer in STM, but due to the similitudes observed between Co
growth at RT and Co growth at 550 K, we suggest that the majority orientation in 3 ML Co islands
grown at RT is the same that those observed on Co growth at 550 K i.e. the majority orientation is
opposite to the 2 ML. This implies that most of the islands are hcp with the minority orientation
being fcc. The height of the third layer is 0.19 nm (in agreement with the LEED fits [27]). The
density of islands [shown in table 7.2] is constant for the first and second Co layer, and 3 orders
of magnitude larger than the density of islands obtained when the films were grown at 550 K.
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Figure 7.9 (a) 70 nm×70 nm STM image of 0.65 ML of cobalt grown on Ru(0001) at RT.
(b) 70 nm×70 nm STM image acquired on 1.6 ML of Co grown on Ru(0001) at RT. (c)
100 nm×100 nm STM image of acquired on 3 ML thick Co islands grown on Ru(0001)
at RT.
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Films grown at 550 K Films grown at RT
1 ML Co 1.4x1010 3.6x1013
2 ML Co 8.9x109 3.2x1013
3 ML Co 6.0x109 7.9x1011
Table 7.2 Measured density (number of islands per cm2) for each layer.
However, we observe that the density of islands decreases for the third layer of Co grown at RT.
In conclusion, we have shown that Co grows in a layer by layer mode on Ru(0001) at RT
up to 3 ML. This is in agreement with previous works [250, 251], but in disagreement with the
3D-growth mode reported by Bader et al. [252] by studying the Ru and Co Auger peak-to-peak
intensity versus deposition time. Similar contradictory results were found in the case of Co growth
on different substrates. In the case of Co growth on Pt(111) an "imperfect layer-by-layer growth"
was observed [253,254]. We suggest a different the density of steps in samples studied by different
groups might account for the different results.
7.3.2 Magnetism of small Co islands
By means of SPLEEM we have studied the magnetic domain structure of Co films grown at RT
on Ru(0001) up to 4 ML. Figure 7.10 presents a sequence of SPLEEM images acquired while the
Co film was grown, which correspond to the LEEM images presented in figure 7.8. During the
deposition of a total coverage equivalent to 1 ML [figure 7.10 (a)], no magnetic contrast is detected.
This was already seen in the growth at 550 K, and is expected because the Curie temperature
of 1 ML Co was reported to be below RT [222]. The deposition of a total coverage of 2 ML
[figure 7.10 (b)] also fails to show any magnetic contrast. At elevated temperature, the lack of in-
plane magnetic contrast is expected, as 2 ML islands have PMA. Only total Co coverages of 3 ML
or thicker [figure 7.10 (c)–(d)] show in-plane magnetic contrast. The magnetic domains for 2.5 ML
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Figure 7.10 SPLEEM images recorder in Co films grown at RT on Ru(0001) with the
electron beam spin-polarization direction in the plane of the film. Only films with 2.5 ML
Co or thicker present magnetic contrast. The FOV is 8µm. The beam energy is 6.2 eV.
that would correspond to the presence of small 3 ML Co islands, present an irregular shape. They
become better defined as the thickness of the film is increased to 3.5 ML.
In films with an average of 2 ML Co, in-plane magnetic contrast was sought. Surprisingly,
no magnetic contrast was detected (not shown). This lack of out-of-plane magnetic contrast is
puzzling, and contrasts with the out-of-plane magnetization of large 2 ML thick Co islands. Our
interpretation is that the small 2 ML islands (9 nm) also present a PMA, but due to the typical
island size, the magnetic domains are below the resolution of SPLEEM (20 nm). That this is not
the case for the, similar equally small, 3 ML islands (12 nm) is probably due to larger domain size
in the latter.
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7.4 Conclusions
By means of LEEM and STM we have studied the growth and the morphology of thin Co films
grown at RT on Ru(0001). The growth of the films is a layer-by-layer mode up to the maximum
coverage studied of 3 ML. The third layer presents islands of hcp or fcc stacking sequence on the
same substrate terrace, both at RT and at 550 K.
By means of SPLEEM we have studied the easy-axis of magnetization, and the magnetic do-
mains patterns in thin Co films grown at 550 K and at RT on Ru(0001). We have confirmed that
three-layers thick Co films grown at 550 K present in-plane magnetization. The magnetic domains
of 3 ML thick Co islands depend on the stacking sequence of the islands. Hcp islands present
mono-domains or magnetic domains separated by wide domain walls. Fcc islands present usually
a more complex magnetic domain pattern, with at least 3 magnetic domains separated by thinner
domain walls. The difference between domain walls width is assigned to different values in the
in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy for fcc and hcp islands. The domain patterns observed in fcc
Co islands correspond to the magnetization aligning with the sides of the triangular islands, and
the chirality of the pattern is proposed to arise from the interaction with the external field generated
during growth by the heating filament. We also have determined that films two layers thick present
perpendicular magnetization with a Curie temperature of 450 K. By means of SPLEEM we also
have studied the magnetization direction of Co films grown at RT on Ru(0001). Only three or
more layers present in-plane magnetization. No perpendicular magnetic contrast was obtained in
any case.
Chapter 8
Hydrogen on Co films
8.1 Introduction
Adsorption of gases can modify the structure and interlayer spacings [117] of metallic thin films or
surfaces. It should not come as a surprise, then, that it can also significantly affect their magnetic
properties if the films themselves are magnetic. Although the bulk of adsorption studies have been
focused on catalysis applications [255–259], there is a growing number of works on the interplay
of magnetism and gas adsorption. The field was started more than forty years ago when changes
in the magnetization of ferromagnetic materials produced by the chemisorption of hydrogen were
reported [260]. The most straighforward changes involve the modification of the magnetic moment
of the topmost atoms of the metal film upon gas adsorption, which is expected if there is any
charge transfer between the adsorbates and the metal atoms. It is common to observe [261–265] a
decrease in the magnetic moment of the topmost atoms of a ferromagnetic film. More unusual is
the enhancement of the magnetic moment of the magnetic layer upon gas adsorption, which was
predicted [266] and later confirmed [267] for oxygen on iron. Obviously, large effects are expected
if the adsorbate reacts with the surface atoms producing some magnetic compound, as for oxygen
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on ferromagnetic 3d metals [268, 269].
Changes in the magnetic anisotropy of a thin film upon gas adsorption are more unpredictable,
in line with the smallness of the magnetic anisotropy energy that arises from a delicate balance of
competing contributions. In particular, hydrogen has been observed to induce an spin-reorientation
transition on Ni/Cu films through strain effects [25]. Hydrogen is also the main suspect on the SRT
of Fe/W(110) observed by spin-polarized STM upon residual gas absorption [270, 271]. A prob-
lem with hydrogen is that it is largely unobservable when using position-sensitive experimental
techniques such as LEED or STM but in a few special cases [272, 273]. To date no real-space
study of an adsorbate induced spin-reorientation transition has been reported.
In this chapter we present our discovery of an hydrogen-induced spin-reorientation transition
on a cobalt bilayer on Ru, grown both at 550 K and at RT. By means of SPLEEM, we image in
real-space the evolution of the magnetic domains while the SRT takes place. LEED and reflectivity
data will add information about the possible origin of the SRT. After describing the experimental
results, we will proceed to discuss the reasons for the observed domain pattern evolution. In
the case of RT-grown cobalt films, STM was also used to study possible structural changes after
hydrogen adsorption.
8.2 Hydrogen adsorption on a flat Co bilayer
8.2.1 Experimental results
To study possible effects of hydrogen adsorption on Co/Ru(0001), a cobalt film with 3 ML Co
islands on a nearly continuous 2 ML Co film on Ru(0001) was grown. As in the previous chapter,
the film was grown at a 550 K substrate temperature so the Co islands are quite large possible
while preventing significant interdifussion with the substrate. Figure 8.1 (a) shows a LEEM image
acquired at RT after the growth of such a film. As discussed in the previous chapter, all the out-
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Figure 8.1 (a) LEEM image acquired at RT of a film with 3 ML Co thick islands on a
2 ML continuous films on Ru(0001), grown at 550 K. The 3 ML Co thick areas of the
film appear dark gray at the electron beam energy of 5.2 eV. While most of the 3 ML
islands are triangular, there are a few round islands which correspond to round pits of the
Ru subtrate. Some minor areas light gray, and correspond to uncovered 1 ML Co thick
regions. (b) SPLEEM image with the electron beam spin polarization out-of-plane. Only
the 2 ML thick Co areas present contrast, i.e., perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)
(c) SPLEEM image with in-plane electron beam spin direction, where all the magnetic
contrast arises from the 3 ML Co thick areas of the film. The FOV of the images is
4 µm. The 1 ML thick areas do not present any magnetic contrast, as they have a Curie
temperature below RT.
of-plane magnetic contrast [see figure 8.1 (b)] arises from 2 ML thick areas, while the in-plane
magnetic contrast only appears on the 3 ML thick islands [see Figure 8.1 (c)]: the 2 ML one have
an out-of-plane magnetic easy axis, while the 3 ML islands have an in-plane easy axis, showing
the well documented SRT [222] of Co/Ru as a function of thickness.
A sequence of SPLEEM images with the electron-beam spin-polarization direction out-of-
plane was acquired at RT while exposing the cobalt film to molecular hydrogen (by filling the
chamber to 8×10−10 Torr of H2). Figure 8.2 shows selected frames extracted from the image
sequence. There is an initial induction period were no changes were observed in the out-of-plane
magnetic domain pattern of the 2 ML thick Co areas of the film [figure 8.2 (a)-(b)]. But as the
hydrogen dose was increased above 0.12 LH2 , the domain pattern changed in two stages. At first,
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Figure 8.2 Out-of-plane magnetic contrast SPLEEM images of the film shown in fig-
ure 8.1 acquired while hydrogen was dosed on the film. The hydrogen dose is indicated
in each image. The FOV is 4 µm, beam energy is 5.2eV
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Figure 8.3 Image area covered with up (white) out-of-plane domains in the previous
figure versus the hydrogen dose.
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the magnetic domains broke up into smaller ones forming a kind of disordered stripe pattern, as
shown in figure 8.2 (c)-(d). At a second stage with doses higher than 0.20 LH2 , the total area with
up-and-down domains decreased until all the out-of-plane magnetic contrast disappeared, as shown
in figure 8.2 (e)-(g). The decrease can be followed by integrating the total image area covered with
white domains as a function of the hydrogen dose, shown in figure 8.3. The decrease of the white
domains is nearly linear with the hydrogen dose. During all the dosing no change was detected in
the LEEM (topography) images themselves.
To understand the effect of hydrogen on the cobalt bilayer, several further experiments were
performed to:
• check that the change in the domain patterns is due to adsorbed hydrogen,
• quantify the amount of hydrogen required for this effect,
• check if this change in the magnetic contrast corresponds to an spin reorientation transition,
• and determine whether the effect is due to structural modifications of the film upon hydrogen
adsorption
We will then discuss the observed domain pattern evolution with hydrogen dose.
Reversing the transition
We cannot directly detect the presence of hydrogen on the surface of Co (below we describe the
attempt to measure changes in the Co film structure). An indirect proof linking the effect on the
magnetic domains of the Co bilayer with the presence of hydrogen on top of the film is to heat
a hydrogen-exposed film up to the desorption temperature of hydrogen on Co(0001). Hydrogen
desorbs from Co at a temperature of 370 K [274]. As this temperature is still below the Curie
temperature of Co bilayers (see chapter 4), an experiment can be performed looking for the out-of-
plane magnetic contrast while annealing the film to the H/Co desorption temperature.
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Figure 8.4 PONER TOPOGRAFIA. SPLEEM images acquired while heating the sample
after dosing hydrogen. The temperature of the sample is shown in each image. The FOV
is 8µm. Beam energy is 5.2 eV
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To such end, a film with 3 ML thick Co islands on top of a 2 ML film was grown on Ru(0001).
After cooling down to RT the film was exposed to 0.4 LH2 . Then, the film out-of-plane magne-
tization was monitored while the sample temperature was slowly1 increased to 400 K. In figure
8.4, selected frames from a sequence of images acquired while increasing the temperature are pre-
sented. In agreement with the previous observations, there is no out-of-plane magnetic contrast
in the initial frame, which corresponds to the film, after hydrogen exposure, at 290 K. The faint
contrast observed is attributed to some minor misalignment in the out-of-plane spin-polarization
direction of the illuminating electron beam. As the sample temperature reaches 360 K some areas
start to shown out-of-plane magnetic contrast. The areas with magnetic contrast (white or black)
increase in size until the sample temperature is 400 K, when the magnetic contrast typical of the
2 ML thick Co areas is restored. The temperature at which the magnetic contrast is restored agrees
with the desorption temperature of hydrogen [274] or deuterium [275] from Co(0001) and is lower
than the desorption temperature of other adsorbates on Co such as CO (∼430 K [274,275]). After
annealing to 400 K, the out-of-plane magnetic contrast is conserved when cooling the film down to
RT. Thus, the hydrogen induced dissapareance of the out-of-plane magnetic contrast is reversible
upon heating the film above the desorption temperature of hydrogen on Co. This result strongly
supports that adsorbed hydrogen is responsible for the observed change in the magnetic domain
patterns.
Hydrogen coverage
To obtain the total hydrogen dose, the pressure of the UHV chamber (measured by an ionization
gauge and corrected by a factor of 0.46 for hydrogen [102]) was attributed to hydrogen (the back-
ground pressure before the H2 leak valve was opened was below 7×10−11 Torr so the error is less
1SPLEEM images require the heating rate to be small, as otherwise drift between the images gives rise to spurious
signals when subtracting LEEM images to provide the SPLEEM ones.
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than 10%). Integrating the hydrogen dose through the experiment presented in figures 8.2 (and
subsequent experiments, see figure 8.5) gave a total hydrogen dose for the out-of-plane magnetic
contrast removal of 0.38±0.02 LH2 .
But that only provides the dose, not the hydrogen adsorbed on the surface of the film. Hydrogen
adsorption on Co has been studied previously [1, 274, 275]. At RT, hydrogen adsorbs as atomic
hydrogen on Co, and the absorption is supposed to be non-activated. To check for a possible role
of activation in hydrogen absorption in our experiments, they were repeated with the ionization
gauge of the system turned off, to prevent it from dissociating the molecular hydrogen. The dose
required to make the out-of-plane magnetic contrast to vanish was still the same, confirming that
the cobalt surface dissociates molecular hydrogen.
The required dose of 0.38 LH2 was achieved by filling the chamber with 8×10−10 Torr of
molecular hydrogen. A total dose of 0.38 LH2 at most can give a coverage ofΘmax=0.38×2 ML=0.74 ML,
assuming a constant sticking coefficient of 1. It might be much lower if the sticking coefficient
were lower, or if substantial desorption of hydrogen took place at RT. The desorption energy of
H/Co has been measured by several methods, giving numbers in the range of 0.85–1.0 eV/atom [1].
These numbers imply that the residence time of hydrogen adatoms is in the minutes–hours range,
ruling out significant desorption during the thermal desorption spectroscopy [1, 276]. Another
check on desorption of hydrogen during the experiments was done by changing the pressure of
hydrogen used to reach the ∼0.4 LH2 dose, again with negative results. The sticking coefficient
has been reported to be 0.5 up to coverages of 0.5 ML. In consequence, we believe that a coverage
of Θ=0.3–0.4 is a reasonable assumption in the absence of more information.
Spin reorientation transition
So far, we have shown that the out-of-plane magnetic contrast, i.e. the domains magnetized up
and down on the Co bilayer, change and then disappear when exposed to ∼0.4 LH2 . There are
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Figure 8.5 Top: LEEM image of a film with 3 ML Co islands (dark gray) on a nearly
continuous 2 ML Co film. Two pits of the substrate can be observed, with 3 ML Co
islands decorating the lower step. Some light gray areas correspond to exposed 1 ML Co.
Left column(a)–(c) SPLEEM images from a sequence acquired while molecular hydrogen
was dosed while the electron-beam spin-direction is out-of-plane. After it the sample was
heated up and cooled to RT to repeat the hydrogen dose and acquire a new SPLEEM (e)–
(f) image sequence with the electron-beam spin-direction in-plane. The FOV was 8 µm,
beam energy was 5.2 eV
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several reasons why the out-of-plane magnetic contrast might disappear. The most likely one is
that the easy-axis of magnetization has changed, becoming in-plane, i.e. hydrogen induces a spin-
reorientation transition (SRT). To confirm this, the hydrogen exposure was repeated on a Co film
but observing first the out-of-plane magnetic contrast (as before) and then the in-plane magnetic
contrast2. In Figure 8.5 the experiment performed with out-of-plane contrast [figure 8.5 (a)-(d)] is
compared with the consecutive experiment [figure 8.5 (e)-(h)] with in-plane contrast in the same
area of the Co film. Between the experiments, the film was annealed to 420 K to remove the hy-
drogen adsorbed during the first experiment. The LEEM image shows a film with several 3 ML
triangular islands (light gray) and some 3 ML islands decorating the lower steps of two pits of the
substrate. Before hydrogen exposure in both experiments, the out-of-plane magnetic contrast is ob-
served only in the 2 ML areas, while the 3 ML islands have only in-plane magnetization [compare
figure 8.5 (a) and (e)]. As the film was exposed to hydrogen, the sequence sensitive to out-of-plane
magnetization shows the same breakup of domains followed with a disappearance of the magnetic
contrast that was observed with higher resolution in figure 8.2. At the same hydrogen dose that the
out-of-plane magnetic contrast disappears, magnetic contrast appeared in the SPLEEM sequence
sensitive to in-plane magnetization in the 2 ML Co thick areas of the film. At the end of the exper-
iment, all the film was completely magnetized within the film plane: hydrogen adsorption changed
the easy axis magnetization of the 2 ML thick areas from an out-of-plane orientation to an in-plane
direction. Thus, hydrogen induced a spin-reorientation transition on the 2 ML Co thick areas of
the film, reversible upon hydrogen removal. No changes were observed in the 3 ML areas.
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Figure 8.6 (a)LEEM image and LEED pattern taken on mostly 2 ML thick Co film on
Ru(0001). The LEED pattern was acquired from the central area of the LEEM image. (b)
LEEM and LEED pattern acquired after dosing 20 L of molecular hydrogen. The beam
energy in LEEM images was 3 eV and the FOV is 7µm. The LEED patterns were taken
at 72 eV.
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Structure changes, or lack of
In the H-induced SRT of Ni/Cu, the effect was attributed to a change in the strain of the Ni film
upon hydrogen adsorption. So we searched for possible structural effects of the adsorption of
hydrogen on the Co films. The presence of adsorbed hydrogen itself cannot be resolved using
diffraction techniques as LEED due to the low scattering power of hydrogen as we have seen
in previous chapters. To complicate the problem, the mobility of hydrogen on the Co surface
is expected to be high even at moderate temperatures [1]. Although some authors reported the
formation of a faint LEED pattern when hydrogen was adsorbed on Co(0001) [274,275], they also
indicated that it was difficult to reproduce those LEED patterns, a problem they associated with
electron beam damage.
To detect possible changes in the structure of Co/Ru films upon molecular hydrogen adsorption,
LEED and reflectivity data were acquired in a 2 ML thick Co film. To avoid a possible beam
damage, the LEED patterns were acquired in a hydrogen background of 4×10−8 Torr. As the base
pressure of the Sandia LEEM during the present experiments was 2×10−10 Torr, it was possible to
involuntary dose hydrogen from the chamber residual gas. To prevent this from ocurring, the bare
Co data was acquired while the substrate temperature was 400 K, above the desorption temperature
of H on Co. LEEM images and LEED patterns recorded before and after hydrogen exposure are
shown in figure 8.6. No changes were observed in the LEED pattern.
LEED-IV curves were also acquired [figure 8.7 (a)]. The plotted curves corresponds to the spot
intensity of the specular beam together with its satellite spots [label Beam(0,0)], and the integer
beams also adding the intensity of the corresponding satellite spots [Beam(0,1), Beam(1,0)]. The
LEED IV curves before and after hydrogen exposure are basically identical: the mean Pendry’s R-
factor for the three beams was 0.04, although we caution that the energy range is relatively small,
2For technical reasons, it is simpler to perform first a full sequence of images with one magnetic-contrast direction
and then the other than to switch the spin-polarization direction between each frame.
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Figure 8.7 (a) LEED IV curves acquired from 2 ML Co on Ru(0001) before (black
curves) and after(red curve) hydrogen exposure. (b) Low energy reflectivity curves taken
before (black curve) and after (red curve) the hydrogen exposure. Curves are offset for
clarity
and the integration of the main diffracted spots together with the satellite beams might wash out
some fine details.
The electron reflectivity in the 0–30 eV range acquired from the same area as the LEED-IV
data is shown in figure 8.7 (b). For comparison, the substrate Ru reflectivity in the same range is
presented in figure 8.8 (page 180) (we note that the energy scale between the two spectra is shifted,
because the data has been acquired with different instruments that have a different zero calibration
of the energy scale). After a high reflectivity at very low electron energies (for energies below
2 eV, below the vacuum level of the sample where all the electrons from the illuminating beam are
reflected back from the sample), the reflected intensity decays until reaching a plateau at 7 eV. In
this 2–7 eV range, the adsorption of hydrogen on either Ru (figure 8.8) or Pd (figure 4.1) is detected
as an increase of the reflected intensity. As shown in figure 8.7, this is not the case for Co. The
abrupt changes in the Co films reflectivity around 12 eV are probably related to gaps arising from
band crossings; they do not show any change upon hydrogen adsorption. Finally, the broad peak
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at 22 eV is related in bulk-terminated samples with the gap associated with the first Bragg peak.
Presumably a change in energy in its position might indicate a change in the Co lattice spacing (for
example, a similar peak appears at a lower energy corresponding to larger spacing in real space-in
the Ru spectra in figure 8.8), although as shown in Chapter 4, adsorbates can invalidate this simple
picture.
Despite the obvious effect of hydrogen adsorbed on the Co magnetization, there is no however
sign of it in the electron reflectivity of the Co films, nor in the LEED patterns or LEED-IV data in
the energy range 30–100 eV. This is in stark contrast with the case of the Pd films studied in the
chapter 4 (or in the Ru surface to be presented in the next section 8.3).
8.2.2 Discussion
We have discovered an spin reorientation transition on the Co 2 ML thick islands or films upon a
hydrogen dose of 0.4 LH2 . The SRT is reversible upon heating up to a sample temperature of 400 K.
No clear structural changes have been detected in the Co films after the hydrogen dose, ruling out
a change in the strain state of the films. Before the magnetization easy axis direction changes from
out-of-plane to in-plane, the domain pattern changes for exposures between 0.2–0.4 LH2 . In that
range the large, micrometer sized, up and down magnetic domains break up into much smaller
elongated domains, that in the smaller dimensions reach a size of 0.31 ±0.03µm. Eventually, the
out-of-plane contrast disappears in a non-homogeneous manner.
We first discuss the origin of the striped pattern of out-of-plane magnetic domains with de-
creasing size that is observed observed with a hydrogen dose of 0.2–0.4 LH2 . It is reminiscent of
other striped patterns observed in surfaces, such as polymers [277], submonolayer islands [278],
ferroelectric films [279] or ferromagnetic materials [280–285]. Landau and Lifshitz [286, 287]
were the first to propose a formalism to decribe the energetics of stripe domain formation, they
proposed that the origin of the stripes lies in the interplay between short- and long-range forces.
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The stripe domain patterns observed in different systems lead to a reduction of the total energy of
the system, although the particular interactions depend on each physical system. In the case of thin
ferromagnetic films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, the stripe pattern arises from the com-
petition between the exchange interaction J, the dipolar interaction Ω and the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy Kmca [54, 288, 289]. While the long range dipolar interaction promotes the creation of
domains, the domain walls themselves have an energy cost that depends on the effective magnetic
anisotropy Ke and the exchange interaction J (The balance between the two interactions gives rise
to a preferred domain wall width as discussed in the previous chapter). As the magnetic anisotropy
energy decreases, the cost of creating a domain wall also decreases, and domain walls multiply in
the film. In consequence, the observed decrease in the domain size reflects the underlying decrease
of the magnetic anisotropy energy caused by the hydrogen adsorption on the Co film.
The model gives predictions for the stripe periodicity. Won et al. [54, 288, 289] used it to ex-
plained the stripe pattern observed in ultrathin Fe/Ni/Cu(001) films near a SRT. For a 2D Heisen-
berg square lattice, they proposed that the hamiltonian can be expressed as:
H =−J∑
i j
~Si~S j−K∑
i
S2i j−
Ω
4pi∑i, j
~Si~S j−3(~Siri j)(~S jri j)
[(ni−n j)2(ni−n j)2]3/2
(8.1)
where J is the exchange interaction, K is the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (excluding the shape
anisotropy), ~Si is the spin at site i and Ω is the dipolar interaction strength. By minimizing the
energy, the width of a stripe pattern (given in units of lattice constant) was found to be [54]:
Lmin =
5Jpi2 exp(
√
Jpi4Ke/Ω2L+1)
6Ω
√
Jpi4Ke/Ω2L+1
(8.2)
where Ke =K−Ω is the effective magnetic anisotropy. In the case of ultrathin films, the values
of J, K and Ω must be normalized by the film thickness. If the system is composed of d atomic
layers, the d spins in the vertical direction can be considered to be rigidly connected. Thus, the
exchange interaction J in the 2D lattice system should be multiplied by a factor d. The volume
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anisotropy K scales linearly with d and the surface anisotropy is unchanged. The dipolar energy
must be split into a short-range part, Ωs (that corresponds to the conventional shape anisotropy),
and a long-range part Ωl that arises from the dipolar interaction between two blocks of d spins at a
distance greater than the film thickness. At the SRT point, the effective anisotropy is Ke=0 and the
stripe width in equation 8.2 reaches a minimum value of:
Lmin =
2.27pi2J
Ωl
(8.3)
In fact, this minimum value represents a static spin-density wave due to the dipolar interaction
as it was reported by Bruno et al. [290]. Far from the SRT point (Ke 6= 0), the stripe pattern width
increases exponential with the anisotropy, which can be written in the alternative form:
L=
5Jpi2Ldipexp(pi2Ldip/Lani+1)
6pi2Ldip/Lani+1
(8.4)
where Lani =
√
J/Ke is the anisotropy length and Ldip = JΩl is the dipole length. The uniax-
ial magnetic anisotropy favors a single domain state, while the dipolar interaction favors a stripe
domain phase. The exponential dependence of the stripe width with the anisotropy arises from a
crossover from a regime where its stripe pattern is dominated by the dipolar interaction (Ldip
Lani) to a regime where the stripe pattern dominated by the anisotropy regime (Lani Ldip). Equa-
tion 8.4 also represents the transition from a stripe phase where L∼Ldip to a single in-plane domain
where L∼ ∞.
Regrettably, our experiments do not have a resolution good enough to determine the stripe
periodicity evolution with the hydrogen dose, and check whether it is exponential as predicted by
equation 8.2. But we can still estimate the Lmin in our system at the SRT, given by equation 8.3.
For bulk Co, the values for J, and Ωl are3:
• J = JCo×dCo. Values of JCo range from 14 meV (from ferromagnetic resonance, [291,292])
to 12 meV, obtained from first principles [231].
3We give the formulas in the S.I. system. In [54, 288, 289] there is a mixture of cgs and S.I.
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• Ωl=
µ0(dCoµCo)2
a3‖
. The magnetic moment of cobalt µCo is 1.7 µB [293–295], while the experi-
mental in-plane lattice parameter a‖ is 2.56 Å [128], while µ0 being the vacuum permeability
The result is
LCo bulkmin ∼ 0.64µm (8.5)
This value is larger that the experimental one by about a factor of ×2. Of course, the magnetic
moment and the exchange constant for a Co bilayer on Ru might differ from the bulk values.
Silvia Gallego has calculated the former and it is nearly unchanged for either a bilayer or a H-
covered bilayer [294]. Curiously enough, she predicts that for intermediate coverage the magnetic
moment can be larger. To estimate the latter, we scale it taking into account that the mean-field
theory indicates that the Curie temperature is proportional to the exchange constant Tc = 2/3J. As
the Curie temperature for Co bulk obtained from experimental measurements is TCobulkc ∼ 1400
[296, 297] while the Curie temperature of 2 ML is T2MLc =450 K (as we shown in chapter 7). We
obtain the next relation:
TCo bulkc
T 2 MLc
∼ 3⇒ JCo bulk ∼ 3J2 ML (8.6)
where J2ML is the exchange for 2 ML Co films. Applying this result in equation 8.3 we obtain
that the stripe domain width for our system is one third of the stripe width of Co bulk,
L2 MLmin ∼ 0.21µm (8.7)
This result in much better agreement with the experimental value of 0.31±0.03 µm. We note
also that the predictions of Won et al. are based on a square lattice, while obviously Co/Ru has a
hexagonal lattice.
The stripe domain period obtained is also in reasonably agreement with the stripe domain width
observed experimentally(0.1–0.5 µm [212, 238, 287, 298, 299]) in Co films with perpendicular
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stripe pattern, indicating the reliability of equation 8.2 to calculate the period of magnetic stripe
patterns.
So the stripe width changes can be understood by the decrease of the magnetic anisotropy upon
hydrogen exposure, and the stripe minimum periodicity is in reasonable agreement with the dipolar
length of the bilayer. Now we propose a model for the observed behavior of the magnetic domains
upon hydrogen exposure. The basic assumption is that the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) de-
pends locally on the adsorbed hydrogen concentration, and changes sign for a given concentration.
The adsorption of hydrogen on the Co surface probably occurs in the same stages as other gases,
or as hydrogen on other metal films. First, molecular hydrogen dissociates upon arriving to the
surface into individual hydrogen atoms. No differences were observed when using molecular or
atomic hydrogen, so the adsorption process is likely to be non-activated, as reported previously [1].
The dissociation of hydrogen, nevertheless, might be more favorable at substrate steps, positions
that are usually more reactive due to their uncoordinated character. The hydrogen adatoms remain
on the film surface, without going into subsurface positions as evidenced by the lack of expansion
of the last interlayer distance that would be obvious in LEED or electron reflectivity. The hydro-
gen adatoms are expected to diffuse rapidly around the surface, giving rise to an averaged constant
density of hydrogen. A range of surface concentrations should be possible on the surface, with the
hydrogen behaving as a increasingly dense two-dimensional adatom gas. In this range, changes
on the out-of-plane domain size take place at the same time all over the 2 ML thick Co film,
and following the previously discussed theories of striped patterns in magnetic films, the observed
decrease in domain size reflects the gradual reduction in the magnetic anisotropy energy. Upon
increasing the hydrogen dose, a critical concentration is reached when a phase transition occurs
and the hydrogen separates into a condensed phase in coexistence with the 2D atom gas. A further
increase on the hydrogen dose would only make the condensed phase grow and the adatom gas
shrink, while the latter density stayed constant (at a given temperature). This split of the hydrogen
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covered surface into two regions with different hydrogen densities would explain the latter stage
of the SRT, where the magnetic contrast is found to disappear from some regions that grow from
steps around the 3 ML thick Co islands, while it survives until higher doses in other regions (with
small out-of-plane magnetic domains): the regions with a H-condensed phase would correspond to
places where the SRT already has taken place (no out-of-plane contrast), while the others regions
with a 2D-adatom gas would have small sized out-of-plane domains. The magnetization changes
in the Co films upon hydrogen exposure would then be an useful way of following the fate of
adsorbed hydrogen on the surface, which is very difficult to detect otherwise.
The presence of condensed phases of hydrogen in coexistence with 2D hydrogen adatom gas
has been reported for several metal surfaces. The typical coverages at which ordered phases appear
areΘ∼ 0.3–1.0, and the critical temperatures are in the range of 30–290 K, with the highest critical
temperatures found for the H/Co(101¯0) case [1]. As we mentioned before, the amount of adsorbed
hydrogen on the Co films has not been directly measured although we estimated it to be a fraction
of a monolayer, and the experiments were performed at RT. Both conditions are reasonably close
to some of the reported H/metal phases. It is in any case a promising venue for future work.
The origin of the anisotropy change due to the hydrogen adsorption should be an electron
hybridization effect, as no structural changes have been detected in the films that would imply a
strain effect. To check this explanation, we are in collaboration with S. Gallego at the ICMM-CSIC
in Madrid. Preliminary results confirm the electronic origin of SRT.
8.3 Magnetization easy-axis changes on Co films grown at RT
on H/Ru
The growth mode of thin films on metallic substrates is influenced by, among other factors, dif-
ferences in the surface energy between the film and the substrate. This surface energy can be
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modified by the presence of predeposited surfactants4 on the substrate giving as a result changes
in the growth mode or in the structure of the films [300, 301]. Cobalt growth on surfaces with
different surfactants has been studied by several groups [302–305]. An example is the Co/Cu/Co
coupling, which is greatly affected by the perfection of the layers and where the growth mode has
been optimized through the use of Pb as a surfactant [306–311].
In this section we will study the magnetic easy axis of Co films grown at RT on H-terminated
Ru(0001). The surface of the substrate was characterized by low-energy electron reflectivity.
Cobalt films were characterized by STM and the magnetization direction was determined by
SPLEEM. In the previous chapter we found that RT-grown Co films present a typical island size
below the resolution limit of LEEM. They only presented a detectable magnetization for an average
thickness of 3 ML or thicker. In particular, no magnetic out-of-plane nor in-plane magnetic signal
was detected for an average thickness of 2 ML, in contrast to the observation of perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy in large Co islands 2 ML thick grown at 550 K.
Experimental results
We first briefly characterize the Ru(0001) surface by means of low-energy electron reflectivity.
Figure 8.8 (black curve) presents the reflectivity of the bare Ru surface. We observe that the
electron reflectivity is constant until 5 ev, as the beam energy increases, the reflectivity of the
surface decreases until 15 eV, where a sharp feature related with a band crossing is observed.
Then, the reflectivity increases until 21 eV where a broad peak associated with the first Bragg
reflection is observed. Upon hydrogen adsorption, different changes in the electron reflectivity
stand out [figure 8.8 (red curve)]. The first change is a shift of 0.16 eV between the two curves in
the 2-4.5 eV range. This shift reflects a change in the work function of the surface upon hydrogen
adsorption [1], and it has also been observed in other metallic films [61]. Other changes after
4defined as a substance that reduces the surface energy
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Figure 8.8 Electron reflectivity data acquired on Ru (black curve) and on H/Ru (red curve,
offset for clarity). The data has been acquired at RT.
hydrogen adsorption are the presence of a broad peak at 6.5 eV, associated to hydrogen adsorption
on the Ru surface. finally, in figure 8.8 we observe that after hydrogen adsorption the sharp feature
at 15 eV changed and now at this energy the electron reflectivity shows a shoulder, this change
in the reflectivity at 15 eV is due to a reduction of the density of unoccupied surface states upon
hydrogen adsorption [169, 170].
We then followed in SPLEEM [figure 8.9] the RT-growth of the cobalt films on H/Ru. No
magnetic contrast in-plane or perpendicular to the plane was found during the deposition of an
average of 1 ML of Co [figure 8.9 (a)]. This result is not surprising taking into account that the
Curie temperature of 1 ML thick Co film is below RT. Films with a total deposited coverage of 2–4
ML presented in-plane magnetic contrast [figure 8.9 (b)–(c)]. Unlike for RT-grown films of Co/Ru
where no magnetic contrast was detected, the films grown at RT on H/Ru present an in-plane
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Figure 8.9 SPLEEM images acquired during the growth of Co on H-terminated Ru(0001),
only second and successive layers present in-plane magnetization. The FOV is 11 µm.
Beam energy was 6.2eV. (d) Profile acquired along the line marked in (c). The height
represents the local magnetization in each domain.
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magnetization easy-axis for an average thickness of 2 ML (contrast is also observed for thicker
films). Another difference with the films grown at RT on Ru is the size of the magnetic domains.
The in-plane magnetic domains for Co coverages of 2 and 3 ML [figure 8.9 (b)–(c)] reach
15 µm in width. These domains are 10–20 times larger than the in-plane magnetic domains ob-
served in the case of 3 ML of Co grown at RT on Ru. The domain wall width is also different
[figure 8.9 (d)]. In the case of the films grown at RT on H/Ru(0001) the domain walls have a
width of 0.65±0.05µm, to be compared with 0.35±0.05µm for the films grown on bare Ru [fig-
ure 7.10]. This reduction in the domain wall width must be due to a decrease in the magnetic
anisotropy, similar to the the reduction of the anisotropy observed at the SRT point discussed in
previous section.
Co films were grown in the STM chamber following the same steps as in the SPLEEM system,
albeit with a larger background pressure of 2×10−10 Torr. In addition, we have also performed
another experiment where 1 ML of Co at RT was grown in a 2×10−9 Torr of hydrogen. Figure
8.10 (a) and (b) shows STM images acquired after the growth of 0.9 and 2 ML of Co, respectively.
In the image we can observe that cobalt decorates the atomic steps of the substrate and nucleates
also as triangular islands in the substrate terraces. The Co islands have a size of ∼9 nm. All the
islands are oriented in the same direction within the same substrate terrace, and are rotated 180◦ at
consecutive terraces of the substrate. The number of islands is similar to that of Co grown at RT on
bare Ru (see table 8.1), as is the height of the Co islands (0.20 nm). The growth and morphology of
1 ML thick Co films is thus similar when Co is deposited on either bare Ru(0001) or H/Ru(0001).
Finally a 0.4 ML thick Co film was grown in a hydrogen background (8x10−9 Torr)[8.10 (c)],
again without significant differences with the previous cases.
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Figure 8.10 STM images of Co grown on H/Ru. (a) 0.9 ML (70 nm×70 nm), (b) 2 ML
(100 nm×70 nm), and (c) 0.4 ML (70 nm×70 nm) grown on hydrogen atmosphere.
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Films grown Ru Films grown at RT Films grown
on bare then exposed to hydrogen in H background
1 ML Co 3.6x1013 7.3x1013 3.9x1013
Table 8.1 Density of islands (given in number of islands/cm2) for Co film grown on bare
Ru(0001), hydrogen terminated Ru and films grown in a hydrogen background.
Discussion
The most interesting result from the RT-grown Co films on H/Ru(0001) is the in-plane magnetic
contrast in films with an average of 2 ML Co. This result resembles the hydrogen induced spin
reorientation transition observed on flat bilayer films grown at 500 K. In both cases, no structural
changes were detected when comparing the case with or without hydrogen, and in both cases
the magnetization easy-axis of the second layer was in-plane when hydrogen was present in the
system. We suggest that the same hydrogen-induced effect on the magnetic anisotropy occurs on
the RT- grown films. A natural assumption is that the layer of hydrogen diffuses to the Co surface
when Co atoms arrive to the Ru surface. After the growth, part of the hydrogen is then located at
the surface of the Co film, a similar situation to that observed when the films were grown at 550 K
and hydrogen was adsorbed on the surface of the films [figure 8.11 (a)].
8.4 A novel gas sensor
We have proposed to use the sensibility to hydrogen exposure of the cobalt magnetization easy-axis
as a gas sensor, for which we were granted the patent PCT/US2010/032990. The motivation for
such a sensor is that hydrogen is used in many industrial applications such as chemical industries,
petroleum refining, or power plants. In these environments, safety is important because a hydro-
gen/oxygen mixture only needs 0.02 mJ [312] to be ignited (10 times lower than a propane/oxygen
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Figure 8.11 (a) Model representation to explain the change in the anisotropy of the sec-
ond layer.(b)-(c)Schematics of the anisotropies of the different layers of cobalt grown on
Ru(0001) at RT. (b) Co growth on clean Ru(0001). (c) Co layers grown on pre-saturated
Ru(0001).
mixture): a small electrical discharge is enough to start the combustion [313]. Furthermore it is
known that hydrogen absorption into the iron of containment vessels can produce mechanical fail-
ures in steel [314–316] producing hydrogen leaks. In consequence, the detection of hydrogen is
a problem that has received much attention. It is possible to detect very small quantities of hy-
drogen with a high sensitivity in laboratories equipped with bulky and very expensive devices and
detectors. However commercial detectors [317–320] present disadvantages such as a high concen-
tration threshold or the possibility of interference with other gases present in the environment. For
all these reasons, there is a need for hydrogen sensors that are simpler, cheaper to produce, more
compact, and consume less energy.
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8.4.1 Description of the sensor
Our proposed gas detector works as follows: a sensor is made of a stack of ferromagnetic layers
separated by Ru layers. This multilayer stack structure should exhibit a giant magneto resistive
effect [43,321,322]. The electrical resistance of the multilayer structure can then change from low
to high values when the direction of the magnetization of the upper and the lower magnetic layers
are parallel or anti-parallel, respectively. The sensor requires that the magnetization of the lower
ferromagnetic film remains in the same direction, while the upper ferromagnetic layer is made of a
ferromagnetic layer that can flip its magnetization easy-axis in the presence of hydrogen. All this
multilayered stack would be mounted on a heater chip to desorb hydrogen when needed. Figure
8.12 shows a schematic representation of the device.
Figure 8.12 Schematic of the gas sensor.
The stack would be mounted on a circuit board that reads the resistance of the stack. The
resistance would change as a function of whether or not the easy axis of the exposed layer of
epitaxial cobalt film is in-plane or out-of-plane. The circuit board might include a programmable
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heater power source and a process control unit which could be used to both calculate amounts
and concentrations of the detected gases as well as, in combination with the programmable heater
power source, identify the gas detected. By thermally desorbing gases which have been adsorbed
onto the surface of the detector, it could be reset to the original orientation of the magnetization of
the upper ferromagnetic layer.
Some of the advantages of our detector would be:
• Size: it should be possible to build a multilayered stack with nanometer dimensions.
• Hight selectivity: the capping layer might be designed and used as a filter for an specific gas.
• Response time: due to the small dose needed to obtain the change in the magnetization, the
response of the system can be below one second for partial pressures of 10−6 Torr.
• Low energy use: the simplicity of the mounted circuit boards would make the energy re-
quirements of the detector very low.
In order to use the sensor in real atmospheres and protect the Co films from oxidation, the stack
would have to include a protective capping layer. The capping layer of a multilayered system could
be used to functionalize the sensor for a variety of different gases.
8.5 Conclusions
By means of SPLEEM we have discovered a hydrogen-induced spin reorientation transition on
large 2 ML thick Co islands or films (grown at 550 K), from the initial out-of-plane easy-axis
orientation to an in-plane one, we have characterized first time in real space such a gas-induced
SRT. The HH2 dose required to achieve that SRT is ∼0.4 LH2 . This SRT is reversed by heating
the films to 400 K, presumably by desorbing the hydrogen from the film. No structural changes
were detected in the films after hydrogen adsorption. Before the magnetization easy-axis direction
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changes from out-of-plane to in-plane, the domain pattern changes for exposures between 0.2–
0.4 LH2 . In that range the large, micrometer sized, up and down magnetic domains break up into
much smaller elongated domains, that in the smaller dimensions, reach a size of 0.20 ±0.02µm.
This periodicity is in reasonable agreement with the predictions of a model incorporating the com-
petition of exchange, anisotropy and dipolar interactions at the SRT. Eventually, the out-of-plane
contrast disappears in a non-homogeneous manner. We propose that the changes are related to the
local density of hydrogen on the surface of the Co film, with the non-homogeneous character of the
SRT reflecting a non-homogenous hydrogen density due to hydrogen separating into a two phase
system above a critical concentration.
We also have studied the magnetization easy-axis of Co films grown at RT on H/Ru(0001). For
an average coverage of 2 ML, unlike for films grown on Ru, the films are magnetized in-plane. No
structural differences where found when comparing the films grown on bare Ru and on H/Ru. We
presume the same SRT occurs on RT grown Co films as found on large Co islands grown at 550 K,
and, additionally, that hydrogen floats to the surface of the film during Co growth.
Finally, we have proposed a gas sensor based on the hydrogen-induced spin reorientation tran-
sition. By integrating the cobalt film into a spin-valve structure, the change in the anisotropy of the
film would be detected as a change in the electrical resistance of the spin-valve. We suggest that
metal capping layers might be useful for functionalizing the sensor to other gases.
Chapter 9
Pd capping of Co deposited on Ru
9.1 Introduction
Ultra thin magnetic films with perpendicular magnetization [323–326] have been studied due to
their technological applications in the magnetic recording industry [327–331]. With its large mag-
netic perpendicular anisotropy and large Kerr rotation at low photon wavelengths, Pd/Co multi-
layers are a popular system. The magnetization easy-axis in Pd/Co multilayers can be tuned by
selecting the Pd or the Co layers thickness. But the detailed influence of other parameters such as
the growth conditions is still under discussion. While Dorantes et at. [332] attributed the change
in the direction of the magnetization to the role that Pd atoms play in the spin-orbit interactions,
Nakagawa et al. [333] indicated that the magnetic properties in Co/Pd mulilayers are related with
the surface and interface morphology of the films.
It has been reported that hydrogen adsorption induces changes in the magnetic moment of
the Pd/Co combination or changes in its magnetization easy-axis [23, 334, 335]. In all cases a
low hydrogen adsorption gave an enhancement of the PMA, while a higher hydrogen amount of
adsorbed hydrogen induced a decrease of the PMA, although the origin of the detected changes is
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not well understood yet.
These results suggest the need to study the growth and the magnetization of Pd on Co. In this
chapter we present our results on the growth of Pd on Co/Ru, and on the magnetic easy axis of the
Pd/Co/Ru films. Then possible changes in the magnetization easy-axis will be sought by hydrogen
adsorption.
9.2 Pd capping of Co/Ru
We have grown Pd on regions 2–5 ML thick of Co/Ru(0001). To such end we have used two Co
films. The first is a film with 3 ML thick Co islands on a mostly 2 ML film [figure 9.1 (a)], while
the second is a film with 5 ML islands on a mostly 4 ML thick Co film [figure 9.2 (a)–(e)]. In both
cases, the Co films were grown at 550 K.
Growth
In the first Co film, the 3 ML thick Co areas appeared dark-gray at the beam energy of 7 eV [figure
9.1 (a)]. The 2 ML areas appear medium-gray, and some light-gray areas corresponded to 1 ML
Co. Frames from the sequence of LEEM images acquired during the Co film growth have been
shown in a previous chapter (figure 7.1). There are several substrate steps where the 3 ML Co thick
areas formed a continuous ribbon, with additional 3 ML triangular islands with two orientations
(indicating the presence of hcp and fcc stacking sequences in the Co film). Pd is deposited while
the substrate is kept at 550 K. The Pd islands appear as light-gray triangles on both the 2 ML and
3 ML areas of the Co film [figure 9.1 (b)–(d)].
The Pd triangular islands nucleated on top of the triangular 3 ML Co islands have the same
orientation as the underlying Co island. That only one orientation of the triangular islands is
detected on each triangular Co island (and on the 2 ML Co areas) implies that Pd does not present
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Figure 9.1 (a)–(f) Image sequence acquired in LEEM during the growth of 1ML of Pd
on a Co film with 1,2 and 3 ML areas exposed (the growth of the film is presented in
figure 7.1). The FOV is 8µm and the beam energy is 7 eV. The growing Pd appears as
light grey on the Co film.
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Figure 9.2 (a)–(e) Image sequence acquired in LEEM during the growth of 5 ML
Co/Ru(0001) at 550 K. After it, we grew 1ML of Pd on a 5 ML thick Co islands and
4 ML tick areas exposed. (e)–(i) show the image sequence acquired in LEEM during the
growth of the Pd layer. The FOV is 8µm and the beam energy was 5.2 eV. The growing
Pd appears as light grey on the Co film.
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stacking faults when grown on Co. After completing 1 ML Pd [figure 9.1(f)] the contrast of the
Co layers is reversed when compared with the situation of the bare Co film: Pd on 2 ML Co areas
appear darker than Pd on 3 ML Co areas. Further Pd growth produced a uniform change in the
electron reflectivity, but no further nucleation of islands was observed in LEEM.
Pd growth on the thicker Co film is presented in figure 9.2. The top images in figure 9.2 (a)–(e)
show the growth of a film up to a coverage over 4 ML Co. The initial steps [figure 9.2 (a)–(c)] are
similar to previous films described in chapter 7 which correspond to films with 3 ML islands on 2
ML films. Image 9.2 (d) shows that an additional ML of Co gives rise to a film with 4 ML thick
triangular islands, which have different orientations. This is to be expected, as already the 3 ML
islands had two different stacking sequences (fcc and hcp) that are the same for the underlying 2
ML, while they can be considered to have a stacking fault at the last layer. This can also happen
at the 4 ML level, giving rise to 4 different stacking sequences in the 4 ML Co islands. With the
deposition of an additional layer, the 5 ML islands do not have a well-defined triangular shape
although the island density is not too different from the previous level. In any case, in figure 9.2
(e) we can observe that 5 ML thick Co islands appear dark-gray on 4 ML thick exposed areas
which appear light-gray. In figure 9.2 (g)–(i) we present frames from a sequence of LEEM images
acquired during the growth of 1 ML Pd (the temperature of the sample was 550 K). The nucleation
of individual Pd islands is not detected and only a uniform change in the electron reflectivity is
observed during the Pd deposition. After the completion of the Pd layer, the contrast of the 5 and
4 ML thick Co areas is reversed: the Pd capped 5 ML islands appear darker than the Pd capped 4
ML areas.
Low-energy electron reflectivity curves in the range of 0–30 eV were acquired on 1 ML Pd/2
ML Co/Ru and on 1 ML Pd/3 ML Co/Ru [curves (III) and (IV) in figure 9.3]. For comparison, in
figure 9.3 we also present low-energy reflectivity curves acquired on 2 ML Co on Ru [curve (I)]
and 3 ML Co/Ru [curve (II)]. The reflectivity of 2 ML and 3 ML Co/Ru films presents a broad
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Figure 9.3 Low-energy reflectivity curves acquired on (I) 2 ML Co/Ru,(II) 3 ML Co/Ru,
(III) 1 ML Pd/2 ML Co/Ru, and (IV) 1 ML Pd/3 ML Co/Ru, respectively. Data have been
offset for clarity
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peak near 21 eV and a sharp feature at 13 eV (which correspond to a Bragg reflexion and a band
crossing, respectively [121]). The data acquired on the Pd capped layers show that the broad peak
is now located at 22 eV. This is same energy at which the broad peak was found on a Pd film (see
chapter 3). The sharp feature at 13 eV in the bare Co films vanishes. The additional oscillations in
the 7–15 eV energy range in 1 ML Pd/3 ML Co/Ru are attributed to quantum interference peaks.
Spin-reorientation upon Pd capping
In addition to the LEEM images, SPLEEM data were acquired simultaneously during Pd deposi-
tion on the 2+3 ML Co film. In figure 9.4 (a) we present the surface topography [it corresponds
to figure 9.1 (a)] of the Co film. The corresponding SPLEEM image with an in-plane electron-
beam spin-polarization shows magnetic contrast only on the 3 ML areas of the Co film. As Pd is
deposited [figure 9.4 (c–f)] the magnetic in-plane contrast of 3 ML Co islands dissapears from the
Pd covered areas, until no in-plane magnetic contrast remains at the completion of the Pd capping
layer [figure 9.4 (g)]. After the Pd deposition, the sample was cooled down to RT and further
SPLEEM images were acquired, this time with the beam spin-polarization out-of-plane (figure
9.5). In the SPLEEM out-of-plane image both the 2 ML and the 3 ML Co areas present out-of-
plane magnetic contrast: the Pd capping layer has switched the magnetization easy-axis of 3 ML
thick Co islands from in-plane to out-the-plane, while no change is observed in the magnetization
easy-axis of the 2 ML areas [see the schematic in figure 9.5 (c)].
We have repeated the Pd capping on the thicker 4+5 ML Co film [Figure 9.6 (i)]. Figure 9.6
(a) shows the LEEM image acquired after the growth of the complete Pd monolayer. Before the
Pd deposition, all the film presented in-plane magnetization (not shown), as expected for Co films
thicker that 2 ML [128]. Figure 9.6 (b)–(c) shows the SPLEEM image of the same area with the
electron-beam spin-polarization direction in-plane and out-of-plane, respectively. While the Pd
capping layer reoriented the magnetization easy-axis of 4 ML Co from in-plane to out-of-plane,
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Figure 9.4 (a)LEEM image acquired on 2 and 3 ML thick Co areas (b)–(g)SPLEEM
image sequence acquired during Pd deposition, the electron-beam spin-polarization di-
rection is in-plane. During the Pd dose, the in-plane magnetic contrast vanishes. The
FOV is 8µm and the beam energy was 7 eV in both LEEM and SPLEEM images.
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Figure 9.5 (a,b) LEEM and SPLEEM images, respectively, acquired at RT on the Pd-
capped Co film presented in figure 9.1. The FOV is 8 µm and the beam energy was 7 eV.
The electron-beam spin-polarization direction was out-of-plane. (c) Schematic represen-
tation showing the magnetization easy-axis before and after depositing the Pd capping.
Both 2 ML and 3 ML Co areas now present an out-of-plane easy axis when covered with
Pd.
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the magnetization easy-axis of 5 ML Co stayed in-plane. The magnetic domains of 1 ML Pd/4 ML
Co/Ru had sizes between 0.40–1.10 µm. This value is smaller that the domains presented by 1 ML
Pd/2,3 ML Co/Ru areas (which are 0.84–2.25µm wide) from the first film (figure 9.5).
Discussion
Capping ultrathin ferromagnetic films with non-magnetic metals often affects the films magneti-
zation easy-axis. Cu or Au increase the out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy on Co films on W(110)
[336], and the deposition of any of the coinage metals on Co films on Ru(0001) actually reorients
the easy axis of magnetization to an out-of-plane direction for selected combinations of the thick-
ness of the capping layer and the Co film [337]. So far, the effect of Pd is similar to that of Cu and
Au: while Pd extends the PMA in Co films up to the 4 ML, Cu extends it to 4 ML, and Ag extends
it to 3 ML. We note that the out-of-plane domain sizes are smaller for 1 ML Pd/4ML than for 1
ML Pd/3ML Co or 1 ML Pd/2ML Co. Actually the domain sizes observed (≥0.4 µm) are close to
the stripe domain width size predicted for a PMA cobalt film using the bulk Co exchange constant
and magnetic moment discussed in the previous chapter, 0.4 µm for a dCo=4 ML film. This would
imply that the effective magnetic anisotropy in 1 ML Pd/4ML Co is very close to zero. This is
compatible with the observation that for 1 ML Pd/5ML Co the MAE already changed sign giving
an in-plane magnetization easy-axis.
9.3 Pd/Co/Ru upon gas exposure
In this section, we study the possible effect of hydrogen on Pd-capped Co films. During gas
dosing, the magnetic domains of the Co film were monitored by SPLEEM in real time. To monitor
the adsorption of the different gases, low-energy reflectivity curves were acquired at the end of
each dose and compared with the reference curves taken on the bare Pd/Co/Ru films.
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Figure 9.6 (a) LEEM recorded after growing 1 ML of Pd on areas covered with 4 and
5 ML of Co/Ru(0001). (b) SPLEEM image acquired with the electron beam spin po-
larization direction out-of-plane. (c) SPLEEM image acquired with the electron beam
spin polarization direction in-plane. The FOV is 8 µm. The beam energy is 5.2 eV. (d)
Schematic representation of the magnetization direction for each thickness of the film
shown in (a).
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Figure 9.7 Low-energy electron reflectivity curves acquired on 1 ML Pd/2 ML Co/Ru
after dosing different gases [(I) initial Pd/Co/Ru film], (II) 2 LH2 , (III) 3 LCO, (IV) 90 LH ,
and (V) 60 LH+CO. The data have been offset for clarity.
Molecular hydrogen
In the study of hydrogen exposure to Pd films presented in chapter 4, adsorbed hydrogen was
detected in the electron reflectivity of the Pd films. In particular, the regions between 5–10 eV
presented a higher reflectivity when hydrogen was present on the film surface. The same effect
has been observed also on the Ru(0001) substrate (chapter 8, page 180). However, the presence
of hydrogen on the Co films, which was evident in the change of the magnetic easy-axis, was not
accompanied by any increase in the reflected intensity in the 5–10 eV range. In figure 9.7 we
present the electron reflectivity of the Pd-capped 2 ML Co/Ru film [curve (I)], and of the film after
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exposure of 2 LH2 [curve (II)]. After the hydrogen dose, we observe that the reflectivity of the
sample in the range of 7–18 eV is increased while the broad peak at 22 eV did not change position.
As in the case of Pd films, we suggest that this enhancement in the reflectivity is due to hydrogen
adsorbed on the surface of the film. In figure 9.8(b) and (c) we shown the SPLEEM out-of-plane
image of the Pd-capped 2 ML Co film before and after exposure to H2, respectively. No change in
the magnetization easy-axis was observed after 2 LH2 .
Effects of CO
CO adsorption on Pd films was studied in chapter 4 by low-energy electron reflectivity and LEED-
IV. Upon CO adsorption, the peak located at 22 eV in the electron reflectivity curve became wider
and decreased its intensity until it finally vanished, and a new peak appeared at lower energy (16
eV). LEED-IV data suggested that CO was adsorbed on the surface of the films. We also discussed
CO adsorption on Pd pre-saturated with hydrogen. During the CO exposure, we observed that
the peak at 10 eV (due to hydrogen adsorption) vanished, at same time the broad peak at 22 eV
decrease its intensity and a new peak at 16 eV was detected i.e. adsorbed CO displaced hydrogen
from the Pd surface [see figure 4.8 pag. 85]. Figure 9.7 curve (III) (green) shows the low-energy
electron reflectivity acquired on Pd/Co/Ru after dosing 3 LCO. Comparing the electron reflectivity
of the CO-exposed Pd/Co/Ru film with the one from the bare Pd/Co/Ru film, the peak at 22 eV has
became wider and its height decreased, while the peaks at 7–18 eV has decreased its intensity. We
also observe an increase of the electron reflectivity at 7 eV not observed in chapter 4 when CO was
adsorbed on Pd, (in this case we cannot explain the origin of this peak at 7 eV). The behavior of
the reflectivity after CO doses, is similar to the one observed when hydrogen and CO were dosed
on Pd [see figure 4.8 pag.85], suggesting that CO ends up adsorbed on the surface of the Pd/Co/Ru
film. Figure 9.8 shows the LEEM and SPLEEM images acquired before the CO dose [figure 9.8
(d)–(e)] and after exposing the surface to 3 LCO [Figure 9.8 (f)]. We can see that CO did not change
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Figure 9.8 LEEM and SPLEEM images acquired before and after exposing the films to
different gases. (a)-(b) LEEM and SPLEEM image respectively acquired before molec-
ular hydrogen exposure, (c) SPLEEM image acquired after 2 LH2 , (d)–(e) LEEM and
SPLEEM images respectively acquired before CO exposure (f) SPLEEM image after ex-
posing the films to 3 L of CO (g)–(h) LEEM and SPLEEM image respectively acquired
before exposing the films to atomic hydrogen, (i) SPLEEM image acquired after exposing
the films to 90 LH . The bean energy is 6.1 eV in both LEEM and SPLEEM images. FOV
is 10µm
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the magnetization easy-axis.
Effects of atomic hydrogen
Atomic hydrogen is a more effective way of introducing hydrogen in a metal subsurface positions
[11, 338] (see also chapter 4). In figure 9.7 the electron reflectivity acquired on Pd/Co/Ru after 90
LH [curve (IV)] is shown. In this experiment we used an hydrogen cracker of the same design as
the one built in Madrid and described in chapter 2. The SPLEEM electron source (see chapter 2)
becomes contaminated by hydrogen in the LEEM chamber, preventing a continuous monitoring
in SPLEEM of the magnetic easy-axis for exposures larger than 90 LH . Upon exposing to such
a dose, the broad peak at 22 eV in the electron reflectivity of the Pd/Co/Ru film vanished, and a
small peak in the energy range of 7–10 eV appeared together with another peak at 17 eV. These
changes in the electron reflectivity are similar to those of atomic hydrogen dosed on Pd films (see
chapter 4). Thus, they can be explained using the same type of reasoning. The increase of the
electron reflectivity in the range of 7–10 eV suggests the presence of a small amount of hydrogen
on the surface, while the peak at 17 eV and the lack of a broad peak at 22 eV suggests the presence
of CO (generated by the hydrogen cracker) adsorbed on the surface of Pd/Co/Ru film. After 90
LH , no changes in the magnetization easy-axis were detected in SPLEEM as shown in figure 9.8
(i) to be compared with the SPLEEM image acquired previously to the atomic hydrogen exposure
figure 9.8 (h).
In chapter 4, when dosing the Pd film with atomic hydrogen together with some CO, hydrogen
populated the sub-surface positions. The presence of CO was necessary to prevent hydrogen des-
orption from Pd. The changes observed in the electron reflectivity of Pd/Co/Ru films upon atomic
hydrogen suggest that hydrogen is incorporated into the Pd/Co interface, but if so, it did not change
the magnetization easy-axis.
One possible explanation is that the amount of CO present on the surface is not enough to
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prevent hydrogen desorption from Pd. To check this possibility, a final experiment was performed
to force hydrogen into the Pd/Co sub-surface positions by co-dosing CO and atomic hydrogen,
increasing in this way the amount of CO on the Pd surface. Typical partial pressures used were
3×10−8 Torr of atomic hydrogen and 2×10−8 Torr for CO, giving a total pressure of 5×10−8 Torr.
Curve (V) (magenta) in figure 9.7 shows the electron reflectivity of the surface after 60 LCO+H .
The curve is identical to that obtained when only atomic hydrogen was dosed: a small peak in the
electron reflectivity at 10 eV indicates that hydrogen is adsorbed on the surface, and a peak at 17 eV
together with the lack of a peak at 22 eV indicates the presence of CO on the Pd surface. After the
combined CO+atomic hydrogen dose no changes in the magnetization easy-axis were detected in
SPLEEM. After this experiment the electron source was regenerated and an additional 36 LCO+H
were dosed. Again, no changes in the magnetization easy-axis of the sample were observed.
Discussion
Motivated by the results obtained in chapter 8, where a SRT was observed upon hydrogen expo-
sure, we have studied if the same phenomenology occurred on Pd/Co/Ru films. For this goal, we
have tried to populate the Pd/Co interface with hydrogen to induce a change in the magnetization
easy-axis from out-of-plane to in-plane. After individual dosing of molecular hydrogen, CO or
atomic hydrogen no changes in the magnetization easy-axis were detected by SPLEEM [see fig-
ure 9.8] even if the reflectivity data acquired on Pd/Co/Ru after gas exposure suggested hydrogen
incorporation in the Pd/Co interface (when comparing with the results of Chapter 4 on Pd films).
Different factors may explain the lack of change in the magnetization easy-axis. The first
reason is the system chosen. Pd induces a strong perpendicular magnetic easy-axis. It might
be easier to turn the magnetization easy-axis with hydrogen exposure by selecting a Pd and Co
thickness combination where the perpendicular anisotropy energy is smaller. A way to do this is
by increasing the thickness of the Co layer to 4 ML. As it was shown in figure 9.6 with 1 ML Pd
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capping, the Co films have their magnetization easy-axis out-of-plane until they are 4 ML thick
(the easy-axis in the fifth layer is already in-plane), i.e. the effect of the Pd layer is to overcome the
shape anisotropy of∼2 Co layers. From the results obtained in this section and taking into account
the results presented in chapter 4, if seems that it should be easier to turn the magnetization easy-
axis upon hydrogen exposure in a stack made of 1 ML of Pd on 4 ML Co/Ru.
Other factor is the hydrogen pressure. Different works have reported that hydrogen can be
absorbed by Pd in systems composed of ferromagnetic films capped with Pd layers. For example in
Pd/Co/Pd it was reported [335] that upon hydrogen exposure, hydrogen was detected in the Pd films
and the magnetization easy-axis of the Co underneath changed. Other works [334] reported that
hydrogen could be absorbed by Pd capping layers and it could diffuse through 3–4 ML Pd layers
inducing changes in the interlayer spacing of the films, and producing an increase of the in-plane
magnetic signal of the ferromagnetic film. The main difference between these experiments and our
experiments is the hydrogen pressure used. The works cited were performed at hydrogen pressures
around 1 atm (760 Torr), ten orders of magnitude higher than the pressures used in our UHV
conditions. Although hydrogen absorption by Pd has been reported at high hydrogen pressures,
the data shown in this chapter and chapter 4 [11, 339] indicate that under UHV conditions it is
not possible to obtain a significant hydrogen absorption through Pd layers even when using atomic
hydrogen. This can explain the lack of change in the magnetization easy-axis in the Pd/Co system.
Using a higher hydrogen pressure it might be possible to switch the Co magnetization easy-axis.
A related problem is the limited hydrogen doses employed. Due to the limitations in the SPLEEM
electron source, the maximum continuous dose was 90 LH . In chapter 4 we discussed that in order
to populate the subsurface position doses above 10 kL were needed.
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9.4 Conclusions
By means of LEEM and SPLEEM we have studied the growth of 1 ML of Pd on 2–5 ML of
Co/Ru(0001). A monolayer Pd capping turns the magnetization to an out-of-plane easy-axis ori-
entation for Co films 3 and 4 ML thick.
The adsorption of molecular and atomic hydrogen was studied by SPLEEM and low-energy
electron reflectivity. Atomic hydrogen produced changes in the electron reflectivity of Pd/Co/Ru
similar to those observed on Pd/Ru films, suggesting that hydrogen incorporated at the Pd/Co
interface. But changes in the magnetization easy axis of Pd-capped 2 and 3 ML thick Co films
were not detected.
Chapter 10
Summary and conclusions
10.1 Final conclusions
We have studied the structure and, for Co films the magnetic domains, of ultrathin films of Pd,
Mg and Co on Ru(0001) by LEEM, SPLEEM and STM. Then, the effect of exposure to various
amounts of hydrogen on each film was characterized.
Pd films were characterized by LEEM and LEED-IV. With LEED-IV, the interlayer spacing
of the topmost Pd layers was determined for film regions with exactly 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 ML of
Pd, and showing an fcc stacking sequence. Pd fcc twins grew on consecutive Ru terraces, and
some additional stacking faults were detected on the films by dark-field imaging. Thicker Pd films
on Ru(0001) and W(110) were also characterized, with the same distribution of twins in the Ru
substrate, while on W(110) twins were not related to the substrate terraces. This study proves that
LEEM is not only a useful technique to characterize the growth of thin films but, when combined
with LEED-IV it becomes a powerful tool to solve the crystal structure of the grown films. This
assertion might be evident. However it has not been realized in the published literature.
Then, the effect of exposing the Pd films to hydrogen was studied. By means of LEEM and
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LEED we have been able to deduce the location of hydrogen on the Pd even if hydrogen itself
could not be detected. When dosing large doses of atomic H, we have observed that, because of
our particular experimental condition, it was unavoidable to co-dose some CO. At selected electron
energies, hydrogen and CO present characteristic features in the electron reflectivity data that could
be used as a fingerprint of the presence of each adsorbate on the film surface, to such extent that
the real time dynamics of the displacement of hydrogen by CO could be followed. By means of
LEED-IV fits, an expansion of the last Pd layer was detected, a signal that hydrogen was populating
sub-surface positions in the Pd films. We have not been able to form an ordered hydride in the Pd
film. Only by exposing to large doses of atomic hydrogen and some CO, the sub-surface positions
could be populated. We confirmed that CO prevents hydrogen desorption from the sub-surface
positions.
The next ultra-thin metal system studied was Mg on Ru(0001). The growth and the morphology
of the Mg films up to 10 ML were studied by LEEM and STM. By observing the LEED pattern, the
change of in-plane lattice spacing of the first Mg monolayer could be followed in real-time. LEEM
shows a perfect layer-by-layer growth for tens of ML. Due to the limitations in lateral resolution
of LEEM, we have used STM to characterize the morphology of the Mg/Ru surface down to the
atomic level, showing in real space changes in the moiré pattern of the first monolayer. Thick Mg
films present stacking faults, and screw dislocations in stepped areas, probably due to the mismatch
between Ru and Mg step heights. We have shown that the combination of STM and LEEM allows
to characterize in a wide lateral scale, extending from atomic distances to tens of microns the film
morphology and structure.
Exposing Mg to molecular hydrogen did not produce any change in the morphology of the
films. However, exposure to atomic hydrogen resulted in the nucleation and growth of a magne-
sium hydride as observed by LEEM and TDS (electron beam damage prevented a LEED char-
acterization of the hydride). TDS measurements showed that the Mg hydride decomposed under
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heating when heating it and the decomposition temperature depended on the thickness of the Mg
film. This effect was attributed to a 3D growth mode of the hydride on the Mg film. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first time that the formation and decomposition of an hydride has been
followed in real space and real time at the nanometer scale.
Finally we have studied the properties of thin Co films grown on Ru(0001) up to 3 ML thick
by LEEM and SPLEEM. Confirming previous studies, these Co films present an hcp stacking
sequence up to the second layer while 3 ML already presented both fcc and hcp stacking sequences.
SPLEEM provided a real-space view of the magnetic domains in the Co films. The magnetic
domain patterns of 3 ML thick islands depended on their stacking sequence, probably through
differences in the magnetic anisotropy energy.
Exposure to hydrogen (of the Co films) produced a spin-reorientation transition in bilayer-
thick Co areas. The transition was reversible by heating to the desorption temperature of hydrogen
on Co. No structural changes were detected in the films after hydrogen adsorption. Before the
magnetization easy-axis direction changed from out-of-plane to in-plane, the large, micrometer
sized, up and down magnetic domains broke up into smaller elongated domains, reflecting the
decrease in the effective magnetic anisotropy. Eventually, the out-of-plane contrast disappeared
in a non-homogeneous manner. We also characterized the growth and easy-axis changes of a Pd
capping layer on the Co Films, although no SRT was observed upon hydrogen exposure.
Our results open the way to study the detailed behavior of hydrogen on Co films through the
changes in the Co bilayer magnetization.
10.2 Conclusiones finales
En esta tesis hemos estudiado por medio de LEEM, SPLEEM y STM, la estructura, (y en su
caso la imanación), de películas metálicas ultra delgadas de Pd, Mg y Co. Posteriormente, hemos
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caracterizado los efectos de la exposición a hidrógeno en cada una de estas películas.
Las películas de Pd fueron caracterizadas mediante LEEM y LEED-IV. El interespaciado entre
las capas superiores de Pd y su secuencia de apilamiento fueron determinados mediante ajustes de
LEED-IV tanto para películas con espesores de 2 a 6 monocapas como para películas de Pd de
mayor espesor crecidas sobre Ru(0001) y W(110). Mediante imágenes de campo oscuro hemos
detectado la presencia de maclas de Pd en terrazas consecutivas de Ru, y sobre cada terraza de
W(110). Nuestros resultados prueban que el LEEM no es sólo una técnica útil para caracterizar el
crecimiento de películas delgadas, sino que también es una herramienta muy versátil a la hora de
resolver la estructura cristalina de las películas cuando éste se combina con LEED-IV adquirido en
el mismo instrumento. Sin embargo, no hay apenas trabajos publicados que se aprovechen de esta
combinación de LEEM y LEED.
Después de la caracterización estructural de las películas de Pd, se analizaron los efectos de la
exposición de hidrógeno en dichas películas. Por medio de LEEM y LEED, hemos sido capaces de
deducir la posición del hidrógeno en las películas de Pd incluso si el hidrógeno no fue detectado
directamente. Hemos observado que al exponer a grandes dosis de H atómico en nuestras condicio-
nes es inevitable co-depositar algo de CO. El hidrógeno y el CO presentan una señal característica
en la reflectividad de electrones que puede ser usada como una huella dactilar de la presencia de
dichos adsorbatos en la superficie de la película y ello nos ha permitido seguir en espacio real el
desplazamiento de hidrógeno por el CO. Sin embargo, no hemos sido capaces de crear hidruros en
Pd y sólamente cuando las películas de Pd fueron expuestas a grandes dosis de hidrógeno atómico
con CO, las posiciones sub-superficiales pudieron ser pobladas con hidrógeno, poblamiento que se
detectó gracias a la expansión producida en las últimas capas de Pd (mediante LEED-IV). Hemos
comprobado también que la presencia de CO en la superficie bloquea la desorción del H absorbido.
El siguiente sistema estudiado fue Mg sobre Ru(0001). El crecimiento y la morfología de las
películas de Mg fueron estudiados mediante LEEM y STM. Estudiando el patrón de LEED en
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tiempo real pudimos seguir el cambio de las distancias a primeros vecinos de la primera capa
de Mg. En las imágenes de LEEM hemos podido observar un crecimiento capa a capa para un
total de 10 capas atómicas. Las películas de Mg más gruesas presentan defectos de apilamiento y
dislocaciones de tornillo en áreas con escalones, posiblemente debido a la diferencia de altura entre
los escalones de Ru y Mg. Con estos experimentos hemos demostrado que la combinación de STM
y LEEM permite la caracterización de películas delgadas en un gran rango de escalas laterales que
va desde distancias atómicas hasta decenas de micrómetros.
La exposición de las películas de Mg a hidrógeno molecular no produjo ningún cambio en
ellas. Sin embargo al utilizar hidrógeno atómico se pudo observar en LEEM la nucleación y el
crecimiento de un hidruro. El daño producido por el haz de electrones impidió la caracterización
del hidruro mediante LEED. Sin embargo, se observó que al calentar el hidruro aumentaba la
presión parcial de hidrógeno en el sistema experimental a la vez que se observaba que las islas
de hidruro se descomponían. La temperatura de descomposición del hidruro dependía del espesor
de las películas de Mg, efecto atribuido a un crecimiento 3D de dicho hidruro sobre la película
de Mg. Que nosotros sepamos, esta ha sido la primera vez que se ha observado la formación y la
descomposición de un hidruro a tiempo y espacio real y a escala nanométrica.
Finalmente, por medio de LEEM y SPLEEM hemos estudiado las propiedades de películas
delgadas de Co hasta un espesor de 3 ML. Hemos confirmado estudios anteriores donde se indicaba
que las películas de Co en Ru(0001) crecían con una secuencia de apilamiento hcp hasta la segunda
capa, pero que tres capas de Co presentaban secuencias hcp y fcc en distintas islas. El SPLEEM
nos permitió obtener imágenes en el espacio real de los dominios magnéticos de las películas
de Co. Los dominios magnéticos de las películas de cobalto de 3 capas de espesor dependían
de su secuencia de apilamiento, posiblemente debido a diferencias en la energía de anisotropía
magnética.
La exposición de las películas de Co a hidrógeno produjo una reorientación de espín en las bica-
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pas de Co. Esta transición era reversible calentando las películas hasta la temperatura de desorción
del hidrógeno en Co. No se han detectaron cambios estructurales en las películas de Co después
de la adsorción de hidrógeno. Durante la exposición a hidrógeno, los dominios magnéticos orien-
tados fuera del plano se rompieron en dominios mas pequeños con forma elongada, reflejando la
reducción de la anisotropía magnética efectiva. Finalmente, el contraste magnético fuera del plano
desapareció de manera inhomogénea. También hemos caracterizado el crecimiento y los cambios
en la imanación de las películas de Co recubiertas con Pd, aunque no hemos observado una reorien-
tación de espín después de exponer las películas a hidrógeno.
Nuestros resultados indican que el comportamiento del hidrógeno sobre películas de Co puede
ser determinado estudiando los cambios que se producen en las propiedades magnéticas de las
bicapas de Co.
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5.6 (a) Selected-area diffraction pattern of a 6 ML thick Mg film on Ru(0001) acquired
from a region of uniform stacking and thickness. (b) Schematic showing how the
diffraction patterns should change because consecutive thicknesses have different
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7.1 LEEM images acquired during the growth of Co on Ru(0001) at 550 K. (a)-(b)
The growth of the first layer. (c)-(f) Completion of the first layer and nucleation
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